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FOREWORD
The Shire Handbook was conceived in the mid-1960s. A limited number of a series
was printed for use by officers of the Department of Primary Industries to assist them in
their planning of research and extension programmes.
The Handbooks created wide interest and, in response to public demand, it was
decided to publish progressively a new updated series.
This volume is one of the new series.
Shire Handbooks review, in some detail, the environmental and natural resources
which affect farm production and people in the particular Shire. Climate, geology,
topography, water resources, soils and vegetation are described.
Farming systems are discussed, animal and crop production reviewed and'yields
and turnoff quantified. The economics of component industries are studied.
The text is supported liberally by maps and statistical tables.
Shire Handbooks provide important reference material for all concerned with rural
industries and rural Queensland.
* They serve as a guide to farmers and graziers, bankers, stock and station
agents and those in agricultural business.
* Provide essential information for regional planners, developers and
environmental impact students.
* Are a very useful reference for teachers at all levels of education and
deserve a place in most libraries.
I commend this series to students of agriculture and all whose business is
associated with the land and rural people.
(V.B. Sullivan)
Minister for Primary
Industries
ii
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1 . INTRODUCTION
1.1 LOCATION
The Wambo Shire occupies some 575 000 ha of land bounded on the north-east by the
Great Dividing Range and overlapping the middle reaches of the Condamine River in the south-
west by up to 32 km. It lies between latitudes 26°30'S and 27°40'S and longitudes 150°50'E
and 151°4O'E and is about 200 km north-west by west from Brisbane. The general location of
the Shire in relation to Queensland and to surrounding Shires is shown in Map 1.
1.2 EXPLORATION AND SETTLEMENT
The Wambo Shire was proclaimed in 1903, 40 years after the town of Dalby had been
proclaimed a municipality.
First settlement of the district, however, dates back to 1841 when its centrepiece,
the historic Jimbour Holding, was taken up. Nearly one-third of a million acres (135 000 ha)
was enclosed within the elastic boundaries of this station at that time. This was reduced
to 211 000 acres (85 000 ha) in 1844.
District lands were controlled by large pastoral holdings such as Jimbour, St. Ruth,
Greenbank and Jondaryan and were used principally for wool growing until Queensland was
proclaimed a State in 1859.
The new State passed its first Lands Act the following year, setting the maximum
size of any lease at 100 square miles (259 km2). This resulted in cutting up some of the
largest holdings, and stations including Cumkillenbah, Coorangah, Bon Accord, Daandine and
Wyobie owe their genesis to this legislation.
However, even late last century district land was deemed to have pastoral
potential only and, being hard to water in the days before bore drilling equipment was
available, was not in keen demand as indicated by a land ballot in 1874 which attracted no
applicants. The south-west railway which reached Dalby in 1868 and proceeded further west
in 1876 stimulated district development about that time.
As has happened over much of sub-coastal southern Queensland, dairying played an
important part in the early development of the Shire. This industry gained a tenuous
footing very late last century, when a butter factory was built in Dalby, and then
continued to gain momentum up until the 1930s.
Subdivision of the larger holdings began in earnest early this century when general
agriculture, including wheat growing was combined with dairying to provide early settlers
with a livelihood. A unique event of early land settlement was the repurchase by the Crown
of some of the Jimbour holding for subdivision in 1907 at a cost of 3 pound 10 shillings per
acre ($16.00 per hectare). Rail links to Tara, Jandowae and Bell about this time gave
development added impetus.
A combination of circumstances in which the prickly pear invasion figured
prominently interrupted this pattern of progress during the 1920s. With the elimination of
prickly pear by Cactoblastis progress was resumed with wheat and butter the main enterprises.
However, with subsequent improvements in mechanisation of grain growing, this enterprise
gathered momentum and finally achieved its present dominance of the district farming scene.
1.3 TOPOGRAPHY
The district has a varied topography with land forms ranging from mountainous
(20 to 25% slope) through hilly to undulating and almost completely flat. Topographic
features of identified Land Zones within the Shire are described in Section 4.2.
Steepest slopes occur where the land falls away from the Bunya Mountains in a
south-westerly direction, and some 650 m of elevation is lost in an average distance of
about 32 km. Once the plain is encountered, the slope changes to the north-west as is
indicated by the flow of the Condamine. The slope on the plain is about half a metre per
kilometre.
The highest point in the Shire is Mount Mowbullan of 1 184 m and lowest spot is
Warra with an elevation of 341 m above wean sea level. The elevations of railway stations
in the Shire range from 377 m to 341 m, decreasing westward.
Slope can profoundly influence land use, particularly when continuous cultivation
is contemplated, as soil conservation strategies must be observed. This latter measure has
assumed increased importance with the declaration of Wambo Shire as an area of soil erosion
hazard in August, 1974 (see Section 4.3).
The following diagrams are cross sections of the topography of Wambo Shire along
three sectional lines through Warra-Jandowae in the north, through Macalister-Jimbour in
the centre and through Dalby-Yamsion in the south of the Shire. The locations of these
cross sections are given in Map 3. Numbers within the cross sections refer to Land Zones
described in Section k.2.
• lOOOm
-800m
- 600m
-400m
Land Zone References (see Section 4.2 for descriptions).
1 Solodics
2 Recent Alluvial Plain
3 Undulating Brigalow - 1
4 Undulating Brigalow - 2
5 Undulating Brigalow - 3
6 Brigalow Plain
7(a) Basaltic Uplands - Scrub
(b) Basaltic Uplands - Forest
8 Open Plain
1.4 GEOLOGY
1.4.1 Geological History
Paleozoic Bra (600 to 225 million years ago)
Instability in the Permian and early Triassic along the eastern region of
Queensland resulted in the formation of the Yarraman block. This elevated region largely
formed the source of material for sedimentation in the Mesozoic.
Mesozoic Era (225 to 65 million years ago)
Three Jurassic formations of this era have been recognized in the Shire; the
Marburg sandstones, the Walloon Coal Measures, and Kumbarilla Beds. North from
Toowoomba these Mesozoic sediments outcrop from below the Tertiary basalts. Coal occurs
throughout the Walloon Coal Measures formation, and has been mined at Warra (see Section
9.2).
Cainozoia Era (65 million years ago to recent)
The main features of this era are the Tertiary basalt extrusives which now form
the Great Dividing Range. The spread of the basalt flow west of the Divide has formed the
basaltic uplands portion of the Darling Downs. The Bunya Mountains area was a major centre
of extrusion of these basalts.
Erosion of the basalt, laterite and Mesozoic sediments has led to the formation of
alluvia on the flood plains of the Condamine River. These alluvia are very extensive over
almost all of Wambo Shire east of the Condamine River.
1.4.2 Present Structural Units
Seven main structural units can be identified in the Shire.
1. Tertiary basalt which covers most of north-east part of the Shire overlying Jurassic
shales and sandstones. This area is shown as Basaltic Uplands in Section 4.2 and in Map 3.
2. Lat'eritised Marburg sandstones outcropping in the northern part of the Shire. These
are shown as solodics in Section 4.2 and in Map 3.
3. Marburg shales and sandstones which have given rise to brigalow softwood scrubs,
running north from Moola to east of Jandowae. Shown as Undulating Brigalow in Section 4.2
and in Map 3.
4. The sandstones of the Kumbarilla Beds, from which the solodic soils of the south-
western part of the Shire have been formed. Shown as solodics in Section 4.2 and Map 3.
5. The black soil plain formed on alluviums derived from the weathering of Tertiary
basalts. The plain overlies Mesozoic sandstones. Shown as Open Plain in Section 4.2 and
Map 3.
6. Brigalow plain which was probably derived from weathered sandstones and mudstone of
the Walloon Coal Measures. Shown as Brigalow Plain in Section 4.2 and Map 3.
7. Mixed alluviums formed mainly from Tertiary basalt intermixed with material derived
from weathered Jurassic sandstones and shales. Shown as Recent Alluvial Plain in Section
4.2 and Map 3.
Sources of Information
1. Centenary of Dalby 1863-1963 - Special commemorative edition of Dalby Herald, 6 August
1963
2. Topographic cross-sections were prepared by J. Bierenbroodspot, Department of Primary
Industries, Dalby
3. Vandersee (1975) - Land Inventory and Technical Guide, Eastern Downs Area, Queensland
2. CLIMATE
2.1 GENERAL
The main factors influencing the Shire's climate are latitude, altitude, distance
from the sea and the highlands on the Shire's north-eastern boundary, separating the Shire
from the coastal lowlands. Wambo Shire is located at around 27°S and is part of a raised
tableland 300 to 500 metres above sea level approximately 200 kilometres inland from the
Queensland coast.
The climate of the region has been described as subhumid subtropical with
conditions that are both mild and continental. Rainfall is 650 mm per year, with 70
percent falling in summer, and average daytime temperatures vary from 19°C in July to 32°C
in January.
The usual summer climate of the region is influenced by moist, humid and unstable
easterly air streams, which result from the passage of high pressure air masses moving
from west to east across central Australia. In the late summer the region can be subjected
to flood conditions caused by tropical cyclones which move down the Queensland coast or
cross the coast and continue inland as rain depressions.
In winter these high pressure air masses move north, resulting in generally dry
conditions especially in April and August. However, when these air masses are at their
most northerly extent, in June and July, the climate of the Shire can be influenced by the
intrusion of cold fronts into southern Queensland. These cold fronts extend from low
pressure wave depressions moving from west to east across southern Australia. The
characteristics of these fronts are dramatic changes in pressure, temperature and wind
direction, often over a few hours, one or two days of steady rain and then the movement of
cold, dry, stable conditions, with clear cold nights and frosts, following the front.
Dalby is the only station in the Wambo Shire recording a range of climatic
information. There are several rainfall recording stations throughout the Shire. The
location of these stations is shown on Map 1.
2.2 RAINFALL
Table 2.1 shows the monthly and annual average rainfall for all stations in the
Shire which have more than 30 years of records.
Table 2.1
Average Monthly and Annual Rainfall
Based on All Years of Record
(in mm)
(All stations in Wambo Shire with more than 30 years' record)
Station
Bell
Bon Accord (1)
Daandine
Dalby P.O.
Halliford C1)
Jandowae
Jimbour
Jingi Jingi
Kiamkillenbun (D
Macalister
Malakoff ( 1 )
Rose vale
St. Ruth (1)
Warra
Jan
87
94
93
86
92
88
87
89
79
89
83
79
89
95
Feb
84
73
75
77
63
80
74
83
86
77
64
75
67
78
Mar
60
71
73
68
55
69
60
68
53
67
65
56
69
69
Apr
35
36
32
35
27
34
34
39
29
33
38
33
30
35
May
30
38
28
32
28
34
31
32
34
30
37
31
26
33
Jun
44
48
39
42
43
41
37
39
43
39
43
41
41
40
Jut
34
45
33
41
36
35
36
35
36
32
38
31
36
39
Aug
26
34
28
30
24
28
29
27
25
27
39
26
27
29
Sep
33
44
30
39
25
34
37
33
33
31
37
32
33
32
Oat
58
53
59
57
49
57
52
57
54
56
55
58
55
55
Nov
72
64
79
70
69
69
65
76
62
69
73
67
74
66
Dec
102
91
93
93
82
96
91
101
93
97
82
98
84
96
Year
666
693
671
669
601
667
633
681
626
647
637
628
633
656
(l) Station ceased recording.
Source: Bureau of Meteorology.
Spring is normally dry, with August being the driest month. Spring and early
summer rainfall is usually erratic as it is mostly provided by thunderstorms. There are
about 25 thunderdays per year. This pattern normally gives way to more regular and general
rainfall of monsoonal and occasionally of cyclonic origin during mid to late summer.
Rainfall is by Australian standards medium in intensity during the period April-
October and of high intensity during the summer months November-March.
A gradual change to dry autumn conditions is then expected with May and April
being the second and third driest months of the year. South-easterly trade winds which can
prevail at this time of year seldom bring useful rain across the Dividing Range.
Winter rain falls when moist north-easterly air inflows are condensed by cold fronts
which come in from the south-west at 7 to 10 day intervals. The cold influences which
clear these rain groups usually bring clear, windy days and cold, frosty nights in their wake.
The seasonal distribution of this rainfall follows a two to one summer to winter
incidence, being 450 mm and 220 mm respectively in Dalby.
Occurrence of wet or dry seasons or years of summer/winter rainfall imbalance
sometimes appears to follow a cyclic rather than random incidence. However, the annual
distribution of rainfall can, and does, vary markedly from year-to-year.
An analysis of reliability of rainfall is shown in the following graph for Dalby
P.O. which is taken from 103 years of record. The graph shows the amount of rainfall that
would be equalled or exceeded in 20, 50 and 80 percent of years, by month. For example, it
could be expected that in July the rainfall would equal or exceed 8 mm in four in five
years, 35 mm in one in two years and 68 mm in one in five years.
Much has been written to highlight the erratic nature of district rainfall but it
is sufficient to say that since wheat growing became an important enterprise in the area in
the 1930s only one crop (1946) has failed completely due to the vagaries of the weather.
In this year no-rain fell ,in May and June and only 59 mm fell between May and October,
leaving the year's total at 388 mm.
While this may be attributable in some measure to the resilience of district soils
and the skill of its farmers, reference to rainfall records for Dalby indicate that yearly
totals within 125 mm of the average fell in 55 of the 94 years for which records are
available. In 28% of recorded years, rainfall over 750 mm fell, and in 12% of years, falls
•under 450 mm were received. The highest total on record is 1 250 mm, the lowest 250 mm.
2^3 TEMPERATURE AND FROST
The Shire is bisected by the 27° parallel, which places it in the subtropical zone,
and the district elevation ranging from 330 m to 900 m in the Bunya Mountains does not alter
this definition.
Compared with temperature conditions in the rest of Queensland, Wambo Shire has a
hot summer and a cool to cold winter. This latter description fits the Jimbour plain where
grass temperatures down to -12°C have been recorded. Autumn and spring weather can be very
pleasant, being normally fine and mild.
Table 2.2 sets out the average-monthly daily minimum and daily maximum temperatures
recorded at Dalby Post Office.
Table 2.2
Temperatures - Dalby
Month
January
February
March
April
May
June
July
August
September
October
November
December
Year
Daily Maximum
Mean
31.6
31.3
29.5
27.1
22.6
19.8
18.8
20.6
24.1
27.5
30.1
31.3
26.2
Peraentile
86
35.4
35.0
32.9
30.0
25.6
22.3
21.7
23.9
27.9
31.1
33.9
35.0
14
27.7
27.8
26.1
24.5
19.4
16.7
15.7
17.2
20.6
23.9
26.3
27.7
Daily Minimum
Mean
18.5
18.2
16.3
12.6
7.8
5.6
3.9
5.4
8.3
12.7
15.4
17.4
11.8
Peroentile
86
21.1
20.8
19.4
16.0
12.5
10.6
9.7
10.6
12.8
16.7
18.4
20.0
14
15.8
15.6
13.5
9.4
3.3
1.1
-0.9
0.6
3.9
8.5
12.2
14.8
Source: Bureau of Meteorology
The percentiles in the above table are used to show the spread of temperature
throughout the month. The 14 percentile of the maximum is that temperature which was not
reached on 14 percent of days or one day per week. The 86 percentile is that higher
temperature which was not reached on 86 percent of days or six days per week, having been
equalled or exceeded on the other one day in the week. In the case of minimum temperatures,
the overnight temperature falls below the 14 percentile on an average of once per week and
remains above the 86 percentile on an average of once per week.
In Dalby, the daytime temperature exceeds 35.4°C on an average of once per week
in January and the nighttime temperature falls below -0.9°C on an average of once per week
in July.
Dalby has an average frost-free period of 246 days per year. However, the
position throughout the district would vary, being somewhat less on the plain and more on
the slopes towards the Range. The average date of the first frost is 18th May, with the
first heavy frost expected by 17th June; the average date of the last heavy frost is 23rd
August, and the last light frost, 13th September. However, frosts can occur from mid-April
to early October.
Table 2.3 sets out the percentage chance of receiving heavy or light frosts or
warm, hot or very hot days based on data recorded at Dalby.
Table 2.3
Temperature Frequencies - Dalby
(Percentage chance of temperature not being attained (frosts)
or being equalled or exceeded (hot days))
Based on recordings between 1958 and 1975
Month
January
February
March
April
May
June
July
August
September
October
November
December
Daily
Heavy Frost
OOC
1.2
6.3
18.1
7.0
0.4
Minimum
Light Frost
2°C
8.5
19.3
38.9
23.9
3.5
0.5
Daily Maximum
Warm Day
30°C
68.1
70.1
44.9
15.6
0.3
0.2
5.2
23.5
52.5
67.6
Hot Day
35°C
19.5
14.8
3.4
0.6
2.7
9.6
14.7
Very Hot Day
40°C
0.7
0.6
0.6
0.9
Source: Bureau of Meteorology
Temperature frequencies are the daily percentage chance of receiving more than or
less than a specified temperature in a given month.
In Dalby there is a 20 percent chance of receiving a hot day (equal to or
greater than 35°C) in January. As there are 31 days in January one can normally expect
that about six days in January will register 35°C or above. Similarly 18 percent (one in
six) or five days in July would normally register heavy frost. December has the highest
frequency of very hot days (40°C or more) at 0.9 percent, with a very hot day occurring on
the average once every 100 December days or about once every three years.
Temperature frequencies as shown in Table 2.3 ignore consecutive runs of say,
very hot days, in a single year and have no value in predicting heatwaves.
2.4 RELATIVE HUMIDITY
The mean monthly 9.00 am and 3.00 po relative humidities for Dalby shown in
Table 2.4 have been derived from mean monthly 9.00 am and 3.00 pm wet and dry bulb
temperatures. The mean monthly 9.00 am and 3.00 pm dew points are also derived from mean
monthly 9.00 am and 3.00 pm wet and dry bulb temperatures recorded at Dalby.
The dew point data for Dalby show a fairly normal pattern of being higher in the
summer months and lower for the winter months.
The relative humidities for Dalby shown in Table 2.2 should be considered only as
a general guide as relative humidity, especially in the summer months, can vary dramatically
at Dalby both hourly and daily with the wide differences in the moisture content of air
streams.
In the hot summer days the air can hold a large amount of water vapour when
apparently dry. Conversely, high humidities in the winter months reflect cooler air rather
than a higher moisture content. Low mean monthly values at 9.00 am in October and November
are the result of rapid warming of the air in these months.
Table 2.4
Temperature and Humidity - Dalby
Month
January
February
March
April
May
June
July
August
September
October
November
December
Year
9.00 am
Dry
Bulb
°C
25.1
24.7
23.1
20.4
15.4
12.0
10.6
13.2
17.2
21.1
23.7
24.9
19.3
Wet
Bulb
°C
20.3
20.3
18.9
16.5
12.2
9.9
8.2
9.9
12.8
16.0
18.1
19.7
15.2
Dew
Point
°C
18
18
16
14
9
8
5
6
9
12
14
17
12
Humidity
%
63
65
66
66
67
75
71
63
58
57
56
60
64
Dry
Bulb
°C
30.5
30.3
28.6
26.3
21.8
19.1
18.1
20.0
23.3
26.7
29.2
30.1
25.3
3
Wet
Bulb
oc
21.7
21.6
20.3
18.1
14.9
13.3
11.8
12.9
14.8
17.4
19.5
20.9
17.3
.00 pm
Dew
Point
°C
17
17
15
12
9
8
5
6
7
10
13
15
11
Humidity
%
43
44
44
42
44
49
43
40
36
36
37
41
42
Source: Bureau of Meteorology
2.5 CLOUDINESS AND SUNSHINE
Measurements of the amount of sky covered by cloud are taken at Dalby Post Office
at 9.00 am and 3.00 pm daily. Table 2.5 shows the mean daily cloudiness at Dalby by months
at 9.00 am and 3.00 pm. The measurements are in eighths of sky covered and are averages of
recordings taken between 1957 and 1974.
Table 2.5
Mean Daily Cloudiness - Dalby
(in eighths of sky covered)
Months
January
February
March
April
May
June
July
August
September
October
November
December
9.00 am
4.4
4.0
3.8
2.6
2.8
2.8
2.3
2.3
2.1
3.1
3.2
3.6
3.00 pm
5.1
5.3
5.2
4.4
4.0
3.1
3.1
3.3
3.2
4.2
4.4
5.1
Shire.
Source: Bureau of Meteorology
No measurements of sunshine hours or radiation received are taken in or near the
2.6 EVAPORATION
Daily recordings of losses from an exposed water surface are taken at the Dalby
Post Office for the Bureau of Meteorology. In 1969 the Bureau changed its measurement
apparatus from an "in-ground" taken to an "above-ground" pan which is similar to the United
States of America Weather Bureau Type A pan.
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Table 2.6 sets out data recorded at Dalby for all available years. Averages
derived from these data should be used with caution as there are too few years to provide
adequate monthly averages. The C.S.I.R.O. Division of Land Research has estimated annual
tank evaporation for Dalby at 1 709 mm.
Table 2.6
Evaporation (mm) - Dalby
Month
January
February
March
April
May
June
July
August
September
October
November
December
Year Total
1969
n.a.
n.a.
n.a.
n.a.
105
71
94
H4
117
202
246
333
n.a.
1970
264
234
251
n.a.
115
95
113
147
176
220
235
231
n.a.
1971
251
178
189
141
121
88
100
93
150
217
239
234
2 001
1972
203
176
210
168
119
78
74
100
177
179
170
300
1 952
1973
234
168
297
135
103
79
56
81
119
182
239
203
1 807
1974
115
172
145
172
n.a.
n.a.
96
114
115
121
164
227
n.a.
1975
237
178
139
134
133
83
n.a.
n.a.
94
133
163
165
n.a.
n.a. Not available
Source: Bureau of Meteorology (unpublished data)
Although there is a readily discernable seasonal distribution of high evaporation
in the summer months and low evaporation in the winter months, the year to year variations
for given months can be quite high. For example, July evaporation varied between 56 mm in
1973 and 113 mm in 1970, and January evaporation varied between 115 mm in 1974 and 264 mm
in 1970. Because of these large variations from year to year, averages based on short term
records are subject to error.
2.7 WIND
Daily measurements of wind speed and direction are taken at Dalby Post Office at
9.00 am and 3.00 pm.
The wind roses in Map 1 show the frequency of direction of wind recorded at Dalby
for the four seasons in 17 years of records. The frequency of direction is the percentage
of observations in a given period in which wind originates from one of the eight major
directions.
Table 2.7 shows the frequency of speed at which wind was recorded at Dalby.
Table 2.7
Wind Speed Frequencies (percentages) - Dalby
Season
Summer
Autumn
Winter
Spring
Summer
Autumn
Winter
Spring
Wind Speed in Knots
1-10
71
61
70
64
76
71
62
65
11-20
9.00 am
20
33
22
28
3.00 pm
19
27
28
27
Above 20
8
4
7
8
4
2
11
7
Calm
1
1
1
0
1
0
0
0
Source: Bureau of Meteorology
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2.8 CLIMATE IN RELATION TO AGRICULTURE
2.8.1 General
w
The climatic factor is one of the most important influences on agricultural
activity in Wambo Shire.
The occurrence of favourable seasons determines the level of output of the Shire's
agricultural industries in terms of yields of the major grain -.rops grown \ln the Shite.
Table 7.2 shows that average wheat yields for Wambo Shire have recently varied from d.33
t/ha in the 1970-71 season to 1.95 t/ha in the 1974-75 season^ The reason for this high
variability in Shire yields is climatic.
The climatic elements of importance to agriculture in the Shire at\e rainfall and
temperature. For Wambo Shire, 70% of the rainfall occurs, on the average, ip the period
between October and March. There are seasonal troughs of rainfall in April-^ lay and August-
September, with a secondary peak in June-July. Nearly 40% of the winter rainfall falls in
these two months.
The quite heavy falls of rain that are generally experienced in lat$ summer
provide sub-soil moisture for winter crops, even though high evaporation rates in these
months may result in surface moisture losses. The rainfall in June and July usually comes
as light soaking rain and, combined with low evaporation rates in these months,, provides
useful moisture for either the planting of winder crops or for tillering of earlier planted
crops. If these winter rains fail to eventuate, as occurred in 1970 when only 5 mm fell in
June and July compared with the average of 83 mm, the crops may fail.
The effectiveness of rainfall in meeting moisture requirements for pliant growth
depends on availability of soil moisture to the plant, demand in relation to atmospheric
conditions, and stage of plant development. As potential evapotranspiration is generally
higher in all months of the year than mean monthly rainfall, utilization of rainfall
received during fallow periods is necessary for successful cropping in most yeafs. In
recent years there has been an increase in the area planted to summer crops. This is partly
due to the very good prices being received and also as an aid to control winter weeds,
particularly black oats (Avena spp.).
2.8.2 Winter Cereals
The ability of the clay soils to store summer rainfall and accumulate nitrates
under bare fallow has contributed to winter cereals being the main crops in this! summer
rainfall area.
The effects of rainfall on winter cereal cropping can be best illustrated by
considering four periods.
Summer fallow rainfall - November to April
Planting rainfall - May to June
Growing season rain - July to October
Rainfall at harvest - November
Summer Fallow Rainfall. A considerable part of the available moisture at planting
on a black earth accumulates prior to harvesting the previous wheat crop. During the pre-
harvest ripening period, crop water requirements are low and because of deep cracking in
black earths at low moisture content, efficient accumulation is possible. As soil moisture
increases, efficiency of fallow moisture build-up declines because of lower infiltration
rates and high evaporative losses from the considerable amount of moisture retained in the
surface evaporation zone. Of the average rainfall of about 400 mm during the November to
April period, only 100 to 130 mm may be retained as available soil moisture at wheat
planting. Accumulation is heavily dependent on timing, amounts, intensity and distribution
of rainfall in relation to initial soil moisture. The overall relationship between total
fallow rainfall and moisture at planting is indirect.
Planting Rainfall. The June-July period is normally considered most suitable for
planting. Earlier plantings make rapid growth under warmer conditions, are less prone to
moisture stress but can be adversely affected by frost at flowering time. Late plantings
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have a higher probability of moisture stress at flowering, poor harvesting conditions and
rust.
In Table 2.8, results are presented of an analysis of daily rainfall for Dalby for
the period 1911 to 1950. The criteria used to assess the frequency of suitable planting
rains are 18 mm in a two day period, 25 mm in a three day period, or 32 mm in a five day
period. The risks of a poor strike would be higher with less stringent criteria.
Table 2.8
Frequency of First Planting Rains - Dalby
Period
May 1-15
May 16-31
June 1-15
June 16-30
July 1-31
Failure
Percentage Frequency
of Occurrence
32.5
20
17.5
7.5
7.5
15
Source: Beckmann & Thompson "Soils and Land
Use in the Kurrawa Area, Darling
Downs, Queensland.".
From the above table it can be seen that the frequency of suitable planting
rains decreases from May onward. Because of the greater risk of subsequent frost damage for
early plantings, compromise is necessary.
Growing Season Rain. Mean monthly rainfall decreases from about 37 mm in June to
25 mm in August and then increases to over 50 mm in October. With increasing temperatures
and plant development, plant transpiration requirements over this period increase from less
than 50 mm per month during the early vegetative stages, up to 125 m m Per month during the
rain filling stages. Grain yield potential is determined during the period from planting
to heading. Whether this potential is realised depends on moisture deficit during heading
and early grain development.
Rainfall at Harvest. From an analysis of daily rainfall from 1911 to 1950, it has
been concluded that conditions at harvest were good, fair and poor, approximately one year
in three for each category.
Excluding yield limiting factors such as frosts and fertility, wheat yields are
generally well correlated with plant water use, unless water stress periods are concentrated
in one period of plant growth. In general, assuming 114 mm of available moisture was
stored at planting and 165 mm was used during crop growth, an average yield of about 1 700
kg/ha would result on a black earth. Water available for crop growth is considerably less
than actual rainfall received because of factors such as runoff and ineffectiveness of
light falls. For each additional 25 mm of water used, a mean response of 200 to 270 kg/ha
results, up to the average present dryland yield potential of 4 100 to k 500 kg/ha if other
factors, particularly fertility, are not limiting.
2.8.3 Summer Grains
Increased areas of summer grains have been planted in recent years. While there
is some flexibility in planting times, rainfall and frosts must be considered. The main
plantings take place between November and early January.
Earlier plantings are possible after late frosts in September although harvest
conditions may be poor during the wet mid-summer months.
Midge damage in sorghum is generally less with early crops. Good planting rains
are more probable with later planted crops, but there is the risk of frost before maturity.
In mature crops, frosts kill regrowth which improves harvesting efficiency. As plant water
requirements for summer crops are greater than the mean summer rainfall, these crops rely
on stored moisture.
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2.8.4 Temperature
Temperature in relation to frost incidence is an important factor affecting the
timing of crop establishment. The frequency and severity of frosts show considerable
spatial variation. This is related to local terrain which concentrates cold air within
surface depressions. Table 2.3 shows the percentage frequency occurrence of light and
heavy frosts at Dalby.
At the other extreme, heatwaves can have detrimental effects on crop production.
The occurrence of temperatures over 35°C at time of flowering can be detrimental to grain
sorghum yields. Frequency of days with temperatures at 35°C and over at Dalby are presented
in Table 2.3.
2.8.5 Climate and Livestock
The temperature and soil moisture regimes of the Wambo Shire are such that
combinations of tropical and temperate species should be grown to maintain continuity of
feed. In subtropical areas, temperate pasture species face problems of survival during
summer because of competition from tropical species. Thus, temperate grasses and legumes
are better adapted to elevated and higher rainfall areas. Tropical grasses and lucerne are
highly productive during the summer months. The winter feed gap has been closed by the
widespread use of fodder crops such as oats.
Sources of Information
1. Bureau of Meteorology (1975) - Climatic Averages:, Queensland
2. Bureau of Meteorology - Unpublished data
3. The sub-section "Climate in Relation to Agriculture" was extracted from B.J. White
"Climate of the Eastern Downs" in Vandersee (1975) - Land Inventory and Technical Guide,
Eastern Downs Area, Queensland
4. "The Darling Downs" in Gentilli (1972) - Australian Climate Patterns
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3. HYDROLOGY
3.1 GENERAL
The Shire is moderately well watered. Surface supplies can be erratic with even
the Condamine River becoming a series of waterholes in dry weather. Underground water
suitable for stock is generally available at reasonable depth but good quality irrigation
water is in short supply. Some 4 000 ha can be irrigated, mainly from bores but some of
this water is of indifferent quality so that the area that could be permanently irrigated
with safety would be substantially smaller.
3.2 SURFACE SUPPLIES
Drainage is provided by the Condamine River, which runs through the south-west of
the Shire, and associated tributaries. Jingi-Jingi, Jandowae, Cooranga, Jimbour and Myall
Creeks all rise in the Bunya Mountains and discharge into the Condamine from the north-east.
Canaga Creek and Dead Man Gully have their sources in the north-west of the Shire but meet
the Condamine outside Shire boundaries. The larger Oakey Creek joins the River in the south
of the Shire. The only stream of significant size which flows into the Condamine from the
south-west is Wilkie Creek which drains the area south-west of the Condamine River.
Table 3.1 provides data on the average monthly and annual discharge of the
Condamine River. Records of discharge were taken at Range's Bridge between 1947-48 and
1959-60, at Loudon Bridge between 1968-69 and 1973-74 and at Chinchilla between 1920-21
and 1972-73.
Table 3.1
Discharge of the Condamine River in
Wambo Shire
(in million litres - Ml)
Month
January
February
March
April
May
June
July
August
September
October
November
December
Year
Range 's Bridge
77.60
135.66
41.72
26.00
56.79
81.29
54.27
28.17
4.29
56.59
40.26
53.20
645.18
Loudon Bridge
117.80
207.30
13.20
4.44
1.66
2.56
2.34
3.43
4.19
46.22
60.37
81.30
563.72
Chinchilla
85.76
119.20
38.81
23.51
17.43
26.76
27.18
13.87
4.32
14.82
33.07
53.64
451.85
Source: Irrigation and Water Supply Commission
The amounts of average monthly discharge at Range's Bridge and Loudon Bridge,
shown in Table 3.1, should be treated with caution as they are computed from 12 years and
6 years of records respectively. Short records such as these can be influenced
disproportionately by high variations in discharge rates. For example, the figures for
Loudon Bridge, even though taken above the Myall Creek junction, are higher than Range's
Bridge because they include the peak discharge of 885.92 Ml of February 1971, which is not
included in Range's Bridge figures.
The figures for Chinchilla, although taken outside the Shire and including the
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discharge of creeks further downstream, would be a better indication of the monthly discharge
of the Condamine River in Wambo Shire. For comparison, the highest monthly total discharge
in February 1971 measured 885.92 Ml at Loudon Bridge and 1 286.08 Ml at Chinchilla.
Many of the Shire's creeks lose their identity on reaching the flatter plains and
can cause extensive flooding during wet seasons. While such a situation was permissible
under an extensive grazing regime, it became intolerable when area was closely settled for
farming. The Wambo Shire, through its River Improvement Trust has therefore undertaken
extensive drainage works to alleviate this problem.
The first project tackled by this Trust which was constituted in 1960 was the
Jingi-Jandowae Creeks system. This scheme involved some 40 km of channelling with gapped
banks to admit local water. The Cattle Creek-Pirrinuan flood mitigation scheme was
completed in 1974. Clearing and desnagging of the lower reaches of North Myall Creek is
recently complete and similar work on Cooranga Creek and that part of Oakey Creek within
Shire boundaries is projected.
The Trust encountered early legal and financial difficulties but these have been
suitably resolved. These drainage works attract a one-third State Government subsidy with
the remainder of the cost being borne by the whole of the Shire. Wambo Shire Council is
also vested with powers to control other drainage works such as soil erosion earthworks
and irrigation ditches.
No district stream could be described as permanent though most have deeper holes
capable of providing limited stock and domestic supplies in all except major drought years.
Oakey Creek has the longest flow period of any creek, while even the Condamine ceases to
flow during dry seasons.
The only lake in the district is Broadwater Lagoon situated a few kilometres off
the Moonie Highway about 25 km south-west from Dalby. This basin covers about 190 ha and
is up to 3 m deep. It is fed by Broadwater gully and the overflow meets up with Wilkie
Creek. Unfortunately the lake dries out in dry seasons. An early move to resume the
catchment and dam the overflow to increase water depth lapsed.
3.3 UNDERGROUND WATER
No artesian water is available in Wambo Shire. Sub-artesian supplies on the
other hand are widely available at reasonable depth. The alluvium of the plain is up to
90 m thick and water suitable for stock is available at depths in the range 15 to 60 m.
Flows vary from 2 000 to 3 000 litres an hour upwards. However, quality is
suitable for irrigation only in a few localities, which are usually close to the Condamine
River.
Good stock water is generally available in the foothills and in brlgalow and
softwood scrub lands between the mountains and the plain. Stock water and isolated
irrigation flows are also encountered either in the basalt cap or in underlying Marburg or
Bundamba sandstones. Small supplies usually suitable for stock but generally too saline
for gardens are available in the brigalow plain soil between Warra and Jandowae.
Detailed underground water supply data for each of the 24 Parishes in the Shire is
given below. The data was supplied by the Irrigation and Water Supply Commission.
Moo la
There are very few existing bores in this Parish but small supplies would
probably be available from the basalt which is extensive in the north. The type of sub-
surface geology is three-fold with the Walloon, Marburg and Bundamba all present and
appearing in that order from the south-west to the north-east.
The Walloon would probably produce supplies of a thousand litres per hour from
coal bands whereas good aquifers are present in the upper parts of the Marburg Sandstone
and the Bundamba although quality from the latter may not be good. Good stock supplies
could reasonably be expected.
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With increasing relief as one approaches the Bunya Mountains very small supplies
only could be expected from the basalt as run-off after rain would take place quickly and
most would run down the steeply graded streams. Occasional structural or stratigraphic
traps might cause an unusually large storage.
West Irvingdale
There are very few existing bores in this Parish, as the highest yield is 3 000
l.p.h. These few bores are situated in isolated basaltic outcrops mainly in north-west
protruberance of the Parish. The water is found in the basalt within 30 m and is of
reasonable quality.
Supplies could probably be found in the Walloon Coal Measures which make up the
sub-surface geology of the area. The quality and quantities would probably be similar to
that found in the Walloon of Cumkillenbar.
West Wierikolt
Small supplies found the alluvium, i.e. up to 2 600 l.p.h. The alluvium may be as
much as 75 m thick. The quality of the water is usually not very good but is often good
enough to irrigate crops of high salt tolerance and is suitable for stock. Excess NaHCOg
does not appear to be a great problem.
The sub-surface geology is Walloon and small supplies could probably be found in
the coal bands at depths of 60 m or less where the alluvium is thin and unproductive.
Dalby
More than 60 m of alluvium extends over most of this Parish and supplies from its
yield up to 2 200 to 2 700 l.p.h. The Walloon Coal Measures make up the bed rock and just
north of Dalby occur at depths of over 120 m. Occasionally small thicknesses of weathered
basalt are found in this area.
Water quality is very poor especially in the southern half where total solids
range from 4 000 p.p.m. up to 6 000 p.p.m. The water is mostly suitable for sheep and
cattle but often is too salty for dairy cows. In the northern half total solids are not so
high, i.e. 1 000 to 2 000 p.p.m., but excess NaHC03 makes the water unsuitable for irrigation.
St Ruth
Good supplies are available in the alluvium which is 30 m deep or so over most of
the Parish. Supplies are generally of the order of 4 500 l.p.h. but may be much larger
close to the river. Bedrock is at 30 m in most parts and is generally a white sandstone or
a shale. These rocks are probably part of the Walloon.
The quality of the water is variable, containing total solids up to 4 000 p.p.m.
in the north-east of the Parish diminishing towards the river. In the south there is quite
a large area where total solids are only about 500 p.p.m. The water is always suitable for
stock, and near the river and in the south is often good enough for domestic supplies.
Nearly all waters in this Parish contain residual NaHC03- In most cases this
makes the water unsuitable for irrigation although in the south the problem eases where the
total solids are lower.
Hill
Supplies may be found in the alluvium within a depth of about 30 m. Bedrock is
Walloon at a depth ranging between 30 and 60 m, deeper in the north and shallower to the
south.
The water is of good quality especially in the west. Water is always suitable for
stock and can be used for domestic supplies in the east near the Condamine River. The water
is mostly unsuitable for irrigation due to the high percentage of soluble Na salts, i.e.
NaHC03. In general, supplies would yield 2 000 to 4 000 l.p.h. with some as high as
22 000 l.p.h.
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Daandine
In the north-east a good depth of alluvium covers this Parish which is traversed
by four or more small watercourses. The alluvium is generally 75 to 120 m deep.
Supplies from this alluvium may yield as much as 4 000 l.p.h. However, in most
cases the water is salty and would probably be suitable for cattle and sheep only.
In the north-east bedrock is Walloon at depths ranging from 75 to 100 m in known
bores, and better quality supplies may be obtainable from it. One bore situated on Wilkie
Creek yielded 50 000 l.p.h.; water from the alluvium was salty, but a supply suitable for
stock was obtained from sandstone at 105 m.
There are few known bores in the other parts of the Parish. In the west, the
Blythesdale formation is the subsurface formation.
It seems that there are good supplies of water in this Parish; the quality is
often poor but improves with depth. Supplies from the Walloon alone yield about 1 800 l.p.h.
Halliford and Stretchworth
There are no known bores in these two Parishes but the geology is Blythesdale.
Small supplies may be available. At depths of about 60 m, increasing towards the south-
west, the Walloon Coal Measures would be struck and there is a possibility of obtaining water
from the coal bands of this formation.
North Weale
Water occurs in the alluvium at depths of 20 to 30 m. Bores yield up to 2 000
l.p.h. and sometimes more. Water quality deteriorates as one moves away from the Condamine
River. Total solids range from 500 p.p.m. near the river to 2 000 p.p.m. or more towards
the west.
Excess NaHCO, is a problem in this Parish but can sometimes be overlooked if the
soil is well drained or high in organic matter and/or gypsum. Nevertheless at any
significant distance from the river the water usually becomes unsuitable for irrigation.
In the far north of the Parish however, a tongue of good quality water extends further to
the west than expected.
In the north-east bedrock is Walloon and lies at depths ranging from 45 m to 75 m.
In the whole western half of the Parish bedrock is Blythesdale which lies at much shallower
depths.
Greenbank
Water beds occur in alluvium at depths usually less than 30 m and yield up to
2 000 l.p.h. Bedrock is Walloon at depths of 90 m or more but approaches shallower depths
as one progresses to the south-west.
Water quality deteriorates quickly as one moves away from the Condamine River.
Even close to the river the presence of NaHCOj makes the water unsuitable for irrigation.
Total solids range from less than 500 ppm near the river to greater than 2 000 p.p.m. one
kilometre or so away. The water is suitable for stock, and near the river it is also
suitable for domestic purposes.
Myall
Groundwater is found at about 30 m in the alluvium of this Parish. Bedrock is a
Walloon shale at 90 to 120 m, although in the south-east corner of the Parish, it shallows
quickly to a depth of about 60 m.
Most of the pumped groundwater comes from the alluvium. Supplies usually yield
2 000 to 4 000 l.p.h. One supply close to the river yielded 45 000 l.p.h. from about 30 m.
The quality of the water is mainly only suitable for stock. Close to the river
the water is sometimes suitable for medium to high salt tolerant crops and can often be used
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for domestic supplies. In the central north and south-east the water may contain total
solids as high as 4 000 p.p.m.
In the north of this Parish excess NaHCC>3 is a big problem. Along the northern
boundary, NaHC03 makes the water mostly unsuitable for irrigation, because of the resultant
soil compaction.
Cumkillenbar
This Parish has an extensive basalt cover except in the far north and the south-
east. The whole of the subsurface geology is Walloon.
Supplies yield up to 13 000 l.p.h. and this is in the basalt within a depth of
40 m. The basalt cover where present is usually about 30 m thick and can be relied upon to
contain water; the smallest supply known yielding 1 350 l.p.h. The water is always potable.
Where there is little or no basalt cover supplies may be found in the Walloon
Coal Measures within 90 m but usually less than 60 m. The source rocks are the coal bands
and sometimes a porous white sandstone. Supplies are 1 200 to 9 000 l.p.h. and the water is
usually potable.
Maida Hill
In the south, supplies of 2 000 to 2 500 l.p.h. occur in the upper part of the
Marburg sandstone which underlies the existing basalt capping. Supplies may also occur in
the alluvial cover formed on the sediments by erosion of the basalt. Alluvial supplies are
usually only supplementary to what is found at greater depths, i.e. alluvium is inconsistent
and nowhere achieves very great thicknesses. In south-west corner of Maida Hill, supplies
may be found in the lower part of the Walloon Coal Measures.
The basalt capping may be as such as 120 m thick and normally contains supplies
of about 2 000 l.p.h. Occasionally supplies are found in a gravel between the basalt and
the sediment, i.e. the alluvium of an older erosion surface.
In the north-east towards the Bunya Mountains the basalt becomes very extensive.
The basalt or the underlying shale sandstone sequences usually yield supplies of about
2 000 l.p.h. within 120 m. Only in the north west corner does bad quality water appear and
this is from one known bore. The water bed is a coarse sandstone, probably part of the
Bundamba.
The depth for good supplies ranges from 10 to 120 m, most supplies occurring
between 30 m and 60 m. These supplies can be as high as 9 000 l.p.h. but more usually are
about 2 000 l.p.h. The basalt sometimes gives large supplies. The quality of these
supplies is generally good and would be safe for stock and domestic use. Since full
analyses are not available, it is hard to estimate its suitability for irrigation.
Bell
There is a cover of alluvium in most of this Parish with a depth of about 30 m.
Supplies of 1 000 l.p.h. are available from it. The Walloon Coal Measures lie at a depth
of 30 to 60 m and the coal bands in this formation are also a source of water. Basalt
outcrops over a small area in the north-east corner of the Parish and although it is probably
only very thin, water may be obtainable from it.
The water quality ranges between 1 000 and 2 000 p.p.m. total solids and is
mostly only suitable for stock.
In the north-east excess NaHC03 makes water, which could be suitable for crops of
high salt tolerance, not suitable for irrigation since it would cause soil compaction.
Kaaalistev
Supplies of up to 4 000 l.p.h. in alluvium at depths less than 30 m are available.
Water contains a large proportion of Na salts which cause compaction of the soil and hence
the water is not suitable for irrigation. On portions close to the river there is some
suitable water probably due to recharge in these areas. The water is suitable for stock but
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generally not for domestic purposes.
Commission bores in this area were drilled up to 120 m deep, pump tested rates were
from 13 000 to 22 000 l.p.h. but water was unsuitable for irrigation due to Na salts.
Bedrock is struck at depths of 90 to 120 m.
Jimbour
Similar to the above. Some good supplies, but not all are suitable for irrigation
due to high Na. Water ranges from 1 000 p.p.m. to 2 000 p.p.m. in total solids content.
It is always suitable for stock. In the central eastern part water is found in decomposed
basalt. Bedrock is again at depths of 90 to 120 m.
Miles
The Blythesdale formation dominates the geology of this Parish except in the
north-east where there is a considerable depth of alluvium, possibly underlain by the
Walloon or the base of the Blythesdale.
Most of the known bores in the Parish lie in this alluvium on the eastern side of
Wilkie Creek. They are mostly about 60 m deep and yield supplies of approximately 2 200
l.p.h.
The quality of the water is very poor in the far north (6 000 p.p.m.) but can be
used for sheep and cattle. Along the river towards the eastern side of the Parish the water
improves to 1 000 to 2 000 p.p.m. total solids, but is still mostly too salty for irrigation.
There are too few water analyses to estimate the effect of NaHC03.
Thorn
Water in this Parish occurs in supplies of about 2 200 l.p.h. in the alluvium and
Walloon Coal Measures. The quality is poor but improves sufficiently in the north-east for
crops with high salt tolerance. The water is suitable for stock but too saline and hard for
domestic use. It may not be suitable for pigs and poultry. Walloon bedrock occurs at
depths of 60 to 90 m. Water often occurs in the coal itself which probably contributes to
the inferior quality.
Tully
In the Tully district bores up to 60 m deep have yielded supplies from 2 200 to
6 600 l.p.h. The water is suitable for stock and crops of high salt tolerance except in the
eastern section where there are NaHCC>3 waters unsuitable for irrigation. The depth of
alluvium in this area is 90 m, and total solids present in the water range from 1 000 to
2 000 p.p.m. The subsurface geology is Walloon.
Cooranga
In the Cooranga district water is found in reasonable quantities between 30 and 60 m
with supplies ranging from 1 300 to 90 000 l.p.h. Best supplies are in the south-east.
The geology is predominantly Walloon with basalt in the eastern part. Water is mostly
unsuitable for domestic use but is suitable for stock and is of a good enough quality to
irrigate crops of a medium to high salt tolerance, although there are exceptions to this.
Excess NaHCOg is not a great problem in this Parish.
Palmer
There is only one registered bore in this Parish. A south-west trending nose of
basalt crosses the Parish and this is a possible source of water. The registered bore was
drilled in the north-east corner, water beds were 29 m and good quality water was obtained
at the rate of 6 000 l.p.h. The Marburg Formation underlies the basalt and good supplies
may be available in its upper stages.
Mahen
The known bores in this Parish indicate good supplies within depths of 90 m.
These supplies may occur in the basalt at depths of about 45 m or in a shale belonging to
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the Bundamba group, at depths of about 90 m. Supplies are potable and one yielded 5 000
l.p.h. This concerns mainly the east and south-east parts whereas in the west the Marburg
sandstone is present.
Diamondy
Supplies are found in sandstone which is found about 6 m below the surface.
Supplies are usually within 90 m in this sandstone, the two known supplies being at 55 and
78 m.
The water is of good quality and would certainly be suitable for stock. Full
analyses are not available so it is uncertain whether it would be suitable for irrigation.
There are not many known bores in this Parish so this generalisation may indeed prove
wrong in some cases. Supplies yield up to 1 800 l.p.h. from the bores known.
Jandowae
General supplies of up to 4 500 l.p.h. Water may be found in the alluvium, basalt
or below that in the Marburg. Quality of water varies from 500 to 2 000 p.p.m. This water
is certainly suitable for stock and domestic supplies and providing soluble Na+ salts are
not too prominent, it could be used for irrigation of crops of high salt tolerance.
In an area a few kilometres north-west of Jandowae there is a good quality water
in the vicinity of the Jandowae Water Supply bores.
Tuakerang
Small supplies are suitable for stock and generally too saline for irrigation
except in the north-east section where crops with high salt tolerance may be grown.
However, there is some risk of soil compaction. Bedrock is Walloon at 60 to 90 m.
East Canaga
Supplies of 2 000 l.p.h. are obtainable in the alluvium, bores being mostly about
60 m deep. Most of the water is suitable for stock but is mainly unsuitable for irrigation
even where low in dissolved solids. This is because of the large proportion of sodium salts.
Some of the bores are suitable for domestic supplies but the larger porportion are not.
Bedrock is Walloon and is penetrated at a depth of 45 to 90 m.
South-east Jvng-i-Jingi
There are no known bores in this Parish. The neighbouring Parishes of Nudley,
Canaga, Jandowae and Diamondy give an approximate idea of ground water facilities, i.e.
supplies of 2 000 l.p.h. in the alluvium, basalt (where present) and the Marburg sandstone.
Supplies in alluvium would probably occur within about 45 m at which depth the Marburg
sandstone would be penetrated. Good supplies may be obtained from a porous sandstone in the
upper part of the Marburg. The water would almost certainly be suitable for stock.
3.4 IRRIGATION
Irrigated farming is relatively new to Wambo Shire.
Commercial irrigation began with the watering of one hectare of fruit in 1945.
Fifteen years then elapsed before the irrigated area reached 200 ha, mainly of agricultural
crops.
Further interest began to stir in the mid 1960s when irrigated pastures (mainly
for fat lambs), lucerne and certified sorghum seed crops were showing good returns. The
economics of watering broadacre grain crops was not attractive at this time.
The succession of dry summers that began in the late 1960s and culminated in the
1969-70 drought, lifted the price of coarse grains, oilseed and birdseeds. This resulted
in a trebling of the area under irrigation in the 1967-68 which doubled in the following
year. Development slowed with the break of the drought and the area stabilised at about
4 000 ha. The irrigated area again declined to some 3 000 ha by the mid 1970s due mainly
to farmers concern about the effects of using poor quality water on their soils.
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Table 3.2 sets out details of irrigation on rural holdings in Wambo Shire for the
four years (ended 31 March) to 1974-75.
Table 3.2
Wambo Shire
Irrigation on Rural Holdings
Particulars
Crops Irrigated -
Cereals (all purposes)
Fruit and Grapes
Other Crops
Pasture Irrigated -
Lucerne
Other Pasture
Total Area Irrigated
Source of Water -
Surface
Underground
Method of Application -
Furrows
Sprays
Flooding
Trickle
Holdings using irrigation
1971-72
ha
2 319
19
326
134
102
2 766
228
2 539
1 566
730
452
18
No.
54
1972-73
ha
1 664
19
742
122
145
2 694
333
2 360
1 332
592
754
14
No.
62
1973-74
ha
1 567
20
578
122
154
2 441
381
2 060
1 517
466
439
19
No.
59
1974-75
ha
1 864
21
456
119
88
2 548
403
2 145
1 570
354
604
20
no.
51
Source: Australian Bureau of Statistics
Most of the underground water is drawn from a narrow basin which flanks the
Condamine River between Tipton and Macalister. The main irrigation area is shown in Map 1.
Extensive supplies are available at depth in another basin centred on Jimbour, Macalister
and Yaralla but this is of doubtful quality. Problems with quality also occur in other
aquifers north and east from Dalby.
A few irrigators draw water from small basins along creeks including Jimbour and
Myall, while others tap small supplies in deeper formations in the foothills of the range.
Most commercial irrigation methods are used in the district. Flood irrigation,
mainly by furrow, is used wherever water supply, soil type, topography and crop permit.
Most of the irrigated land is watered by this method. Spray irrigation, in one form or
another covers most of the remaining area and the vineyards employ trickle irrigation.
Water quality is the main problem of bore irrigators except in the small alluvial
basins and the inner reaches of the Condamine basin.
The problem is aggravated because most of the land commanded by such bores is heavy
textured and so is most likely to suffer damage when irrigated with any but the highest
quality water.
Irrigation is an expensive undertaking especially where deep underground water has
to be tapped. Test drilling, developing, screening and equipping an irrigation bore could
cost $10 000 or more. Ancillary work including land grading, provision of ditches, siphons
and so on will add to costs. However, when a bore can irrigate up to 80 ha the outlay per
benefitted hectare falls into more reasonable perspective.
Twenty centimetre bores with matched deep well turbine pumps are most widely used
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and deliver up to 220 000 l.p.h. A few 25 cm installations produce up to 360 000 l.p.h.
3.5 CROPS GROWN UNDER IRRIGATION
It is generally accepted that, except for cotton, one hectare of crop can be
watered for each 2 750 l.p.h. of available water. On this basis a flow of 220 000 l.p.h.
from an average bore will serve 80 ha of grain crops.
From an economics standpoint, irrigators consider that a crop must return at least
$150 per hectare to justify watering.
Grain sorghum was the most widely irrigated crop when irrigation came into
prominence in the late 1960s. It yielded this position to soybean during the summer of
1972-73. Irrigated sorghum yields are in the range of 5 to 8 t/ha while soybeans are
mediocre at 1.25 to 2.5 t/ha.
Maize has performed poorly under irrigation though limited plantings of popcorn
have given better returns. Both have a yield potential of 3 to 5 t/ha.
Irrigated sunflower has given borderline returns with yields of 1.25 to 2 t/ha.
Panicum and millets are watered only when poor raingrown crops suggest that
returns will be attractive.
Canary seed has been the main winter crop irrigated in the district. Irrigators,
however, lose interest when the price falls below $100 per tonne. Yields in the order of
1.5 to 2.5 t/ha are expected using irrigation.
Barley is a popular crop with irrigators when prices are right as it is a short
term crop with modest water and fertility needs. Top yields are about 4 t/ha with the
average between 2.5 to 3 t/ha.
Wheat finds favour with irrigators only when supplementary rather than full
irrigation will suffice. Irrigated yields are usually little better than good raingrown
crops.
A few irrigators have operated successful lucerne hay enterprises in the district
for many years. The performance of well-managed crops compares fairly favourably with
their Lockyer counterparts. Six to seven 2.5 tonne cuts per hectare are obtained per year.
Two 60 mm waterings are needed per cut in the absence of rain.
Temperate pastures of competitive standard are grown in the district. Such
pastures are based on Ladino and Louisiana clovers (cw. of Trifolium repens), Kangaroo
Valley rye grass (cv. of Lolium perenne) and Priebe prairie grass (Bromus unioloides).
Water practice aims at deeping the top 30 cm of soil moist. This normally
requires irrigations of 25 mm at 7 to 10 day intervals in summer and 14 days in winter.
3.6 FUTURE IRRIGATION DEVELOPMENT
The area under irrigation is expected to rise only slowly above the present
2 500 ha in the foreseeable future.
The Irrigation and Water Supply Commission ceased to issue new licences in the
Upper Condamine basin in April 1970 when it became apparent that usage was much greater than
the rate of recharge.
Expansion of irrigation from underground sources outside the restricted region
depends on the amount and quality of water available. Both are limiting at present. Surface
supplies are already fully used so any expansion here will depend on contributions from
increased storages upstream in the Condamine River.
While it seems unlikely that there will be any sharp rise in the area under
Irrigation, marked changes in water use could well occur.
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Use of borderline quality water could be restricted to supplementary rather than
full irrigation. The area under pastures could rise substantially especially if surface
application techniques prove satisfactory and expansion of the area of vegetables could be
forecast.
Sources of Information
1. Irrigation and Water Supply Commission, Brisbane
2. Department of Primary Industries, Dalby
3. Australian Bureau of Statistics, Bulletin - Irrigation on Rural Holdings 1971-72 to
1974-75
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4 . SOILS
4.1 INTRODUCTION.
Most of the Shire's soils have been mapped and described in considerable detail by
Skerman and Allen (1952), C.S.I.R.O. Division of Soils (see Map 2), Dawson (Department of
Primary Industries, 1968), and more recently by Vandersee (Department of Primary Industries).
For the purpose of soil description and accompanying land capability and land use,
the Shire has been divided into Land Zones. The Land Zone descriptions given in Section
4.2 and the distribution of these Zones shown in Map 3 were prepared by J. Bierenbroodspot
of the Soil Conservation Branch, Department of Primary Industries, Dalby.
The concept of land system classification is based on the recognition of areas
throughout which there is a recurring pattern of topography, soils and vegetation.
The following Land Zones have been identified within Wambo Shire and each is
described in Section 4.2 in terms of its geology, topography, soils, vegetation, present
land use and soil erodability.
Table 4.1
Land Zones - Wambo Shire
1. Solodics
2. Recent Alluvial Plain
3. Undulating Brigalow - 1 (grey and brown clays)
4. Undulating Brigalow - 2 (red, texture contrast soils)
5. Undulating Brigalow - 3 (red, texture contrast soils - hilly)
6. Brigalow Plain
7.(a) Basaltic Uplands Scrub
(b) Basaltic Uplands Forest
8. Open Plain
4.2 LAND ZONE DESCRIPTIONS (see Map 3)
1. SOLODICS (Undulating to flat plain, solodic soils, eucalypt layered open forest).
Geology
Mainly lateritised sandstones and shales of Jurassic age which have since been
dissected into mesas, undulating plains and flat plains. Sand and clay sheets have been
deposited on the lower areas.
Topography
Ranges from steep country through gently undulating country to flat plains.
Vegetation
Layered open forests and Woodlands of ironbark, poplar box, bulloak, spotted gum,
cypress pine and wattles.
Soils
Mainly solodic soils (solodics, solodized solonetz and soloths). Soils range from
sandy and loamy soils overlying deep, hard, impermeable clays to stony, shallow soil on the
steeper country. The depth of the sandy soil over the clay determines the productivity of
the solodics as only this upper layer can be used by the plants. Fertility and available
moisture capacity are very low. The least productive areas are the stony ridges and the
thin hardsetting loams overlying clays.
Land Use
A large area is State Forest with cypress pine, spotted gum and ironbark harvested.
The rest of the area is mainly used for extensive beef cattle and sheep grazing with small
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areas under cultivation. Little is known of the crops, pasture species and management
techniques suitable for maintaining long term productivity of these poor soils. The economics
of development for cropping and improved pastures are doubtful under present market conditions.
Research work indicates that deficiencies of phosphorus, nitrogen, potassium, copper, zinc
molybdenum, calcium, magnesium and sulphur occur. Carrying capacity is estimated at 8 to
20 hectares per adult beast on native pasture and 20 to 50 hectares per adult beast on timber
country, depending on soil types. The heavier stocking rates occur on the creek flats and
the lower rates on the shallow soil ridges.
Soil Erosion
This is a real hazard following clearing, especially on the soils with shallow
sandy surfaces. The clay subsoil is very erodible. Roadside erosion is a major problem.
Gullies up to three metres deep are found in and around table drains after road construction.
Areal Extent
Lease and freehold: 104 850 ha of which 8 000 ha is estimated to be cultivated.
State Forest Reserve: 58 300 ha.
2. RECENT ALLUVIAL PLAIN (Alluvial plains, grey and dark clay soils, poplar box woodland).
Geology
Alluvial formation derived mainly from Tertiary basalt intermixed with material
derived from weathered sandstones and shales of Jurassic age. The valley floors in the
northern part are recent alluvium made up of mixed basaltic and sedimentary material.
Topography
Mainly plains with systems of levee banks and swales near the present river
channel.
Vegetation
Mainly poplar box open woodlands. Coolibah, blue gum and river red gum occur near
the river. In the north associated species are Moreton Bay ash with ironbark and bulloak
occurring in the upper slopes, associated with the soils of the solodics.
Soils
Mainly grey clays and black earths, often with surface crusting. The heavy clays
are intermixed with lighter material deposited at a later stage. Levee banks and swales are
mixed alluvial clays and sandy clays. Texture contrast soils occur on valley floors in the
north. They are hardsetting brown loams over clays.
Land Use
Most of the area is suitable for cropping but difficulties are experienced with
seedling establishment. Crops grown are mainly winter-growing crops. Moisture retention
capacity is fairly good. Fertility is fair to mediocre, with phosphorous low and nitrogen
borderline. Yields of winter-growing crops are generally lower than those of the bluegrass
plain (Zone 8). Most of the farms run livestock. Carrying capacity varies from 4 to 5 ha
per adult beast. River terraces and active swales are mainly used for grazing of native
pasture.
Erosion
Very little erosion is reported in this area but cutbacks and overflows from the
Condamine River and its tributaries are serious problems.
Areal Extent
Lease and Freehold: Northern part 8 000 ha
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Remainder 121 000 ha
Total 129 000 ha
An estimated 109 000 ha of the total area in this Zone is cultivated.
3. UNDULATING BRIGALOW - 1 (Undulating plains, grey and brown clays, brigalow layered
open forest).
Geology
The main geological series evident in the area are the calcareous shales and
sandstones of Jurassic age. Isolated knolls of Tertiary basalt occur overlying these
sediments.
Topography
Undulating to hilly, with long slopes.
Vegetation
Layered open forests with brigalow and belah the main species. Associated with
these are tea tree, bottle tree, sandalwood and limebush. Poplar box occurs on the lower
slopes and mountain coolibah is associated with areas of basalt. Ironbarks, poplar box and
other forest species occur on the lighter soils.
Soils
There is considerable variation in the soils. The chief soils are dark brown to
dark grey loams to clays overlying clays, associated with brigalow. Portion of this area is
gilgaied. Hardsetting brown loams overlying clays occur on the lower slopes, associated
with poplar box. Solodics occur on the lower and upper slopes. Coarse, rather shallow,
sandy soils are found on the higher slopes. Dark, self-mulching clays and red-brown clay
loams overlying red clays are associated with basalt. Red loams overlying clays, derived
from shales and sandstones, are found mainly on mid slopes.
Land Use
Mainly mixed farming of grain and cattle. The soils associated with brigalow and
poplar box are mostly used for grain growing while native and improved pastures are grown
for cattle on the lighter soils. Some of the better light soils are used for barley and
grazing crops. Yields and carrying capacity vary because of the mixed nature of the area.
Soil Erosion
Erosion can be serious, especially on old cultivations and on valley floors. The
main form of erosion is sheet and fertility erosion. The latter can be serious without
being obvious.
Areal Extent
Lease and freehold cover 10 000 ha of which 8 500 ha is estimated to be cultivated.
4. UNDULATING BRIGALOW - 2 (Undulating plains, red texture contrast soils, brigalow
layered open forest).
Geology
The rocks are predominantly calcareous sandstones, mudstones and shales. Much of
the area has been subjected to basaltic influence. Coarse lateritised sandstone outcrops in
some places.
Topography
Gently undulating plains with long slopes.
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Vegetation
Layered open forest of brigalow, belah and bottle tree with some areas of silver-
leaf ironbark and poplar box. Ironbark and scrub intermix on the higher areas.
Soils
Main soils are red-brown loams to clay loams overlying red clays. These soils are
permeable but the moisture retention capacity is low. Fertility is moderate. Lighter soils
may occur on the higher areas.
Land Use
The area is used mainly for grain crops. Small summer grains such as millets and
panicum are grown. Yields of grain crops are generally lower than the bluegrass plain
(Zone 8) and depend more on seasonal conditions as the soils dry out quickly but respond
well to light falls. Grazing crops are grown as most farms have some livestock.
Soil Erosion
Sheet erosion is the main problem. However soil losses are relatively low
because of the gentle slopes.
Areal Extent
The zone covers 10 000 ha consisting of lease and freehold land. An area of
about 8 900 ha is estimated to be under cultivation.
5. UNDULATING BRIGALOW - 3 (Hilly to undulating plains, red texture contrast soils,
brigalow layered open forest).
Geology
This area consists of sediments of Jurassic age. Some of the area has been
subjected to basaltic influence. Residual basalt outcrops occur frequently.
Topography
Hilly country with some very steep slopes and narrow valley floors.
Vegetation
Brigalow and belah layered open forest associated with softwood scrub on the
heavier soils. Bottle trees with cypress pine occur on lighter textured soils. Poplar box
are associated with brigalow on the valley floors and the lower slopes.
Soils
Similar to the soils of Zone 4. In this zone however the lighter red sandy loams
to loams dominate the heavier red soils. Solodics with a deep sandy layer, sometimes
reddish coloured, intermix with the lighter soils. Heavy dark clay soils occur in the
valley floors.
Land Use
Dairying and mixed farming has gradually been replaced by meat cattle production.
Crop yields are 10 to 20 percent lower than the bluegrass plain (Zone 8). Carrying capacity
varies between 3 and 5 ha per adult beast.
Soil Erosion
Some fairly serious erosion has occurred in the area.
Areal Extent
The zone covers 18 000 ha consisting of freehold and leasehold land. Approximately
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8 000 ha is under cultivation.
6. BRIGALOW PLAIN (Flat gilgaied plains, grey clays, brigalow belah layered open forest).
Geology
Cainozoic clay sheets derived by weathering and erosion of Jurassic mudstones and
shales.
Topography
Flat plain with few defined drainage lines. Well-developed gilgais are a general
feature.
Vegetation
Brigalow and belah layered open forest with some sandalwood, wilga and limebush.
Tea tree is associated with poorly drained areas. Poplar box and other eucalypts occur
adjacent to drainage lines.
Soils
Brown clay loams to clays overlying deep grey or brown clays. Most of the soils
are strongly structured. Soil fertility is fair to good. Soil salinity levels rise rapidly
below 45 cm.
Land Use 8
Grain growing and livestock finishing are the major activities. The main problem
in the area is poor drainage and gilgais. The gilgais cause delays in land preparation and
harvesting. Many gilgais have been levelled.
Soil Erosion
No erosion occurs in the area. However, scouring and siltation of constructed
drainage lines are major problems and several Gabion weirs have been built to prevent these
problems.
Aveal Extent
The Zone covers 26 000 ha of freehold and leasehold land. Approximately 18 000
ha is under cultivation.
7. BASALTIC UPLANDS
(a) SCRUB (Hills and undulating plains, friable loams, softwood scrub).
(b) FOREST (Undulating plains, dark clays, mountain coolibah woodlands).
Geology
Residual Tertiary basalt generally overlying shales and sandstones of Jurassic age.
The area of extrusion of these basalts was the Bunya Mountains. On places, the basalt has
been weathered during the Tertiary.
Topography
Topography changes from the mountains in the east through undulating hills to low
rounded hills near Jimbour and Kaimkillenbun.
Vegetation
(a) Scrub: Bottle trees and scrub species, including scrub, wilga, peach bush and currant
bush are found. Rainforest occurs on the Bunya Mountains.
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(b) Forest: Mountain coolibah increasing to the west. Cypress pine occurs mainly on the
red stony soils.
Soils
Brown friable shallow loam to clay loams occur on the stony hills of the Scrub
while shallow to moderately deep dark self-mulching clays are found on the Forest country.
Red stony loams occur throughout the zone, mainly in the Bell and Bunya Mountains areas.
Land Use
The area was originally opened up for dairying but this has recently declined in
importance, giving way to meat cattle production. Grain growing is an important activity
on the lower slopes. Carrying capacity varies from 3 to 4 ha per adult beast on native
pastures and 1 to 2 ha per adult beast on improved pasture. Saline seepages are confined
to small| areas, mainly on the forest sbils, but with increased clearing the area affected
is increasing.
Soil Erosion
As the soil is easily erodible, serious erosion is a major problem on the steeper
cultivated slopes. Isolated erosion has occurred on overgrazed pastures on steep slopes.
Areal Extent
(a) Scrub: Leasehold and freehold land covers 32 000 ha, of which 7 000 ha is estimated
to be under cultivation. About 6 500 ha is National Park.
(b) Forest: Leasehold and freehold land cover 36 000 ha, of which about 11 000 ha is
under cultivation.
8. OPEN PLAIN (Flat plain, black earths, originally blue grass grassland)
Geology
Recent alluvial plain. Material is predominantly derived from Tertiary basalt.
Sand from the various sandstones is sometimes intermixed with the basaltic alluvium.
Jurassic sediments underlie the alluvium.
Topography
Flat plains with few drainage lines.
Vegetation
Originally the vegetation was open grasslands. The predominant grass is
Queensland blue grass. Blue gum and poplar box trees occur along major drainage lines.
Soils
Very deep dark self-mulching cracking clays.
Land Use
This area is almost completely developed for grain growing. Seasons and markets
determine the types of crops grown. Prior to 1969 the major crop was wheat but now barley
and summer growing crops are significant crops in the area.
Soil Erosion
Generally the plain is in good condition however, local sheet erosion and siltation
occur at a result of heavy storm rains. Strip cropping, with wide parallel strips, is
used to control this type of erosion. Deep gullies may be formed where water is concentrated.
Another cause of serious erosion are the cutbacks from Jimbour Creek. Along 14 km of Jimbour
Creek 68 minor and 8 major cutbacks have been found. (A major cutback is at least 200 m
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long and one metre deep). Stabilising the gullies by planting African star grass, and
fencing is the recommended practice for controlling and preventing cutbacks. However, some
of the deeper gullies may require mechanical control.
heveal Extent
This zone covers 94 000 ha of leasehold and freehold land,
estimated to be under cultivation.
About 81 000 ha is
Common and botanical names of species referred to in the above descriptions are
shown below.
4.3 SOIL CONSERVATION
4.3.1 Water Erosion
The rainfall in the Wambo Shire is 650 mm per annum with comparatively high
intensity storms. One-third of erosion causing rain falls in December and January, but
serious erosion can occur in May and June when paddocks are just planted or in seedbed
condition.
The Shire of Wambo has approximately one-tenth of the total cultivation in
Queensland. There are six general areas each with a different water erosion problem, in
the Shire.
1. Western slopes of the Dividing Range, the Cooranga North-Bell-Yamsion area. Slopes are
Common Name
poplar box
cypress pine
river red gum
Queensland blue gum
coolibah
mountain coolibah
brigalow
belah
wilga
narrow-leaved ironbark
narrow-leaved red ironbark
bull oak
Moreton Bay ash
spotted gum
currant bush
limebush
silverleaf ironbark
black tea tree
peach bush
wattle
bottle tree
sandalwood
African star grass
Queensland blue grass
Botanical Name
Eucalyptus populnea
Callitris columellavis
Euaalyptus camaldulensis
Eucalyptus tevetiaoymis
Eucalyptus miarotheca
Eucalyptus orgadophila
Acacia havpophylla
Casuarina cristata
Geijera parviflova
Eucalyptus drepanophylla
Eucalyptus cvebra
Casuarina luehmannii
Eucalyptus tessellavis
Eucalyptus maculata
Carrisa ovata
Eremoaitrus glauca
Eucalyptus melanophloia
Melaleuca lanceolata
Ehretia membranifolia
Acacia spp.
Bvachyohiton pupestve
Eremophila mitchellii
Cynodon dactylon
Dichanthium seviceum
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steep and both sheet and gully erosion have been serious over the years. Graded contour
banks are the main control measures. Level banks generally have been unsatisfactory.
Erosion at present is less than in the 1950s and 1960s. Not only have many banks been
built, but there has also been a remarkable increase in pasture establishment. Farm
amalgamation, poor grain seasons, better summer seasons and the Dairy Pasture Subsidy
Scheme have all contributed to this interest in pastures. However, there are still pockets
where erosion is a serious problem.
2. The gentle slopes (mostly between 2 and 5 percent) east of Jandowae, Jimbour and
Kaimkillenbun, and the Moola area. Gullying has not been severe in this area but sheet
and raindrop splash erosion have taken their toll. The loss of the fertile surface layer
has to be viewed with concern as most soils in this area have very unproductive subsoils.
Control measures include contour banks, grass strips and strip cropping. Stubble mulching
is essential in this area to control raindrop splash but is not widely accepted. Most of
the crop residue is ploughed in or is burned. In droughts grazing and baling are common.
3. The plain with an erosive flooding problem between the Cooranga Creek and the North
Branch of the Myall Creek. Strip cropping, straight and parallel, can give satisfactory
control. Management is a problem. Erratic seasons make it difficult to maintain a
rotation and strip cropping programme.
4. Small areas of the plain near the main water courses where erosion is caused by creek
in or outflow. Extensive damage on cultivation is common in these areas.
5. The plains without an erosion problem, mainly brigalow and box plain.
6. The solodics. Most of this area is used for State Forest or extensive grazing.
Attempts have been made and are being made to develop this country more intensively. The
generally poor returns are putting a brake on full long term development, but in the meantime
much damage can be done. Solodics are unstable soils. Plant cover generally is poor and
the subsoils are very erodible. Some of the soils with a deeper sandy topsoil are suitable
for grazing crops or improved pastures. Generally the solodics are not suitable for
contour banks as the exposed subsoil is very erodible and unproductive and water
concentrations can cause deep gullying.
Table 4.2 sets out the state of soil conservation work done in Wambo Shire to
1 January 1974.
Table 4.2
Soil Conservation Activities - Wambo Shire
Source: Department of Primary Industries, Soil Conservation Branch, Dalby
Much has been achieved in erosion control but not without problems. Waterways
can be extremely difficult to grass and should be fenced. Both grassing and fencing are
neglected. It is estimated that 40% of the waterways are eroding. Contour banks are not
maintained and breakages sometimes not repaired. Poor grass establishment on grass strips
offer little protection. Wide spacings are requested by the farmer for large implements.
Because of the large implements, most banks are narrow based on which weeds are a problem.
Pasture furrows and waterspreading banks are built to make better use of the
water and to reduce flows on lower areas.
Estimated area to be protected
Protected contour banks
Protected strip cropping uplands
Protected strip cropping plain
Protected grass strips
Total Protected
Total Remaining to be protected
Pasture furrows
Waterspreading
Total soil conservation work
Hectares
20 000
2 000
17 600
2 400
800
80
153 600
42 000
111 600
42 880
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4.3.2 Wind Erosion
Wind erosion is not serious but can occur under certain conditions (after floods
or heavy rain when the soil particles are separated or after a very long fallow). It could
became a serious problem on the Solodics.
4.3.3 Soil Conservation Measures
There has been a gradual decline in new soil conservation measures applied.
Interest in pastures until recently, lack of interest of remaining non co-operators and
finance are the main causes for this decline.
Land capability and land use planning have been used in the Wambo Shire since 1965
to achieve a more balanced approach to soil conservation. Plans are made on request only.
Soil characteristics, slope and management practices are discussed with the farmer. A
land use plan based on these discussions is then drawn up with him. Some difficulties are
experienced with soil mapping in areas where basalts and sandstones are intermixed. This
type of land use planning has been replaced by catchment planning for areas of erosion
hazard. Land capability classification has been discontinued and the land system and units
soils descriptions are replaced by soil series. An implementation programme is included in
the erosion hazard planning.
4.3.4 Soil Conservation Act
A major change has been the introduction of the 1965 Soil Conservation Act. The
Act provides a mechanism for mandatory soil erosion control in Areas of Erosion Hazard.
The Wambo Shire was declared an Area of Erosion Hazard in August 1974. Statutory
programmes in Areas of Erosion Hazard are based on Project Plans. In the Wambo Shire,
Project Plans will be mainly small catchments, varying in size from 300 ha to 3 000 ha. To
speed up adoption, Soil Conservation Plans have been introduced under which any non-
contentious basic soil conservation measures can be applied without advertising the plan.
Land zoning and a co-ordinated soil conservation layout are the main features of land use
plan in a project. Land will be zoned according to its degree of erosion hazard or
limitation. The following zone definitions are used:
Zone 0: Has no erosion problem and there will be no land use restrictions. It is flat
country without an erosive flooding problem, such as the Brigalow Plain.
Zone 1: (Land of low erosion hazard or limitation). There are no land use restrictions.
Land in this zone will generally require a basic framework of soil conservation
work or contour strip cropping.
Zone 2: (Land of moderate erosion hazard or limitation) . No land use restrictions apply.
A basic framework of soil conservation works will be required. Where erosion-
inducing crops are grown, additional land management such as stubble mulching
will be required.
Zone 3: (Land of high erosion hazard or limitation). No land use restrictions apply. A
basic framework of soil conservation works will be required. Where erosion-
inducing crops are grown, additional land management such as stubble mulching and
more intensive structural works will be required.
Zone 4A: (Land of severe erosion hazard or limitation). This land is unsuitable for
cultivation for grain or forage crops under existing technology and knowledge.
Zone 4B: (Land that has severe limitations other than erosion hazard or limitations).
Land in this zone is unsuitable for cultivation because of limitations other than
erosion, e.g., stoniness, salinity, waterlogging, etc.
Works carried out in accordance with an approved Soil Conservation Scheme will be
eligible for a subsidy of 50% to a maximum of $1 000 per farm enterprise. This includes
machine modifications necessary for stubble mulching. The subsidy will be retrospective to
the 12 March 1973. In the case of Soil Conservation Plans, Orders issued to the landholder
provide the basis for subsidy payments. An order will contain an implementation programme
drawn up by the farmer and the soil conservation officer. In approved Project Plans,
Notices will replace the Orders.
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4.4 AREAS AVAILABLE FOR AGRICULTURAL OR PASTORAL DEVELOPMENT
The least developed areas of the Shire with respect to agricultural and pastoral
pursuits are the solodic soil areas of Stretchworth, Halliford and Daandine parishes and the
State forest soil areas of Jingi-Jingi and Dlamondy parishes.
Much of this area (57 000 ha) is held by the Forestry Department as State Forest
and consequently, cannot be developed by private enterprise.
Only about 8 000 ha of the estimated 105 000 ha of solodic soils under leasehold
and freehold tenure, is currently cultivated. Little further development of these soil types
seems likely in the foreseeable future due to the low fertility, poor waterholding capacity,
erosion hazards and timber regrowth problems associated with these different soils. However
current investigation of the grazing potential of these soils is being conducted near Kogan
just outside the Shire boundary, by C.S.I.R.O. is being watched with interest.
Sources of Information
1. Department of Primary Industries, Dalby
2. Skerman and Allen (1952) "Tentative Soil Map, Darling Downs"
3. Vandersee (1975) Land Inventory and Technical Guide, Eastern Downs Area, Queensland
4. Dawson (1972) Land Inventory and Technical Guide, Jandowae Area, Queensland
5. Dawson (1972) Land Inventory and Technical Guide, Miles Area, Queensland
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5 . VEGETATION
5.1 INTRODUCTION
The natural vegetation over most of Wambo Shire has been altered considerably by
the activities of man. The open blue grass plain, the poplar box plain and the brigalow
plain have been almost entirely cleared for crop production. The basaltic uplands and
undulating brigalow have been changed considerably, especially in the original dairying
areas around Bell. The solodic country has been modified to a lesser extent, mainly
through ringbarking and clearing of the more productive areas.
The natural vegetation component of identified Land Zones is described in
Section 4.2. Map 3 shows the distribution of these Land Zones within Wambo Shire. The
following description identifies the main vegetation communities within Wambo Shire, with
their dominant and associated species, in relation to the Land Zones.
5.2 VEGETATION COMMUNITIES
COMMUNITY IN LAND ZONE 1
Description
Narrow-leaved ironbark layered open forest.
Dominant Species
Narrow-leaved ironbark, bulloak, cypress pine and wattles.
Associated Species
Poplar box, red ash, beefwood, Ellangowan poison bush, sandalwood, bendo,
dogwood, budgeroo, thready-bark oak, rusty gum, quinine tree, pink bloodwood, yellow
jacket, spotted gum, rough-barked apple and wire grasses.
COMMUNITY IN LAND ZONE 2
Description
Fringing forests of river red gum and coolibah with poplar box grassy woodlands.
Dominant Species
River red gum, coolibah and doolan on the open forests. Poplar box, sandalwood
and wilga in the shrubby, layered woodland, and layered open forests.
Associated Species
Yarran, belalle, myall, Moreton Bay ash, Queensland blue gum, lignum, limebush,
beefwood, bumbil and occasionally bulloak, brigalow, Ellangowan poison bush and silver-
leaved ironbark. Grasses are Queensland blue grass, forest blue grass and pitted blue grass.
COMMUNITY IN LAND ZONES 3, 4 AND 5
description
Brigalow-belah-wilga layered open forest (undulating).
Dominant Species
Brigalow and belah are dominant In the upper storey while wilga dominates the
under storey.
Associated Species
SandaXwood, limebush and currant bush tend to favour the 'texture contrast soils
(Zones 4 and 5). On the undulating slopes, softwood scrub species such as bottle tree and
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peach bush occur. Grasses are brigalow grass, belah grass and Chloris spp. while common
herbage includes flannel weed and berry cotton bush.
COMMUNITY IN LAND -ZONE 6
Description
Brigalow-belah-wilga layered open forest (plain).
Dominant Species
Brigalow and belah dominate the upper storey while wilga is dominant in the
imdfer storey.
Associated Species
Ellangowan poison bush, scrub boonaree, sandalwood, limebush, currant bush,
boobialla, occur. Black tea tree tends to favour gilgaied country. Herbage is creeping
saltbush, roly-poly and Bassia spp. Grass species are similar to those found in Land
Zones 3, 4 and 5.
COMMUNITY IN LAND ZONE 7 (A)
Description
Layered closed forest (softwood scrub). Dense vegetative cover often with two
or more stories and a well developed undergrowth.
Dominant Species
No single species dominates the vegetation of this area, but bottle tree and
peach bush frequently occur.
Associated Species
Belah, wilga, Croton spp., broad-leaved leopard tree, scrub boonaree and currant
bush.
COMMUNITY IN LAND ZONE 7 (B)
Description
Mountain coolibah woodlands. Mainly open woodland with scattered trees but
grading from west to east from grassland with some trees to softwood scrub in the foothills
of the Bunya Mountains.
Dominant Species
Mountain coolibah dominates the ridges. Grasses are Queensland blue grass and
Chloris spp.
Associated Species
Narrow-leaved ironbark and gum topped box may occur. Queensland blue gum and
Angophova spp. occur on creeks with some poplar box.
COMMUNITY IN LAND ZONE 8
Description
Blue grass grassland.
Dominant Species
Queensland blue grass and yabila grass.
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Associated Species
Wallaby grasses, kangaroo grass, mitchell grass, flinders grass, rats tail grass,
tall chloris, native oat grass, roly-poly, slender chloris, creeping saltbush, nardoo,
paddock love grass with scattered mimosa bush, yarran, myall and poplar box.
The common and botanical names of species referred to in the above descriptions
are shown below:
Common Name
beefwood
belah
belah grass
belalie
bendo
.berry cotton bush
black tea tree
boobialla
bottle tree
brigalow
brigalow grass
broad-leaved leopard tree
budgeroo
bulloak
bumbil
coolibah
creeping saltbush
currant bush
cypress pine
dogwood
doolan
Ellangowan poison bush
flannel weed
Flinders grass
forest blue grass
gum topped box
kangaroo grass
lignum
limebush
mimosa bush
Mitchell grass
Moreton Bay ash
mountain coolibah
myall
nardoo
narrow-leaved ironbark
narrow-leaved grey ironbark
Botanical Name
Grevillea striata
Casuarina cristata
Paspalidium gracile
Acacia stenophylla
Eucalyptus exserta
Enohylaena tomentosa
Melaleuaa lanoeolata
Myoporum acuminatum
Bvachychiton fupestre
Acacia harpophylla
Paspalidium caespitosvm
Flindersia aollina
Lysicarpus augustifoliue
Casuarina luehmannii
Capparis mitchellii
Eucalyptus miorotheca
Atviplex semibaacata
Carissa ovata
Callitris aolumeVlaris
Jaaksonia scoparia
Acacia salidna
Myoporum deserti
Abutilon oxycarpum
Is&ilema spp.
Bothrioohloa bladhii
Eucalyptus molucaana
Themeda australis
Meuhleribeekia cunninghamii
Eremoaitrus glauca
Acacia farnesiana
Astrebla spp.
Eucalyptus tessellaris
Eucalyptus orgadophila
Acacia pendula
Marsilea drwmondii.
Eucalyptus drepanophylla
Eucalyptus cvebra
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Common Name
native oat grass
paddock love grass
peach bush
pink bloodwood
pitted blue grass
poplar box
Queensland blue grass
Queensland blue gum
quinine tree
rats tail grass
red ash
river red gum
roly-poly
rough-barked apple
rusty gum
sandalwood
scrub boonaree
silver-leaved ironbark
slender chloris
spotted gum
tall chloris
thready-bark oak
wallaby grass
wattle
wilga
wire grasses
yabila grass
yarran
yellow jacket
5.3 POISONOUS PLANTS
Botanical Name
Themeda avenaaea
Eragrostis leptostaohya
Ehretia membranifolia
Eucalyptus intermedia
Bothriochloa deaipiens
Eucalyptus populnea
Vichanthium serioevm
Eucalyptus tereticovnis
Petalostigma pubescens
Sporobolus elongatus
Alphitonia excelsa
Eucalyptus camaldulensis
Bassia quinquecuspis
Angophora floribunda
Angophora costata
Eremophila mitahellii
Heterodendrum diversifolium
Eucalyptus melanophloia
Chloris divaricata
Eucalyptus maculata
Chloris ventricosa
Casuarina inophloia
Danthonia spp.
Acacia spp.
Geijera parviflora
Aristida spp.
Panicum queenslandicum
Acacia omalophylla
Eucalyptus bloxsomei
Although quite a formidable number of plants known to be poisonous and suspected
of being poisonous to stock are to be found in the Shire, they do not pose a serious threat
to livestock industries. Indeed, losses from conditions such as bloat, oat tetany and
nitrate poisoning from grazing crop plants would outweigh losses arising from weeds known
to be poisonous.
The minor nature of the problem posed by poisonous plants could well be due to
such factors as the variety of pasturage to which animals have access during normal seasons,
the relative unpalatability or unattractiveness of some potentially dangerous species and a
"second sense" which aids locally-bred stock in avoiding poisonous species. Stockowners'
recognition of the dangers of extreme hunger and restriction of choice of grazing especially
by travelling stock would further minimise the hazard of losses by poisoning.
Following is a list of species known or suspected of being poisonous which are
found in the Shire.
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Common Name
(i)
(a)
Poisonous plants
Weeds
Botanical Name Noxious Parts of Plant
Mexican poppy
native leek
thornapples
caustic creeper of milkweed
small-flowered mallow
inkweed
castor oil
mintweed
variegated thistle
Darling peas
Caltrop
crownbeard
noogoora burr
(b) Grasses
blue couch
Johnson grass
Columbus grass
Sudan grass
sorghum
(c) Shrubs and Woody
white moth plant
narrow-leaved cotton bush
fuchsia bush
boobialla
Ellangowan poison bush
poison pimelea
(ii) Plants suspected
(a) Weeds
pheasant's eye
prickly lettuce
deadnettle
African boxthorn
nardoo
Argemone spp.
Bulbinopsis bulbosa
Datura spp.
Euphorbia drummondii
Malva parviflora
Phytolaaoa oatandra
Rieinus aommunis
Salvia reflexa
Silybum marianum
Swai-nsona spp.
Tribulus terrestris
Verbesina enoelioidea
Xanthium pungens
Cynodon inoompletus
Sorghum halepense
Sorghum almum
Sorghum sudanense
Sorghum vulgare
Climbers
Araujia hortorum
Asalepias frutiaosa
Eremophila maaulata
Myoporwn aawninatum
Myoporum deserti
Pimelea pauaiflora
of being poisonous
Adonis annua
Laetuca serriola
Lamium amplexieaule
Lyaium feroaissirmm
Marsilea drwmondii
soursob or yellow-flowered oxalis Oxalis pes-oaprae
wireweed
poison pratia
curled dock
quena
Polygonum avioulare
Pratia aonaolor
Rumex cvispus
Solarium esuriale
seeds
leaves
leaves, stems and seeds
leaves and stems
leaves, stems and seeds
roots, leaves, stems and berries
seeds
leaves and stems
leaves and seems
leaves, stems and seeds
leaves and stems
leaves and stems
seeds and seedling plants
young leaves and stems
young leaves and stems
young leaves and stems
young leaves and stems
young leaves and stems
seeds
leaves and twigs
leaves
leaves and twigs
leaves, twigs and fruit
leaves and stems
leaves and stems
leaves and stems
berries
leaves
leaves
leaves and stems
leaves and stems
leaves, stems and seeds
leaves and fruit
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Sources of Information
1. Department of Primary Industries, Dalby
2. Everist, S.L. (1974) - Poisonous Plants of Australia, Sydney, Angus and Robertson
3. N.S.W. Department of Agriculture Weeds Farmers Handbook Series
Common Name
blackberry nightshade
stagger weed
grass trees
(b) Grasses
African star grass
crowsfoot grass
Botanical Name
Solarium nigrum
Staohys arvensis
Xanthorrhoea spp.
Cynodon daatylon
Eleusine indioa
Noxious Parts of Plant
leaves and fruit
leaves, stems and seeds
leaves and flower parts
young leaves and stems
young leaves, stems and seeds
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6. FARMING SYSTEMS AND PRACTICES
6.1 LAND TENURE
Most Shire land is held as freehold or perpetual lease as can be expected in a
closely-settled farming district.
There is a fairly even allocation of better land between freehold and perpetual
lease forms of tenure. At present some perpetual leases are being converted to freehold.
Less productive land is generally held as State Forest Reserves with some Grazing
Homestead Freeholding Tenure.
Freehold tenure implies absolute ownership by Deed or Grant In fee simple so no
rent is payable. Such land, attracts land tax when the unimproved value of the rural parcel
exceeds $45 000.
Conditions of rental of Crown Land are controlled by the Department of Lands.
Perpetual Lease, as the name implies, is a lease in perpetuity. Rental is assessed each ten
years and is levied on the unimproved capital value of the land.
Unimproved value for rent appraisement is assessed by the Lands Department and
referred to the Land Court for determination. In the case of conversion to freehold the
landholder has the option of accepting Lands Department valuation or having it referred to
the Land Court for determination.
Special leases (Forestry) are available at low rental because of poor land
quality and restrictions imposed on development and management. Such restrictions are eased
where the land carries no commercial timber or has no prospects for regeneration.
6.2 LAND VALUES
Ruling sale prices and unimproved values for the main land zones of the Shire are
shown in Table 6.1. These are values per hectare pertaining at 1 January 1976 and are
subject to change as a result of the fluctuating fortunes of rural industry in the Shire.
Table 6.1
Ruling Sale Prices and Unimproved Land Values in
Wambo Shire at 1 January 1976
(dollars per hectare)
Land Zone
Open plain
Brigalow plain
Undulating brigalow
Box forest
Basaltic uplands
Solodic
Sale Prises
500-625
350-450
400-500
275-375
125-230
12-38
Unimproved Value
150-175
75-125
50-90
75-115
30-70
2.50-8.50
6.3 FARMING SYSTEMS
(i) Evolution of Farming Systems
Since the district was first settled in 1841 the pattern of land use has been
strongly influenced by such factors as economics, environment and technology and to a lesser
extent by land tenure, biological influences and individual preferences.
The main systems that have evolved in the Shire will be discussed in chronological
order and then in part (ii) their present economic importance is discussed.
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Sheep and Wool
Woolgrowing was by far the most important industry for the first half-century of
settlement despite the need for shepherding and yarding at night to avoid losses from dingoes.
Good wool was grown, with local clips regularly topping the London market. However, the sub-
division of the big runs for closer settlement saw woolgrowing relegated to sideline status.
By 1930 there began a gradual change from woolgrowing to fat lamb production as
the latter enterprise fitted in better with the emerging pattern of agriculture. The nexus
between sheep and wheat so common in southern States, however, never developed in this Shire.
Beef Cattle
Beef cattle made a minor but significant contribution to Shire production from
the earliest days. Even up until the turn of the century when the Shire was deemed to have
pastoral potential only, cattle numbers stayed relatively low. This was due, presumably,
to the better returns from wool, the more modest water needs of sheep in a hard-to-water
area and the vulnerability of cattle to the ravages of drought.
Cattle numbers began to rise with closer settlement and tapping of sub-artesian
water supplies. High beef prices following World War 1 provided further stimulus and beef
cattle became the main sideline on grain farms as graingrowing eclipsed dairying as the then
major enterprise in the 1950s.
The beef cattle industry has come under severe pressure in the last two years due
to lack of export markets and low prices on the oversupplied domestic markets.
Dairying
Dairying played the major role when a serious attempt at closer settlement was
made early this century. The industry flourished while the fertility of newly cleared
scrub land was at its zenith. As with wool, locally produced butter commanded high prices
on the London market.
A minor land boom pushed Crown land values and rentals beyond farmers' reach and
this culminated in a Royal Commission in 1918 which restored relative land values.
Maximum dairy production based mainly on localised butter production was achieved
in the 1930s and the industry was able to compete favourably for farmer interest until 1950
when graingrowing achieved the upper hand. The consequent decline caused by low returns and
high costs continued until the present time. The industry now shows signs of stabilising,
with most of the remaining dairy farms supplying whole milk to the Toowoomba and Brisbane
markets.
Pigs
Pig raising became an important sideline to dairying when dairying came into
prominence early this century. The industry remained dependent on the dairy by-products,
skim milk and whey, for the protein content of its rations until relatively recent times
when an increasing proportion of dairy produce is being sold as whole milk.
The disappearance of dairy by-products as a source of protein coincided roughly
with the advent of the current intensive husbandry techniques.
These systems are characterised by high-cost housing, careful management and
precision dry feeding using grain with mainly vegetable proteins and some fish meal as the
protein component of rations.
This change effectively severed the connection between dairying and pig raising
and, as it was initiated at a time of lower grain prices, a natural linkage of pig-raising
and graingrowing has developed.
A recent sharp upturn in grain prices has brought pressure to bear on the industry.
This could have had serious consequences had not a shortage of pig meats held prices at
economic levels.
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Agriculture
The ability of soils in the Shire to produce good crops of wheat was first
demonstrated in the draught horse era early this century. Significant commercial production
however, was delayed until the mid 1920s when lightweight tractors and matched implements
allowed farmers to employ the dry farming techniques so essential for crop reliability.
Also, the Queensland State Wheat Board, which was constituted in 1920, provided a measure of
price stability.
Graingrowing continued to gather momentum, becoming the most important enterprise
by the 1950s. Since that time it has diversified to include summer as well as winter crops
and continued to hold pride of place to the present day when Wambo is the State's premier
graingrowing Shire with almost 10% of the State's arable area.
(ii) Economic Importance of Farming Systems
Except for the Jimbour Plain where graingrowing is strongly dominant, very few
single enterprise holdings are to be found in the Shire.
The following figures extracted from statistics for the year 1973-74 show the
occurrence and importance of various farming enterprises carried on in Wambo Shire.
Table 6.2
Activities on Rural Holdings
Wambo Shire - 1973-74
Activity
Holdings with any crop
Holdings principally graingrowing
Holdings with beef cattle
Holdings principally beef cattle
Holdings with dairy cattle
Holdings principally dairying
Holdings with pigs
Holdings principally pig-raising
Holdings with sheep
Holdings principally sheep
Number of Holdings
956
548
696
186
77
56
218
47
123
5
Note: The principle activity means that 50% or more of estimated gross
receipts is derived from that activity
Source: Australian Bureau of Statistics
The land, labour and capital requirements of these enterprises will now be briefly
considered to see how they combine to form the farming systems now operating in the Shire.
See Section 11, Economics, for a more detailed listing of the capital requirements of these
enterprises.
Graingrowing
This enterprise has a high capital but medium labour requirement. However, the
labour needs have a vital timeliness component as some jobs such as planting must be done on
time. One labour unit could service 300 ha of grain land with occasional casual assistance
such as at harvest time. Capital outlay could be $500 Der hectare for land and buildings and
$80 000 for machinery.
The most common sized grain farm is between 300 and 400 ha, with sizes varying
between 100 and 2 000 ha.
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Beef Cattle
This enterprise is also a high capital, medium labour proposition with timeliness
being much less important than in graingrowing. One labour unit could manage 300 breeder
herd with occasional casual assistance. Land, fencing and water outlay per breeder area
could amount to $400. Machinery costs would be low except where farming equipment is
required for growing winter feed. Stock costs would be in the order of $70 (1975 values)
per breeder.
The most popular sized beef cattle holding is between 500 and 750 ha, with most
falling between 150 ha and 3 000 ha. There are a few holdings of between 5 000 and 10 000 ha.
Dairying
A comparatively low capital pursuit with high labour requirements. One family
labour unit could handle 60 milkers. Land, fencing, water and buildings could cost $500
per milking cow which would be valued at $100 to $150 each, and dairy machinery could cost
between $5 000 to $10 000.
Agricultural machinery to the value of $10 000 to $20 000 could be necessary where
the stock depend largely on grazing crops. The installation of such innovations as
"Harvestores" could move dairying into the medium to high capital cost bracket. Dairy farm
sizes fall mainly between 100 and 500 ha.
Pigs
A medium capital, medium labour enterprise. Land costs are low as only a few
hectares are required. Position is important as effluent disposal, and proximity to centres
of population must be considered.
One labour unit can manage a 80 sow piggery. Capital outlay would approximate
$1 200 per sow unit, covering costs of buildings, stock and first year feed until the
proposition became revenue earning.
Sheep and Wool
This enterprise has fairly high capital and medium labour requirements. Like
graingrowing, timeliness of operations is important and as vital operations are likely to
coincide, the two pursuits do not combine well, for example, in early summer, winter cereal
harvesting could clash with fly strike control measures.
A labour unit could manage 2 000 fat lamb mothers or 3 000 woolgrowing breeders.
Capital outlay for land, fencing, water and buildings could amount to $40 per breeder unit.
Machinery costs would be low for the woolgrowing unit but the fat lamb enterprise would
incur farm machinery costs comparable with the dairy unit, namely $10 000 to $20 000. Stock
costs of $12 per breeder would apply for fat lamb mothers and $6 for merino ewes.
(iii) Summary of Farming Systems
From the foregoing analysis of farming systems in Wambo Shire it is apparent that
graingrowing combines well with beef cattle and pig raising. Grain-beef is a common system
as many farms have non-arable ridges and watercourses to provide grazing. Furthermore,
crop stubbles are often grazed by stock.
Grain-pigs is another common system,.with the piggery providing an outlet for
surplus grain in time of low grain prices.
Grain and sheep do not combine well because of the competitive labour requirements.
Beef and sheep combine well due to complementary labour needs and compatability of
grazing. Cattle are able to reduce rank pastures to a more suitable state for grazing by
sheep.
Dairying is very much a full-time job with little scope for sidelines except where
there is an integral piggery to use the skim-milk on a cream supply farm. Even where there
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is a grain sideline, many producers feed this back to the cows unless grain prices are very
high. Of course there is a beef sideline implicit in dairying in the form of bobby calves,
vealers and cull cows but this is an integral part of dairying rather than a sideline.
A greater number of systems have evolved on Shire farms ranging from single
activity units, to multipurpose units with combinations of up to four separate activities.
These have developed as a result of the pattern of physical resources in the Shire as well
as the changing market possibilities and the personal preferences of Shire farmers.
Sources of Information
1. Department of Primary Industries, Dalby
2. Lands Department, Dalby
3. Australian Bureau of Statistics, Part B - Rural Production 1973-74
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7. PLANT AND ANIMAL PERFORMANCE
7.1 AGRICULTURAL CROPS
Wambo is the leading graingrowing Shire in the State. About 166 000 ha of grain
was grown in 1974-75 out of a total arable area of some 240 000 ha. Grain is grown mainly
on the open plain and brigalow plain soils.
Grain farms range in size from 100 to 1 000 ha with an average of about 350 ha.
In the decade prior to 1968 the ratio of winter to summer crops was in the order
of six to one. This ratio is now less than two to one. Several factors have contributed
to this change, including a succession of poor winters and good summers, a significant
improvement in the profitability of summer grains and the establishment of marketing
systems for summer grains enabling farmers to receive payment for their crops soon after
delivery.
This early preference for winter crops would have been largely due to their
better price stability and better moisture economy in the cooler, more humid growing
conditions.
The normal annual rainfall expectation of 650 mm should ordinarily be sufficient
to grow one crop of wheat, linseed, sorghum or maize per year with a reasonable margin of
safety or two short term crops such as barley, sunflower or millet per year with a nil
safety factor.
In practice, double-cropping often gives only three crops in two years while a
single cropping programme often only produces three crops in four years. Crop yield is
usually proportionate to the amount of water stored in the soil at planting time.
There is no simple relationship between moisture build-up and fallow length or
total rainfall received. Much depends on soil condition and intensity and distribution of
rainfall. The best accumulation occurs when heavy rain falls on widely cracked land dried
out by a previous crop. Infiltration slows as the soil fills with water and the cracks
close and virtually ceases in heavy clays wet to 1.5m.
Rotational cropping is a pre-requisite to strip cropping which is now widely
adopted as a soil erosion (water conservation) measure by farmers on the plain. Ideally,
the system involves planting of alternate narrow strips of summer and winter crops across
the slope. While this system will work effectively with up to twice the area of winter to
summer crops, efficiency falls when a wider ratio is used.
Demand crops such as sorghum, maize, wheat and linseed which require substantial
pre-planting soil moisture, must be considered separately from less exacting crops as
panicum, millet, cowpea, barley, etc., which lend themselves to double-crop or change-over
programmes.
Table 7.1 sets out estimates of yields that could be expected for the major crops
grown in the main land zones of the Shire. An explanation of the Land Zones used is given
in Section 4 and their location is given in Map 3.
7.1.1 Winter Crops
(i) Wheat
Wheat is the most important crop grown in the Shire. Average annual production
for the decade ending in 1968 was 180 000 t from 112 000 ha, giving an average yield of 1.6
t/ha with an average protein content of 12%. During the five successive poor winter
seasons after 1968-69, production fell as low as 13 000 t from 40 000 ha during the drought
year of 1970-71. Table 7.2 shows results for the six seasons to 1974-75 and selected seasons
before 1969-70.
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Table 7.1
Crop Performance - Wambo Shire
Major Crop Yield Estimates Within Land Zones
(Tonnes/Hectare)
Crop
Sorghum
Maize
Sunflower
Millets
Wheat
Barley
Linseed
Canary
Open Plain
2.7
2.0
0.7
0.8
1.8
2.0
0.8
0.4
Brigalow
Plain
2.0
1.5
0.5
0.7
1.6
1.8
0.8
0.3
Land
Undulating
Brigalow
1.6
NR
0.4
0.9
1.2
1.6
0.6
0.2
Zones
Box Forest
1.8
NR
0.7
0.4
1.4
1.6
0.5
0.2
Solodia
NR
NR
NR
NR
NR
0.8
NR
NR
Irrigation
Area
5.4
4.0
1.2
NR
3.4
3.0
1.8
1.6
NR = Not recommended
Source: Estimates by Officers of the Queensland Department of Primary Industries.
Table 7.2
Wheat Production - Wambo Shire
Year
1954-55
1959-60
1964-65
1969-70
1970-71
1971-72
1972-73
1973-74
1974-75
Area
ha
79 342
75 585
101 626
83 764
40 166
84 632
91 816
45 813
76 843
Produotion
t
136 380
105 116
186 615
46 084
13 325
155 284
105 562
65 417
150 094
Yield
t/ha
1.72
1.39
1.84
0.55
0.33
1.83
1.14
1.42
1.95
Growers1
No.
764
818
868
767
431
748
718
555
681
^ Growers of 8 hectares or more.
Source: Australian Bureau of Statistics.
Quality
About half of Shire production qualifies as prime hard grade though the
proportion fluctuates widely according to seasonal conditions and soil fertility.
The best quality wheat comes from brigalow areas such as Kupunn and Warra and it
is anticipated that increasing use of nitrogenous fertilizers will lead to increases in both
yield and quality throughout the Shire. Current varieties have a genetic yield potential of
over 6 t/ha.
Factors responsible for the short-fall between potential and actual yield include,
lack of soil moisture, nutrient deficiencies, weeds, pests and diseases, harvest difficulties,
and hail damage. Although the last two factors can occasionally cause sharp losses, the
first two are responsible for the most consistent reductions in yield.
Planting
The crop is normally planted from May to July and harvested in November. Planting
time is a controversial question being a compromise between the inherent danger of frost
damage to early plantings and rust attack and bad finishing conditions attendant upon late
plantings. The Jimbour plain being colder than surrounding areas is usually the last sector
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to be planted. Planting rates range between 28 and 45 kg/ha with the downward trend continuing
Varieties
Hard and medium varieties are grown almost exclusively in the district and early
maturing varieties are preferred to mid-season types in the ratio of ten to one.
The salient feature of the varietal situation over recent years has been the
meteoric rise in popularity of new wheats and the consequent sharp fall from favour of old
varieties. The following table shows the area planted to main varieties in Dalby district
during the ten seasons to 1974-75.
Table 7.3
Areas of Wheat Planted, by Main Variety
State Wheat Board Dalby District
(Hectares)
Season
1965-66
1966-67
1967-68
1968-69
1969-70
1970-71
1971-72
1972-73
1973-74
1974-75
Festignay
2 376
7 406
16 239
17 777
16 131
6 474
10 835
7 338
2 602
2 356
Gamut
439
15 124
37 747
36 303
29 399
10 213
31 035
30 433
16"208
34 080
Gatohev
4
885
10 881
26 363
11 645
17 727
Mendos
25 991
48 117
44 709
36 254
23 755
8 373
15 260
13 995
5 032
7 505
Spiaa
37 143
31 121
15 446
11 683
7 521
2 934
7 323
8 455
4 829
6 435
Timgalen
1 178
18 066
24 809
9 611
19 937
18 935
5 677
14 340
Other2
52 739
32 963
18 811
12 176
9 229
3 108
3 832
2 615
3 292
7 855
Total
Area
118 687
134 730
134 130
132 260
110 848
41 598
99 105
108 134
49 285
90 298
Includes mixed and "no variety reported" as well as other varieties.
Source: State Wheat Board (unpublished statistics).
Please note that the boundaries of the Wheat Board's Dalby district and Wambo
Shire do not coincide.
Vests and Diseases
Rust and root rots are the diseases most important to the Wambo Shire wheat
growers. Although mildew, smut, glume blotch and black point do occur, they have been of
minor importance to date.
Insect pests are not regular problems and although mice can occasionally be
responsible for serious loss as happened to the 1971 crop, their depredations are seldom of
widespread or severe incidence. Cutworms, armyworms, aphis, blue oat and brown wheat mites,
grasshoppers and pasture grubs can all attack wheat crops.
Marketing
The State Wheat Board is the compulsory marketing authority for the whole of the
Queensland crop. In addition to handling, storing and transporting the crop, the Board
undertakes selection, grading and distribution of seed and provides a hail insurance scheme.
The Board has storage space for 250 000 t in the 11 depots in the Shire. Its main
seed storage and handling facility is also situated in Dalby. Details of the type and
capacity of storages at the various depots are in Table 7.4. The locations of these depots
are shown in Map 1.
In recent years the Board has expanded its activities by handling summer grains
and oilseeds on behalf of the Queensland Graingrowers Association.
The Board adopted metric measures from the 1972-73 crop onwards and again changed
grades to the current Prime Hard, Hard No. 1, A.W.S. (Australian Standard White), Hard No. 2
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and General Purpose classifications for the 1973-74 crop. Specifications for this grading
system are available from Board officers or the Department of Primary Industries.
Table 7.4
State Wheat Board Bulk Storaee Capacities
Available in Wambo Shire at 30 June 1976
Depot
Natcha
Dalby West
Baigin
Marnhull
Jandowae
Bell
Kaimkillenbun
Kommamurra
Kupunn
Macalister
Warra
Total Bulk Storage
Seed Storage: Jimbour
Dalby
Capacity
(wheat equivalent)
tonnes
25 857
45 453
17 147
10 233
34 158
11 867
11 867
6 206
20 577
32 662
36 473
252 500
1 770
5 442
Source: State Wheat Board
The district has a reputation for producing high-protein wheat. Premium payments
are now made by the Board on the basis of protein content for Prime Hard and Hard No. 1
classifications.
Wheat Quotas
Because of marketing problems which developed following the harvest of the 1968-69
crop, quotas restricting the quantity of wheat delivered which attract an immediate first
advance, were introduced for the 1969-70 crop.
A Wheat Delivery Quota Committee and a Wheat Delivery Quota Appeal Tribunal were
formed as a result of legislation enacted in 1969.
The 1969 basic quotas were divided into the following four categories:
(a) Growers who delivered to the Board each base year from 1966 to 1968.
(b) Growers who delivered to the Board during two of these years.
(c) Growers who delivered to the Board on only one base year.
(d) Growers who had financially committed themselves to planting a wheat crop in 1969.
Subsequent quotas have been determined on a percentage of the basic 1969 quota.
Because of poor seasons, State quotas have never been filled so there have been no
restrictions on intake. Beginning with the 1974-75 season, wheat delivery quotas were
suspended, due to the worldwide wheat shortage and the need to encourage building-up of
carryover stocks.
Bulk Handling
The whole district crop is now bulk handled. Bulk handling coupled with high
capacity harvesters have made it virtually impossible to deliver all wheat directly from the
header to the depot. Some on-farm storage, even of a temporary nature, is a must on every
grain farm.
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(ii) Barley-
Barley ranks second in importance as a winter crop in the Shire. About 20 000 ha
are regularly planted with yields ranging from 0.3 t/ha in the drought year of 1970 to an
average of 1.5 t/ha in the four seasons to 1974-75. Area and production during the six
seasons to 1974-75 and selected seasons prior to 1969-70, are shown in Table 7.5.
Table 7.5
Barlev Production - Wambo Shire
Year
1954-55
1959-60
1964-65
1969-70
1970-71
1971-72
1972-73
1973-74
1974-75
Area
ha
5 205
22 636
9 931
25 295
12 553
21 679
12 623
17 255
22 254
Production
t
9 353
29 521
18 968
15 029
3 610
30 834
12 561
25 756
42 756
Yield
t/ha
1.80
1.30
1.91
0.59
0.29
1.42
0.99
1.49
1.92
Growers*
No.
n.a.
n.a.
n.a.
498
261
445
292
391
443
•* Growers of 8 hectares or more,
n.a. = Not available.
Source: Australian Bureau of Statistics.
Because of its salt tolerance and modest water and fertility needs, barley is
adaptable to the extensive areas of light soil in the Shire as well as being popular in
double crop programmes. Barley appears to be one of the few cash crops which can be
profitably grown on much of the solodic and lateritic forest soil.
Ideally, barley should be planted in May to be ready for harvest in October,
before the main wheat harvest commences. Planting rate is 30-50 kg/ha; the lower rate
being quite adequate for early planting in light soils.
Frost damage is less of a hazard with barley than with wheat but the main value of
early planting is that it enhances prospects of producing malting grade barley by enabling
the crop to finish before the onset of very hot weather.
While barley is virtually untroubled by rust, powdery mildew is a regular problem
with the main variety, Clipper. The disease usually appears as greyish-white, powdery
patches on the lower leaves about stooling stage. Mildew can cause yellowing and death of
lower leaves but most crops seem able to throw off the attack without serious setback.
Like most winter cereals, barley is subject to both covered and loose smut. The
former disease is virtually unknown in the Shire where seed treatment with suitable
fungicides -is standard practice. Selection of disease-free seed crops maintains the latter
form within manageable limits.
Barley is host to the same range of pests as wheat. Since the severe outbreak of
army worms in 1966, this pest has tended to invade a significant section of the Shire crop
each season.
The crop must be carefully threshed to achieve malting grade as maltsters object
to broken or partly dehulled grain. Also, high grain protein will not be classified in
malting grades.
Marketing
The crop is handled and sold by the Barley Marketing Board, an independent
statutory organization. Handling and storage facilities are provided by the Wheat Board.
The Barley Board also provides services such as hail insurance, prpvision of seed and forward
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bulk storage for clients.
Varieties
Clipper replaced Prior as the only acceptable malting variety beginning with the
1970-71 crop.
Cape, Skinless, Black and Abyssinian barleys are all used to some extent for
grazing, being usually used for quick, early or late feed. Grain production from these
varieties is usually restricted to provision of planting seed. The possibility of releasing
a new high yielding feed barley with a distinctive seed colour is currently being
investigated.
(ill) Canary Seed
Canary seed can provide useful grazing but it is mainly grown as a birdseed crop
in the Shire and as such suffers the wide fluctuations in demand and offering price. Up to
8 000 ha have been planted to the crop in the past but the area planted has fallen recently
as Table 7.6 shows.
Table 7.6
Canarv Seed Production — Wambo Shire
Year
1954-55
1959-60
1964-65
1969-70
1970-71
1971-72
1972-73
1973-74
1974-75
Area
ha
2 309
371
1 483
5 812
1 006
1 094
1 156
1 926
885
Production
t
2 616
626
1 294
2 408
416
559
499
1 133
902
Yield
t/ha
1.13
#p2
0.87
0.41
0.41
0.51
0.43
0.58
Growers
No.
n.a.
n.a.
n.a.
n.a.
n.a.
28
30
54
34
Growers of 8 hectares or more.
Yield from small areas may not be reliable,
n.a. = Not available.
Source: Australian Bureau of Statistics.
Prices have ranged from $55 to almost $300 per tonne in recent years indicating the
high risk factor associated with growing this crop.
Canary seed has a similar growing period to wheat so the same planting and
harvesting times apply. The crop does appear to have a better late season performance than
other winter cereals but the occasional out-of-season plantings made to capitalise on high
prices rarely succeed.
Canary seed is relatively disease free. It can become heavily infested with
powdery mildew and it is subject to the crown rot fungus of wheat but neither is normally
very damaging.
Weed control in the crop poses problems. It has poor early vigour and so is a
poor competitor with weeds, the plant is not as tolerant of 2,4-D as other cereals and the
herbicides, di-allate and tri-allate marketed by Monsanto (Aust.) Ltd, under the trade names
of Avadex and Avadex B.W. respectively, can not be recommended on the crop for the control
of wild oats.
(iv) Linseed
Commercial linseed production began in the Shire in 1948 when 220 ha were grown.
Production rose to a peak of over 10 000 t from nearly 10 000 ha in 1964-65.
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A price fall resulting from this excess over market requirements led to a gradual
fall in area to a low of 100 ha in 1973-74 as shown in Table 7.7. However, the most recent
year for which statistics are available, 1974-75, has shown an increase in linseed
production in Wambo Shire. This resurgence of interest was due to higher prices.
Table 7.7
Linseed Production - Warabo Shire
Year
1954-55
1959-60
1964-65
1969-70
1970-71
1971-72
1972-73
1973-74
1974-75
Area
ha
1 411
6 051
9 947
1 575
643
265
561
129
1 353
Production
t
1 220
5 312
10 285
578
164
150
216
144
1 534
Yield
t/ha
0.86
0.88
1.03
0.37
..2
# .2
° .2
',2
1.13
Growers1
No.
n.a.
n.a.
n.a.
42
14
5
. .3
..3
31
p Growers of 8 hectares or more.
Yields from small areas are unreliable.
2
 Less than 5
n.a.
growers.
Not available.
Source: Australian Bureau of Statistics
The crop has a higher water requirement than wheat. Its planting time is also
more critical than that of wheat as linseed is subject to frost damage at seedling and
flowering stages and Heliothis control becomes difficult in late crops.
Linseed is adaptable to most soils capable of meeting its moisture needs, the
exception being the very heavy clays. Brigalow soils are particularly suitable.
Linseed is a poor competitor for weeds and although di-allate can be used to control
wild oats the plant is sensitive to hormone herbicides with the exception of MCPA.
Zinc deficiency is a regular problem in linseed growing. Protection treatment
either by ground application or foliar spraying with zinc is recommended as standard
practice. Pasmo disease can be responsible for occasional significant losses with crop
rotation and use of disease free seed the main remedies.
The crop is now marketed under contract with oil crushers who purchase on an oil
content basis.
(v) Safflower
Safflower has never really caught the interest of Shire farmers.
Commercial production commenced j.n 1962 and between 400 ha and 1 200 ha were grown
each year until 1966 when the area rose to 1 100 ha following linseed overproduction the
year before. Growers then became disenchanted with the crop due to poor yields and other
factors and the area planted dropped sharply to about 100 ha in 1974. The crop has now
virtually disappeared from the local farming calendar and for the present seems unlikely to
be reprieved by a breakthrough in either variety or agronomy.
Table 7.8 shows production of safflower in Wambo Shire for 1964-65
six years to 1974-75. Earlier statistics are not available.
and for the
Although the crop has high water needs, it is extremely sensitive to waterlogging
and is poorly adapted to those heavy soils which are best equipped to provide the water
regime required.
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Table 7.8
Safflower Production - Watnbo Shire
Year
1964-65
1969-70
1970-71
1971-72
1972-73
1973-74
1974-75
Area
ha
700
234
105
267
37
70
116
Production
t
657
61
20
171
18
41
105
Source: Australian Bureau of Statistics.
Extreme sensitivity of the plant to phenoxy herbicides is a further disadvantage
though this is offset to some extent by its tolerance of currently used chemicals for wild
oats control.
Although the grazing equivalent of oats is claimed for safflower in the Central
Highlands, it is not used for that purpose here.
A wide range of planting times from May to September were tried in an effort to
establish the optimum growing period of the crop. Harvest times consequently covered the
November to January period. Heavy frosts can cause serious damage. When planted late to
minimise the frost hazard, rain during flowering can interfere with seed set and subsequent
storms can be responsible for serious seed deterioration.
A planting rate of 30-35 kg/ha was the early recommendation but subsequent
indications were that this was too high.
The main disease problems facing safflower growers were a root rot associated
with waterlogging and a splitting of stems caused by frosts.
Aphids and Rutherglen bug were the only insects threatening to assume pest status
in the crop. The latter sometimes became very numerous as crops matured and their
sapsucking of seed capsules caused serious reduction in both hectolitre weight and oil
content of the seed.
(vi) Oats
Oats is the premier winter grazing crop of the Shire. A normal planting would
occupy about 24 000 ha of which some 95% is used directly for grazing and the remainder
for seed. Of the area planted for seed production about half would be planted as a seed
crop, i.e. planted in June on fallow ground while the remainder would first be grazed and
then set aside for seed if the season was suitable.
Rust, frost damage, and poor finishing conditions are the main hazards facing
seed oats producers.
Most of the oats is grown in the foothills country, undulating brigalow and the
box soils where grazing enterprises predominate.
Land preparation for oats is often less thorough than that for grain crops and as
a result, moisture is often limiting and weeds can be troublesome.
Oats are planted when the main summer heat is over usually about the second week
in March or a week or two earlier in elevated situations.
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A planting strategy which is graining favour is to plant half the area early with
a quick maturing oat, one-quarter early with a late maturing oat and the remainder late with
a late maturing variety. This strategy prolongs the oats grazing period. A major problem in
recent years with their dry autumns has been to get the main crop in early enough to make
full use of the crop's production potential.
Algerian is the popular variety, accounting for about one-third of the area.
Benton and Bentland together occupy a similar area with a large number of other varieties
making up the remainder. However, Camellia and, more recently, Minhafer are finding
increasing acceptance in the Shire.
Production in the order of 250 beast days or 2 500 sheep days grazing per
hectare is expected from fertile soils in an average season. The Shire average would fall
short of this figure due mainly to declining soil nitrogen levels. One of the main problems
of growers on old farmed land is the depletion of soil nitrogen at the end of the first
grazing. Subsequent growth is unthrifty.
Tables 7.9 and 7.10 show the production of oats for seed and the production of
oats for hay and green fodder in Wambo Shire.
Table 7.9
Oats for Seed Production - Wambo Shire
Year
1954-55
1959-60
1964-65
1969-70
1970-71
1971-72
1972-73
1973-74
1974-75
Area
ha
2 562
1 219
2 909
2 684
1 638
1 540
979
2 403
2 868
Production
t
1 821
985
3 153
1 221
353
1 413
917
1 951
3 856
Yield
t/ha
0.71
0.81
1.08
0.45
0.22
0.92
0.94
0.81
1.34
Grower s^-
No.
n.a.
n.a.
n.a.
106
47
62
37
90
118
-* Growers of 8 hectares or more.
n.a. = Not available.
Source: Australian Bureau of Statistics.
Table 7.10
Oats for Hay and Green Fodder - Wambo Shire
Year
1954-55
1959-60
1964-65
1969-70
1970-71
1971-72
1972-73
1973-74
1974-75
Area for Hay
ha
274
180
94
128
91
247
296
257
255
Vroduotion
t
747
871
500
250
365
1 036
1 120
851
659
Area for Green Feed
ha
17 368
13 649
21 754
24 325
19 645
14 123
20 929
18 517
16 417
Source: Australian Bureau of Statistics.
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7.1.2 Summer Crops
(i) Grain Sorghum
Grain sorghum is the main summer crop of the Shire. The area under the crop
increased tenfold to 12 000 ha between 1942 and 1968. A succession of dry winters and good
summers beginning in 1969 saw a sharp lift in sorghum plantings which reached a peak of
58 000 ha in 1974. The area grown in Wambo Shire has since stabilised at about 50 000 ha
per year. The following table shows the area and production for the six years to 1974-75
and selected years to 1969-70.
Table 7.11
Grain Sorghum Production - Wambo Shire
Year
1954-55
1959-60
1964-65
1969-70
1970-71
1971-72
1972-73
1973-74
1974-75
Area
ha
6 315
8 946
11 059
33 294
49 335
45 849
38 173
58 225
48 616
Production
t
13 044
17 867
22 811
58 473
120 683
117 885
78 490
171 560
121 322
Yield
t/ha
2.07
2.00
2.06
1.76
2.45
2.57
2.05
2.94
2.50
Growere^
no.
189
256
261
539
670
673
602
624
597
Growers of 8 hectares or more.
Source: Australian Bureau of Statistics.
Grain Yields
Average yields were about 1.4 t/ha in the early years of the crop and this has
increased better than 2 t/ha over the last 20 years.
Overall yields did not rise significantly with the introduction in 1962 of hybrids
with their 15-20% better yield potential. This was due to expansion of the crop onto less
suitable soils and poor attention to crop water needs. Growers who pay attention to these
factors regularly achieve yields 50% above the Shire average.
Soils
Sorghum is adaptable to a range of soils provided plant populations are matched to
the water regime of the particular soil. The plain soils with their excellent waterholding
capacity are best suited to the crop. Other district soils in descending order of
productivity are brigalow plain, undulating brigalow and box forest. Sorghum is not
recommended on light, sandy or solodic soils.
Land Preparation
While sorghum has a reputation for drought resistance, it is, because of its
productive potential, very demanding of both water and fertility.
For this reason, land preparation is centred on accumulation of an adequate
reserve of moisture to tide the crop over the dry spells which occur each summer.
Planting
Time and rate of planting are vital to the sorghum crop. The range of planting
times is limited by slow and erratic germination due to cold soil when planted early and by
the risk of frost damage to late plantings. Midge is another factor influencing planting
time as early crops generally escape serious damage.
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Plant population has a marked effect on crop success, especially in dry seasons.
Overplanting could have been responsible for low yields when the crop was first grown when
up to 12 kg/ha were planted.
Plant populations of between 50-100 000 per ha are currently recommended.
Row planting and the use of presswheel drills are quickly gaining favour.
Harvesting
Open (reel) front headers are standard equipment on Shire grain farms so
harvesting standing crops present few problems. Sorghum fingers and bat reels are widely
used. Salvage of lodged crops can be difficult and wasteful. Corn fronts have been used
in lodged row planted crops for better grain recovery.
The crop is bulk handled.
Stubble Feeding
Sorghum stubble has been well regarded by stockowners since the crop first
appeared in the Shire. During recent dry autumns stubble has met increasing demand from
lot feeders and for paddock maintenance of cattle in conjunction with urea lickers. It sold
for 20-25c a bale on-farm in the winter of 1973.
Irrigation
Sorghum was the most widely watered summer crop when irrigation became popular in
the late 1960s. The area of grain sorghum irrigated in the Shire will fluctuate relative
to the profitability of it with other grain crops.
Certified Seed Production
A few experienced farmers grew certified sorghum seed for a number of years.
Production reached a peak in 1970-71 when four growers planted 140 ha of crossing plots of
T610, T671 and P846 for a yield of 170 000 kg of seed.
Although irrigation was stabilising production, serious contamination problems
the following year lead to tightening of isolation requirements which virtually eliminated
the enterprise from the district.
Varieties
The local industry was initiated with the release of a number of dwarf varieties
including Wheatland, Kalo and Hegari in the 1930s.
Early Kalo, Caprock, Martin and Queensland-bred Alpha appeared in the 1940s while
the first large-scale planting of hybrids was made in 1962.
Texas 610 quickly came to the fore with Alpha always well represented. Currently
popular varieties include T626, NK212, T610, P846, E57 and Alpha.
Pests
Midge is the most damaging pest encountered with mid-season and late plantings
worst affected.
Heliothis, cutworms, ants, armyworms and locusts have all required treatment in
district crops. Aphids are sometimes numerous though yellow peach moth and the sorghum head
caterpillar have not reached pest proportions. Mice and birds complete the list of pests
to which the crop is sometimes host.
Diseases
Although lodging can be due to diseases such as charcoal and fusarium rots It is
more often due to death of the plant by desiccation with consequent weakening of the stems.
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Grain sorghum is prone to a wide range of diseases ranging from pre-emergence and
seedling rots through leaf diseases and stalk rots to head and covered smuts but these are
not generally very troublesome.
The incidence of stem rots appears to be on the increase and sugarcane mosaic has
been troublesome in some seasons.
Marketing
The sorghum crop has faced marketing problems ever since it was traded in quantity.
First steps towards orderly marketing were taken in 1947 with the organization of a voluntary
pool.
The Grain Sorghum Marketing Board took charge of marketing from its formation in
1956 until through lack of support by south Queensland growers, the Act was amended in 1965
restricting the jurisdiction of the Board to central Queensland.
The Shire crop was then marketed through trade channels until 1969-70 when a big
crop faced a disastrous market situation. The Queensland Graingrowers' Association Grain
Sorghum Export Committee was formed in that year to deal with the problem and has operated
successfully since then. In addition, several other grain merchants still operate in the
Shire.
(ii) Millets
The millet group is generally the second summer crop of the Shire though they
can be pressed for this position by sunflowers. These small-seeded, quick-growing crops
are used for grain or grazing according to species and demand.
Two distinct birdseed markets appear to be developing with Japanese buyers showing
most interest in Japanese, Siberian and Shirohie millets and Europe preferring panicum and
French millets. Pearl millet is finding increasing favour for grazing while Giant Setaria
is seldom grown either for grazing or grain.
Despite widely fluctuating prices, returns per hectare from these crops show a
strong tendency to stabilise with low yields in poor seasons being offset by high prices
and vice-versa. Yields from the 5-13 000 ha grown annually are remarkably stable on a
district basis with only minor variations from the average yield of 0.9 t/ha occurring in
the last decade. The following table shows area and production of millets in Wambo Shire
in the six years to 1974-75 and selected years prior to 1969-70.
Table 7.12
Panicum and Millet Production - Wambo Shire
Year
1954-55
1959-60
1964-65
1969-70
1970-71
1971-72
1972-73
1973-74
1974-75
Area
ha
4 967
4 991
4 470
8 731
10 673
4 759
6 927
13 004
6 186
Production
t
3 741
4 175
3 419
6 616
10 802
4 884
5 370
12 997
6 588
Held
t/ha
0.75
0.84
0.76
0.76
1.01
1.03
0.77
0.99
1.06
Growersi
No.
n.a.
n.a.
n.a.
261
270
143
184
297
180
1 Growers of 8 hectares or more,
n.a. = Not available.
Source: Australian Bureau of Statistics.
Because of their 80-100 day growing period and modest water and fertility needs,
these crops are well suited for double-cropping or for changing from winter to summer crops.
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Crops are planted from September to February with peaks of early and late planting
to avoid mid-summer heat. Mid-season plantings of Japanese, Siberian and Shirohie made in
1973-74 were particularly unthrifty. Seeding rates vary between 6 and 11 kg/ha depending
on seed size and soil type.
The crops have a preference for finer soils so the Moola scrub area is a big
producer.
The group is relatively untroubled by pests and diseases though locusts and head
blast in panicum and stem borer in French millet can occasionally be troublesome. False
wireworm have ruined odd stands and cutworms and mice can be responsible for head cutting.
(iii) Sunflowers
As a birdseed crop, sunflower occupied only a minor place on the local scene with
an annual planting of between 400 and 800 ha. Appearance of oilseed varieties of Russian
origin in 1968 gave the crop a sharp lift in status with the area devoted increasing to
over 8 000 ha. The area and production of sunflowers for Wambo Shire is shown in Table 7.13
for the six years to 1974-75 and selected years prior to 1969-70.
Table 7.13
Sunflower Production - Wambo Shire
Year
1954-55
1959-60
1964-65
1969-70
1970-71
1971-72
1972-73
1973-74
1974-75
Area
ha
682
673
809
3 955
3 271
8 251
7 234
7 607
4 690
Production
t
370
475
309
1 588
2 193
4 111
3 643
5 028
2 892
Yield
t/ha
,J
..2
,.J
0.40
0.67
0.50
0.50
0.66
0.62
Growers
No.
n.a.
n.a.
n.a.
89
74
138
146
151
90
^ Yields from small areas may be unreliable,
n.a. = Not available.
Source: Australian Bureau of Statistics.
The crop does not yield heavily under local conditions. The average yield is
between 0.5 and 0.7 t/ha. It is adaptable to soils ranging in texture from loams to heavy
clay loams. It is one of the few crops which will yield at least as well on Condamine box
soils as on the plain.
Sunflowers are sensitive to weed competition especially when young, so row
planting to facilitate interrow cultivation is recommended. The plants' sensitivity to
phenoxy herbicides is an added obstacle to weed control. Plant populations of 25 000 per
ha are adequate under local conditions.
Polestar was virtually the only variety grown when birdseed was the only market
outlet. Sunfola 68 and 66 later became the mainstays of the oilseed trade and more recently
hybrids with their rust resistance could further broaden the horizons of the Shire's crop.
Rust is the most serious disease to which the crop is subject. Head rot is
occasionally serious and a few plants can succumb to Sclerotinia wilt, a soil-borne disease
against which crop rotation is the main defence. White blister is present to some extent
in most crops but does not seem to be very damaging.
Heliothis is the most regular pest of sunflowers being most troublesome at grain-
forming stages. Cutworm, false wireworm, Rutherglen bug and loopers have also been
troublesome. Birds, particularly galahs and cockatoos can cause serious damage to isolated
crops and those bordering on timbered country.
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Birdseed sunflower is sold through trade channels while the oilseed crop is
generally grown under contract to processors or the Queensland Graingrowers' Association.
(iv) Maize
Maize is a crop of variable though minor importance in the Shire. It was first
grown in quantity about 16 years ago when growers realized that hybrids were more productive
than the older open-pollinated varieties.
The area devoted to the crop rose from 200 ha in 1958 to 3 000 ha in 1967. The
area planted then stabilised but has fallen sharply during the last few years due to a fall
in price. Should present high prices hold, a resurgence of interest in the crop could
develop. Average yield is about 1.6 t/ha.
Table 7.14
Maize Production - Wambo Shire
Year1
1954-55
1959-60
1964-65
1969-70
1970-71
1971-72
1972-73
1973-74
1974-75
Area
ha
72
590
2 507
3 034
2 824
1 535
1 391
1 717
1 227
Production
t
87
1 250
3 106
4 248
2 915
3 084
2 331
3 062
2 390
Held
t/ha
, . 2
. . 2
1.24
1.40
1.03
2.01
1.67
1.78
1.95
Growers^
No.
. , 3
18
42
54
68
39
29
27
24
^ Growers of 8 hectares or more.
2 Yields from small areas may not be reliable.
3 Less than 5 growers.
Source: Australian Bureau of Statistics.
Maize is worthwhile only on the best soils, namely the plain or the very best of
the brigalow plain. Even so, close attention must be paid to plant populations if the crop
is to succeed. A plant population of 20 000 per hectare is adequate. Maize is more
sensitive to heatwave and moisture stress than sorghum.
Maize is subject to a wide range of diseases but the only problem in this category
needing regular treatment is zinc deficiency. Some form of zinc treatment is recommended for
all plantings, being essential following long fallows. Maize dwarf mosaic disease which
produces similar symptoms and is often confused with zinc deficiency has been overcome by
using resistant varieties. Other diseases which can be a problem are Diplodia cob rot,
seedling blight, leaf blight and rust. Southern leaf blight has not yet been reported in the
Shire.
The range of pests which attack maize include false wireworm, cutworm, armyworm,
Heliothis and locusts. Mice can make costly inroads into ripening crops when they occur in
plague numbers and where harvesting is delayed.
Quick maturing short growing varieties are preferred by growers for both early
and late plantings. The range of hybrids meeting this specification has always been short
and lately has been further reduced by a requirement for mosaic resistance. Currently
popular varieties include PQ301, XT664, Q739, D805A. The varieties XL389 and ML81 also
look promising.
(v) Legume Grains
(a) Soybean
This crop first appeared in the Shire about a decade ago when it was grown mainly
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on the scrub soils without much success. Diminishing prospects for linseed and safflower
a few years ago led to renewed interest in the crop and a concerted effort by way of
varietal trials and commercial plantings was made to reassess crop prospects.
Irrigators then showed interest with the results that soybean supplanted sorghum
4s the main summer irrigated crop in 1972-73. The area grown has reached 1 200 ha with
about half of the total irrigated and the trend is slowly upwards. Yields are very variable
even under irrigation where the average has yet to exceed 1.3 t/ha. The dryland figure would
be barely half of this during the last few dry late summers. The yield from irrigated crops
is expected to rise as growers come to appreciate that supplemented irrigation of soybeans
will not suffice. A move towards late (December) planting to avoid excessive vegetative
growth is also noted.
Table 7.15 shows the production of soybeans in Warabo Shire for 1964-65 and the six
years to 1974-75. Earlier statistics are not available.
Table 7.15
Soybean Production - Wambo Shire
tear
1964-65
1969-70
1970-71
1971-72
1972-73
1973-74
1974-75
Area
ha
28
61
229
1 029
1 399
1 268
721
Production
t
1
32
214
860
867
1 156
876
Yield
t/ha
,,J
..1
1
0.84
0.61
0.91
1
Growers
Ho.
n.a.
5
17
31
37
33
17
1 Yields from small areas may be unreliable.
n.a. = Not available.
Source: Australian Bureau of Statistics.
Semstar is the popular variety for both dryland and irrigated conditions with some
Hill and Wills being grown on dryland. The varieties Davis and Bragg are also grown under
irrigation.
(b) Cowpea
The area of cowpea grown for seed rose steadily to reach a peak of 1 300 ha for a
yield of 520 t in 1971-72 before giving way slowly to dryland soybeans and mung beans.
Although it is later and has a smaller yield potential than Poona and Caloona,
Reeves has been popular with local growers because of its overall better price. Caloona is
now preferred to Poona because of its better stem rot resistance though all varieties succumb
under very wet conditions.
(c) Mung Bean
Celera mung bean was first grown in quantity under contract in 1971-72 when 200 ha
were grown for 190 t. The area under contract rose to 800 ha in 1974-75.
The plant is adaptable to a wider range of soils than cowpea as it is both drought
resistant and tolerant of waterlogging. Being a culinary bean, the market is limited as a
bigger-seeded variety is required by the trade. Berken has recently replaced Celera as the
main mung bean variety in the Shire.
(d) Navybean
Navybeans were first grown commercially with a planting of 40 ha in 1969 which
produced 6 tonnes of seed. Production reached a peak of 220 t in 1971-72 though a bigger
crop was planted the next year, it was hit by dry weather. The future of the crop is
uncertain, depending on a wide price margin above that of traditional summer crops.
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Indifferent recent yields could stem from the succession of dry late summers but it could
well be that even average summer rainfall is insufficient to meet crop needs.
1974-75.
Table 7.16 shows production of navybeans in Wambo Shire for the five years to
Table 7.16
Navybean Production - Wambo Shire
Year
1970-71
1971-72
1972-73
1973-74
1974-75
Area
ha
516
490
523
117
58
Production
t
76
203
46
38
14
Source: Australian Bureau of Statistics.
7.1.3 Fodder Crops
(i) Fodder Production
Although pastures provide the bulk of feed for the Shires animal industries, their
nutritive value falls sharply during winter and during the regular dry spells common to the
district.
Local producers have made use of a range of grazing crops to tide them over their
stress periods. Oats is by far the most widely-grown grazing crop, usually accounting for
about two-thirds of the 20 to 30 000 ha of forage crop grown each year. This crop is
discussed at some length in section dealing with winter crops. (See section 7.1.1).
Tables 7.17 and 7.18 show area and production of hay and green fodder in Wambo
Shire for 5 years to 1974-75.
Table 7.17
Hay Production - Wambo Shire
Year
1970-71
1971-72
1972-73
1973-74
1974-75
Hay from
annual crops
ha
636
594
1 359
502
519
tonnes
1 182
2 090
3 145
, 1 282
1 294
Pasture Hay
Lucerne
ha
822
669
493
696
456
tonnes
3 643
2 983
1 946
2 109
1 362
Other Pasture
ha
175
600
308
158
56
tonnes
1 414
2 081
759
253
97
Total f
ha
1 633
1 863
2 160
1 356
1 031
'ay
tonnes
6 239
7 154
5 850
3 644
2 753
Source: Australian Bureau of Statistics
The summer grazing crop scene is also dominated by the forage sorghums. Supporting
crops include lucerne, the grazing millets and the annual grazing legumes such as cowpea
and, more recently lab lab bean. Sudan grasses provided the bulk of summer crop feed until
the advent of hybrids, which quickly supplanted older species. However, there is recent
disenchantment with the nutritive value of these productive species and a move back to less
productive, higher-value sorghums, and to legume forages, is detectable.
The area under lucerne has fluctuated between 1 000 and 5 000 hectares in the last
30 years and now appears to have stabilised at about 2 000 ha. Farmers have always been
aware of the productive potential of the plant but fear of bloat losses have precluded its
wider use especially under extensive grazing conditions. Recent advances in bloat control
have done little to dispel this fear as most techniques involve close surveillance of stock.
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Table 7.18
Green Fodder Crops - Wambo Shire
Year
1970-71
1971-72
1972-73
1973-74
1974-75
Wheat
ha
1 760
645
1 690
978
509
Annual Crops Used for Green Fodder
Oats
ha
19 645
14 123
20 929
18 517
16 417
Barley
ha
1 520
935
1 744
1 118
1 515
Grain
Sorghum
ha
1 200
1 596
561
801
883
Forage
Sorghum
ha
5 295
3 471
5 032
3 581
2 437
Other
Crops
ha
1 618
1 950
2 339
1 763
856
Total
ha
31 038
22 720
32 295
26 758
22 617
Pasture @ 31 Marah
Lucerne
ha
1 852
2 238
1 611
1 786
1 781
Sown
Pasture
ha
n.a.
13 404
16 757
16 479
18 261
n.a.: Not available
Source: Australian Bureau of Statistics
One light hay cut of 1-1.5 tonnes per hectare would normally be expected from
grazing stands of lucerne.
No discussion on fodder crops would be complete without a mention of the value of
crop stubbles in stock feeding. Large quantities of sorghum stubble have provided
maintenance rations for cattle during droughts, often with molasses-urea supplementation.
Regular use was being made of sorghum, millet and barley straw by the newly-fledged cattle
feedlot industry until its suspension by low beef prices. Panicum and barley straws have
always been in keen demand by stud stock managers.
Table 7.19 shows the grazing production which can be expected from a range of
forage crops and pastures in an average season on a fertile soil.
Table 7.19
Grazing Production - Wambo Shire
Crop or Pasture
Native Pasture
Lucerne
Sown Pasture
Irrigated pasture
(Bambatsi panic) *•
Oats
Forage sorghum
Irrigated oats
(strip grazed)
Irrigated forage
sorghum (strip
grazed)
Cowpea
Sorghum stubble
Dry
Matter
Yield
(t/ha)
3.25
4.0
5.0
22.5
4.5
10.0
9.0
22.5
3.5
2.5
Utilization
(percent)
60
70
65
75
50
50
75
75
50
50
T.D.N.3
(percent)
50
55
55
54
60
55
58
54
55
40
Beast/
Months
Grazing
(per ha)
6.75
9.5
11.0
56.75
7.5
17.0
22.75
54.75
11.25
4.25
Livewexght
Gain
(kg/day)
0.4
0.52
0.52
0.6
0.8
0.64
0.76
0.6
0.64
0.24
Carcass
Gain
(kg/ha)
50.7
101.3
117.4
697.6
133.3
222.3
385.3
686.2
78.6
17.1
1 Panioum coloration var. makarikariense cv. Bambatsi
2 Percentage actually consumed, balance represents wastage through tramping and fouling
3 Total digestible nutrients, indicating the food value of the crop.
(ii) Fodder Conservation
Although Wambo is the State's premier grain growing Shire it also supports a
significant population of grazing animals. And, like most of sub-coastal south Queensland,
it is subject to regular "dry spells" and periodic droughts. The need for fodder reserves
to maintain production during seasonal stress periods and to enable selected stock to
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survive major droughts is therefore obvious.
Some silage is made in the district in most years though the bulk of the fodder
reserve takes the form of hay or grain as would be expected in a major grain growing area.
7.1.4 Weeds of Agricultural Crops
(i) Weeds of Winter Crops
Wild oats (Avena ludovioiana) and 04. fatua), with the former species most common,
is the wheat grower's costliest weed. When the value of lost production, agronomic control
measures and down-grading of grain is added to the cost of chemicals used in the control of
Wild oats, the total cost to the Shire is immense.
Control of wild oats is ordinarily achieved by crop rotations involving winter
and spring fallows. The swing in recent years from winter to summer crops has eased the
problem at least temporarily. Chemical control is, at best, an expensive stop-gap.
Efficiency of chemicals is influenced by the species of oat, the size of plant, the
condition of soil surface (clods and trash interfere with incorporation) and the depth from
which seedlings germinate. Seedlings arising from shallow seed appear to escape lethal
doses.
A few years ago about ten percent of wheatland was treated regularly with
herbicides, mainly tri-allate (avadex BW), at a cost of between $7.50 and $11.50 per hectare.
The proportion of treated crop land has fallen recently.
Climbing buckwheat or black bindweed (Polygonum convolvulus) ranks second in
importance among the weeds of wheat. Wireweed (Polygonum aviculare) can als.o be troublesome.
Both are controlled by a mixture of picloram and 2,4-D amine* at a cost of between $2.00 and
$2,50 per hectare. Both the weeds should also be controllable with dicamba2.
The turnip group, which includes turnip weed (Rapistrum rugosum), wild radish
(Raphanus raphanistrum), Indian hedge mustard (Sisymbvium orientale), London rocket (S. irio)
and African turnipweed (S. thellungii) have been relegated to minor pest status with the
advent of phenoxy herbicides. However, their incidence in oats paddocks, along roadsides
and waste places, and even in grass paddocks throughout the Shire, ensures a continuing
supply of seed.
Paradoxa grass (Phalaris paradoxa) is a weed of increasing significance on some
of the box and heavier plains soils in the Shire. The usual pattern of infestation by this
weed is a slow invasion of the paddock from fence lines and roadways. Agronomic measures
were the only defence against this weed until the advent of the pre-emergence herbicide
triflurin3 which is used at the rate of 425 ml/ha and will give control at a cost of about
$12.00 per hectare.
Hexham scent (Melilotus indiaa) is a weed of increasing importance on the Darling
Downs as it is becoming widespread along roads and railway lines. It has' the same growing
season as wheat and the presence of its strong-smelling seeds results in rejection of the
sample for milling. Chemical control is difficult. Spraying with 1 700 ml/ha of 50 percent
2,4-D amine, plus extra wetting agent, may not kill the weed but it will be retarded and
will cease to be competitive with the crop.
Mexican poppies (Argemone oohvoleuoa) and (A. mexioana) are other weeds which
appear to be on the increase. Their seeds are harmful to animals and are prohibited in any
grain sold for stock food as well as any seeds sold for planting^1. These weeds can be
controlled in the seedling or young rosette stages of the crop by spraying with 1 700 ml/ha
of 50 percent 2,4-D amine.
1 Mixture marketed as Tordon 50D by Dow Chemicals (Aust.) Pty Ltd.
2 Marketed as Banex Weedkiller by I.C.I. (Aust.) Ltd.
3 Marketed as Treflan by Elanco Products Co.
4 Agricultural Standards (Seeds) Regulations of 1969 and Agricultural Standards (Stockfood)
Regulations of 1964.
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New Zealand spinach (Tetragonia tetvagoni-oides) can occasionally be troublesome in
brigalow country. The weed is difficult to control chemically. A mixture of picloram and
2,4-D amine* or bromoxynil^ will severely restrict growth of the weed in crops under
reasonable soil moisture and temperature conditions.
Variegated thistle (Silybum marianum) will readily assume pest status if left
unchecked. Spiny emex (Emex australis) is another weed which occasionally requires
treatment, especially on light soils.
(ii) Weeds of Summer Crops
The summer weed scene is not so dominated by a single species as is the case with
winter weeds. However, with the recent swing to summer crops, especially grain sorghum,
thornapple has become the most serious single species. The severity of the summer weed
problem varies according to soil type and cropping programme. Except for thornapple, summer
weeds are not very troublesome on the heavy soils of the plain. However, they can be
serious in the lighter scrub soils especially where double cropping reduces fallow length
and grazing reduces the smothering effect of the growing crop.
There are two species of thornapple, Datura ferox and D. stramonium. The former
is the more common in the Shire. Both are prohibited impurities in grain for both human
consumption and export as stock food. Large summer planting and floods, associated with a
series of wet summers have dispersed the seeds and the weeds are now widespread throughout
the Shire. Control is difficult in the absence of a summer fallow. Chemical control is
possible with a mixture of picloram and 2,4-D amine but it is costly at up to $7.50/ha.
Young Datura plants are susceptible to 2,4-D amine under good growing conditions.
Mintweed (Salvia reflexa) is another serious weed of crop and pasture in the
lighter soils of the district. It remains controllable by phenoxy herbicides at standard
rates for only a short time after emergence. Another more expensive chemical, atrazine^,
is more effective and could find local application if grain prices continue at attractive
levels. Urochloa (Uroohloa paniooides") and stink grass (Evagvostis oilianensis) are
serious grassy weeds of much of the Shire's scrub lands. Given a chance these quick-
growing free seeding grasses give a paddock a burden of seed that is difficult to eradicate.
The legacy of the problem arising from the use of Johnson grass {Sorghum halepense)
in early development of scrub lands in the Cooranga North, Bell and Kaimkillenbun areas
has been mentioned elsewhere in this Handbook. This pest has remained virtually quiescent
for many years but with the recent run of good summers has run riot along Shire roads in the
foothills and adjacent plain areas. The threat posed by the weed has lately been recognized
by landholders, local authorities and researchers, and active steps are being taken to
bring it under control.
Nutgrass will have to be kept under strict surveillance especially in irrigated
areas, as it seems that much of the sedge seen along Shire roads is the insidious Cyperus
rotundus and not the native Downs nutgrass (C. bifax) as was previously thought. The pest
is a serious problem on only a few farms and energetic efforts are needed to contain this
situation.
Noogoora burr (Xanthium pungens) and Bathurst burr (X. spinosum) are occasionally
troublesome, the former mainly along watercourses, but their susceptibility to phenoxy
herbicides should assure continuance of their minimal weed rating.
A profusion of annual weeds including ground cherry (Physalis minima), dwarf
amaranth (Amaranthus mitchellii), cowvine (Ipomoea lonohophylta), barnyard grass (Eohinoahloa
crus-galli), Australian bindweed {Convolvulus erubesoens), devil's claw (Ibioella lutea),
red shank (Amaranthus aruentus), bladder ketmia (Hibiscus trionum), bullhead (Tribulus
tervestris) , pigweed (Fortulaaa oleraaea), black pigweed (Trianthemm portulaaastrum),
together with native legumes belonging to the genera Glyoine, Rhynchosia and Viaia regularly
appear in variable populations.
1 Mixture marketed as Tordon 50-D by Dow Chemical (Aust.) Pty Ltd.
2 Marketed as Brominil by Ciba-Geigy Australia Ltd.
^ Marketed by several companies under various trade names.
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Native grasses including various species of Diohanthium, Panicum and Chloris can
cause temporary trouble in new cultivations but generally subside with continued farming.
(iii) Miscellaneous Weeds
European bindweed (Convolvulus arvensis) is a slow-moving but potentially very
serious weed which has become firmly established in a number of localities in the Shire.
As chemical control with picloram could cost up to $200 per hectare, and is coupled with
loss of production for a year or two, it virtually put badly infested paddocks beyond
chemical control. Temporary control can, however, be achieved in crops with phenoxy
herbicides at standard rates. Small infestations should not be allowed to seed and should
be eliminated regardless of cost.
Perennial species of the genera Hatoragis, Seneoio, Pratia, Polymeria, Goodenia,
Vittadinia, Crimm and Solanum regularly occur in heavy soils and badly-drained situations
and assume minor pest status during wet seasons. Corn gromwell (Buglossoides arvensis) is
a hardy weed which has been recorded in the Shire, but shows little tendency to spread.
Mayne's pest (Verbena tenuiseata), normally a weed of roadsides, shows a tendency to invade
pastures on light soils during dry seasons.
At least four species of dock occur in the Shire. The most troublesome of these
is Rwnex dimosifovmis, scattered populations of which mar fallows on the plain soils and
are responsible for the need for extra working. Standard rates of phenoxy herbicide will
suppress the weed in crops while spot spraying with heavy rates of picloram (Tordon 50D at
1:50) shows promise of eliminating it.
7.2 HORTICULTURAL CROPS
Horticulture is a minor industry in the Shire due to the Shire's relative
remoteness from large population centres and the scarcity of well-drained horticultural
soils with access to good quality irrigation water.
There are two vineyards in the Shire, at Jandowae and Diamondy. These vineyards
concentrate on the table grape market. Both vineyards employ trickle irrigation. The
threat to grapes of drift from the use of 2,4-D herbicides in adjacent crop spraying has
increased with the upsurge of summer crop production in recent years.
Some increase in the area planted to vegetables, especially those which are
tolerant of heavy soils and water of indifferent quality, such as beetroot and onions, could
be foreshadowed in the future. Small areas of onions have already been grown but while
local growers have mastered the special production techniques needed they generally fell
victim to price fluctuations.
7.3 PASTURES
7.3.1 Native Pastures
From the standpoint of native pastures the nine land systems discussed in the
section on soils could be grouped into five ecological units listed below in descending
order of productivity, indicated by carrying capacity when developed for native pasture.
Development involves judicious clearing of scrub or thinning of open woodlands and provision
of appropriate fencing and stock water. See Table 7.20.
Annual liveweight gain per hectare is a more meaningful measure of grazing
productivity and in this context would range from upwards to 100 kg per hectare on the best
soils down to as low as 10 kg per hectare on the solodic forest and woodland soils.
The open plain as its name implias is a virtually treeless plain on which the
native vegetation is dominated by the excellent native species, Queensland bluegrass
(Diahanthium seriaevm) . Other grasses present include native millet (Paniown decomposition),
Yabila grass (P. queenslandicum), paddock love grass (Eragvostis leptostaohya), tall chloris
(Chloris ventvioosa), tall oat grass (Themeda avenaeea), and wallaby grass (Danthonia spp.).
Very little of this area is still available for grazing as it is excellent agricultural land.
Brigalow (.Acaaia harpophylla) , belah (Casuarina cristata) and softwood scrubs
support little in the way of grass until cleared. In their virgin state these scrubs support
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only a scanty ground cover including, in the case of heavier brigalow soils, brigalow grass
(Paspalidium aaespitosum) and minor Chloris spp. The lighter softwood scrub soils maintain
a light cover of slender bamboo grass (Stipa verticillata) together with some Chloris spp.
and Aristida spp.
Table 7.20
Estimates
Eaologiodl Unit
grassland
scrubs
basalt woodland
poplar box plain
mixed forest and woodlands
Warabo Shire
of Carrying Capacities of Native Pastures
Land Zone^)
open plain
brigalow plain
undulating brigalow
basaltic upland scrub
basaltic upland forest
recent alluvial plain
solodics
Carrying Capacity
(ha per beast)
1.5-2.0
2.0-2.5
3.0-4.0
4.0-5.0
10.0-20.0
(1)For explanation of Land Zones see Section 4 and Map 3.
Source: Department of Primary Industries.
Much of this land was planted with Rhodes grass (Chloris gayana) when cleared and
gave 40 to 50 years of excellent grazing. When this was not done or where the Rhodes grass
has disappeared because of such factors as declining soil fertility, drought, overgrazing or
the depredations of pasture grubs, such native species as Queensland blue, pitted blue
(Bothrioehloa deaipiens), curly windmill (Enteropogon acicularis), windmill (Chloris trunaata)
and slender chloris (C. divarioata) gradually took over.
The basalt woodland covers spurs running out from the Bunya Mountains and consists
of almost pure stands of mountain coolabah (Eucalyptus orgadophila). Grass species present
include Queensland blue grass, small blue grass (Dichanthium affine), pitted blue grass,
tall chloris, barb-wire (Cymbopogon refraatus), rats-tail (Sporobolus spp.) and wire grasses
(Aristida spp.). The proportion of Queensland blue grass to less nutritious species varies
according to position on slope, which is probably a reflection of soil depth and possibly
fertility, to grazing pressure, and the degree of timber clearing imposed.
Where the ridges merge into the deeper soils of the valley floors the same suite
of grass species occurring on the open plain soils is found.
The grass complex associated with the box woodland includes a wide range of species
of varying nutritive value such as Queensland and pitted blue, windmill and wire grasses,
with forest blue (Bothrioohloa bladhii), silky brown top (Eulalia fulva) together with
western nutgrass (Cyperus bifax) and nardoo (Marsilea dvummondii) in the lowlying areas.
The proportion of Queensland blue grass to other species can be higher where the poplar box
(B. populnea) forest is interspersed with river red gum (E. eamaldulensis'), mainly along
the frontage country.
The solodic woodland normally grows harsher, less productive species in which
wiregrasses, especially many-headed wiregrass (Aristida aaput-medusae), predominate, with
minor occurrences of ridge grass (Enneapogen avenaaeus) and some love grasses. These light
soils provide very poor winter grazing because of poor types of grasses grown and the
virtual absence of winter herbage. Cattle or breeding sheep can not be successfully run on
this country on a year-round basis unless winter crop or other supplementary feed is provided.
7.3.2 Sown Pastures
Pasture improvement began quite early in the history of development with the
planting of scrub burns with Rhodes grass (Chloris gayana). Unfortunately, some of this
cleared scrub land in the Cooranga North, Bell and Kaimkillenbun districts was planted with
Johnson grass (Sorghum halepense). This latter species left the district with a serious
weed problem as agriculture developed.
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Rhodes grass was very productive when the initial flush of fertility of scrub
land was at its zenith. With heavy grazing, declining soil fertility and activity of
pasture grubs, mainly around Jandowae, this species deteriorated and has disappeared from
much of the original area. Oddly enough Rhodes grass is recently finding favour with
landholders developing pastures on solodic soils. This preference is largely due to the
species salt tolerance.
Green panic (Panieum maximum var. triahloglume cv. Petrie) has more recently
supplanted Rhodes grass as the popular introduced species. While this species establishes
best on the loamy soils, it is adaptable to soils with a wide fertility range. It is most
productive on fertile scrub soil but can produce well on light forest soil provided that
grazing is carefully controlled.
A range of buffel grasses (Cenchrus oiliavis) has been tried on the lighter soils
with some success but generally they are inferior to green panic except on basalt forest
soils. Makarikari grass (Paniewn aoioratvm var. mahzrikariense cv. Bambatsi) is the
currently recommended species for the heavy soils such as the plain, box forest and the
gilgaied areas of brigalow country. Early farmer acceptance of Bambatsi was slow but it is
now being increasingly planted.
Lucerne (Medicago sativd) has been a popular species for many years despite the
bloat problem, making up about ten percent of the pasture acreage as well as providing the
main legume component of mixed pastures. Recent advances in bloat control by applying
additives to drinking water could lead to renewed interest in pure stands of lucerne.
This valuab'.e legume is not subject to the same establishment problems as grasses and is
adaptable even to the heaviest clays except in waterlogged situations.
Apart from the early sowing of scrub burns with Rhodes grass, most district
pasture improvement has taken place on cultivated land. A refreshing tendency towards
partial clearing and planting improved species in grassland is now developing.
A summary of the improved pasture situation in the Shire over the last 30 years
is shown in Table 7.21.
Table 7.21
Wambo Shire
Area Under Pasture
(hectares)
fear
1944-45
1949-50
1954-55
1959-60
1969-70
1971-72
1972-73
1973-74
1974-75
Lucerne
940
1 008
894
2 170
5 160
2 200
1 590
1 786
1 781
Grasses
13 980
13 700
16 630
13 910
11 180
13 240
16 560
16 479
18 261
Source: Australian Bureau of Statistics
It will be seen from Table 7.21 that the area under improved pasture has remained
virtually static for some 30 years. It is interesting to note that during this period the
area under crop in the district increased threefold to 240 000 ha.
The productivity of sown pastures ranges from two to five times that of native
species growing on the same soil. However, as most improved pasture was established on
arable land, yields must be compared with grazing crops grown on the same land. In this
light, pastures usually compare unfavourably with grazing crops in quality if not in quantity
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of feed produced. This state of affairs is often due to the poor nitrogen status of the
old farm land which is planted to pasture. When the legume (lucerne) component in the
mixture is increased to make good this deficit bloat problems can obtrude.
Establishment difficulties are still the biggest obstacle in the way of wider
acceptance of improved pastures in the district. This problem stems from the relatively
poor germination characteristics of grass compared with crop seeds, the need for shallow
planting of grasses and the persistent weed problem in the fine-textured soils where
pastures are generally grown.
The Dairy Pasture Subsidy Scheme which is discussed in some detail in the section
on dairying (see section 7.5) has given pasture improvement the only real boost it has had
since the days when Rhodes grass was planted into scrub burns. It has been suggested that
the scope of this scheme could, with advantage to the district, be broadened to embrace all
pasture plantings, especially where soil erosion hazards exist in the foothills country.
In the early years of the subsidy scheme, stands of pure lucerne would have
accounted for two-thirds of the acreage claimed for. This was due to establishment problems
during those dry summers. Most of the failures reported at that time came from the non-
lucerne segment. A run of better summers in the 1970s led to the planting of grass-legume
mixtures. Some 2 300 ha of pasture has been planted with an average claim of $23.00 per ha
since the inception of the scheme in 1966.
7.3.3 Irrigated Pasture
Pasture was first irrigated commercially in 1954 when 6 ha was grown. The area
grown increased slowly to reach the present figure of 620 ha of which half would be lucerne,
used mainly for hay.
These pastures are based on white clover (Trifolium vepens cw. Ladino and
Louisiana SI), ryegrass (Lolium perenne cv. Kangaroo Valley) and Priebe prairie grass
(Bromus unioloides). Other species such as Phalaris (Phalavis tubevosa), other ryegrass
clovers and annual medics (Medioago spp.) are sometimes included.
Watering practice aims at keeping the top 30 cm of soil wet, requiring 25 mm
applications at 7 to 10 day intervals in summer and 14 days in winter. Superphosphate
applications are normal in old pastures and nitrogen is sometimes applied in autumn to
boost early winter production.
Early pastures were spray irrigated though there is a current move, where slope is
sufficient, to use furrow techniques. Such surface application appeals as it could reduce
the labour requirement to meet the exacting watering schedule which must be maintained,
especially in summer.
Pastures are generally used to fatten store lambs with a stocking rate of 40 lambs
per hectare being maintained year round. A recent move towards stocking irrigated pasture
with cattle has been noted, especially where surface application of water is possible.
Recent moves to explore the prospects of fattening steers on furrow-irrigated
pastures have been set back by the beef crisis. At the time of writing (1976) moves are
in hand to establish a dairy based on irrigated forage crops and pastures and using a
"Harvestore" to ensure continuity of feed.
7.3.4 Pasture Carrying Capacity
Table 7.22 shows pasture carrying capacity for various types of livestock in land
zones for native^ pastures and for other types of pasture in Wambo Shire.
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Table 7.22
Wambo Shire
Livestock Carrying Capacities of Pastures
(in hectares per head)
Type of Pasture
Native Pastures, by land zone -
Plain
Scrub Soils
Basalt Forest
Box Forest
Solodics
Sown Pastures
Lucerne
Irrigated Pastures
Dairy Cow
1.8-2.2
2.0-2.5
-
-
-
1.2-1.5
1.0-1.5
0.5-0.7
Beef Breeder
1.5-2.0
1.8-2.2
3.0-4.0
4.0-5.0
-
1.0-1.4
0.9-1.2
0.4-0.6
2 Year Steer
1.2-1.8
1.5-2.0
2.5-3.5
3.5-4.5
10-20
0.8-1.2
0.7-1.1
0.3-0.4
Sheep
0.2-0.3
0.3-0.4
0.4-0.5
0.5-0.6
1.2-2.0
0.1-0.2
0.1-0.2
0.05-0.07
Source: Estimates made by Officers of the Department of Primary Industries
7.4 BEEF CATTLE
7.4.1 Introduction
Beef production in the Wambo Shire has rapidly expanded over the last five years.
In March 1968, there were 66 926 head beef cattle but by March 1975 this number had expanded
to 95 465 head.
The increase in numbers has resulted principally from the expansion of existing
herds. Additionally, some properties used for either dairying or sheep have changed to beef
production.
Table 7.23 shows the numbers of cattle for meat production, and the number of
holdings on which these cattle run, in Wambo Shire for the six years to 1974-75 and selected
years prior to 1969-70.
Table 7.23
Wambo Shire
Cattle for Meat Production
At 31 March
1945
1950
1955
1960
1965
1970
1971
1972
1973
1974
1975
numbers of Cattle
73 911
55 173
47 422
47 788
61 076
67 418
75 839
86 102
95 848
97 186
95 465
Holdings Running Cattle
n.a.
310
381
437
549
704
656
691
677
696
679
Source: Australian Bureau of Statistics
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7.4.2 Beef Production
Broad-acre breeding and fattening, vealer production, crop fattening, fattening
on irrigated crops and feedlotting are all represented in the Shire.
7.4.3 Property Size
Properties running beef cattle are commonly from 240 hectares to 2 000 hectares.
There are extremes from 160 hectares to 8 000 hectares. The smaller properties are
restricted to the better country while in the forest areas there are some very large
properties.
When Beef cattle are run in the intensive grain areas, they are usually confined
mainly to the less arable portions.
Table 7.24 shows holdings classified according to area of holding and size of
meat cattle head in Wambo Shire for the 1973-74 year.
Table 7.24
Wambo Shire
Rural Holdings Classified According to Area
of Holding and Size of Meat Cattle Herd
(1973-74)
Size of
Holding
(hectares)
1 to 99
100 to 199
200 to 299
300 to 399
400 to 499
500 to 999
1 000 and over
Total
1 to
49
26
31
60
38
26
20
5
206
SO to
99
3
36
60
38
16
17
5
175
Size of Meat
100 to
199
9
32
46
32
55
7
181
200 to
899
5
6
14
35
7
67
• Cattle Herd
300 to
399
1
1
1
24
11
38
400 to
499
8
8
16
500 to
999
15
15
1 000
and over
5
5
Source: Australian Bureau of Statistics (unpublished data)
7.4.4 Beef Enterprises
(i) Breeding and Selling Stores
The selling of stores is commonly dictated by a combination of good prices and
low quality feed. The low quality feed may be the result of either poor quality country or
poor seasons.
The solodics or forest areas and their fringes are usually restricted to store
production. The poor quality of soils in the solodic or forest areas offer limited
development opportunities to increase the quality and quantity of feed. Some of the deeper
sands and fringe areas in the solodic areas may support some improved pasture and crops for
fattening. Generally the majority of the solodic or forest areas will not support fattening
hence store production predominates in these areas.
Type of Turnoff
Most store stock produced in the Shire are sold between 10 months and 20 months
of age with liveweights in the range 180 kg to 370 kg depending on age and type of country
on which they are bred.
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(ii) Store Production on Grain Properties
A concept for production of store weaners which has been suggested for grain
properties is the system as set out below. This system has been suggested as a complement
to grain growing given reasonable beef prices. Basically the system is crash grazing of
lucerne and allowing 0.8 hectare of lucerne per breeder unit.
The steps are:
1. Rationing of lucerne where lucerne paddocks are grazed for no longer than two weeks at
a time. The lucerne is used at strategic times and the "crash grazing" method is
applied.
2. Roughage utilization of sorghum and cereal stubble which would usually provide three
months of grazing per year while stubble is also conserved. Urea/molasses adds value
to the stubble.
3. Rejection of non-pregnant cows so only productive breeders are held.
An incentive for the system is the build up of soil fertility from lucerne plus
the control of wild oats that is made possible by heavy grazing of lucerne paddocks.
(iii) Breeding and Fattening
(a) Yearlings and Older
Breeding and fattening is the major beef enterprise in the Wambo Shire. It is
usually practised on the better type of country - that is on all soil types other than
solodic and forest soils.
Type of Turnoff
This enterprise has many variations as to type of turnoff. The turnoff of fat
stock can vary from 12 months to 30 months. The tendency in the Shire is to market
yearlings between 12 to 16 months with dressed weights of 160 kg to 200 kg. These animals
are usually weaned onto winter crop and turned off at the end of the season. Oats is used in
the majority of cases. The percentage of the drop fattened will vary depending on the oats
season and their condition going onto crop. Under average or better conditions most can be
finished by the end of the oats season. If conditions are below average, those not
finished are carried over and are usually finished on summer feed by which time they could
be from 16 to 20 months old and dressing 180 kg to 230 kg.
On the larger properties and less intensified areas where beef producers are well
established, steers are sold at two years off winter crop. These animals instead of going
onto crop as weaners are allowed to grow until 18 to 20 months then placed on crop. These
two year old steers may have some crop the first year and generally are in forward condition
going onto crop the second year. The dressed weights of these two year old steers can vary
from 220 kg to 260 kg.
Very few producers in the Wambo Shire carry steers over for fattening at three
years of age.
Feed Programme
In the more intensive areas and mixed fanning areas feed programmes in breeding
and fattening enterprises incorporate native and improved pastures together with stubble
and summer and winter crops. In the less intensive areas, native pasture with some improved
pasture and winter crops (oats) make up the feed programme.
Management
Management techniques for breeding and fattening enterprises are usually high. A
greater number would have some form of controlled calving and even when not practised,
ideally the calving commences in July and peaks in August-September. Weaning is practised
in a majority of cases and is mainly through the yards. Weaning time is varied according to
seasons but most like to wean onto oats in May when ready. Commonly the herd size would be
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150 to 300 breeders. Branding percentages are usually good as this enterprise is practised
on the better country. The range would be 75-95% branding with a greater number in the top
bracket. Heifers are generally mated to calve at 2 year old.
(b) Vealers
Vealer production is practised on most soil types in the better country and is a
fairly common enterprise in the Shire. It may be combined with other forms of primary
production and therefore is common in areas such as Jimbour, Bell, Kaimkillenbun, Jandowae
and Cooranga North which are mixed farming, dairying or grain growing areas.
Vealers from Beef Cows
In some cases where producers are selling vealers, it is an adaptation of the
breeding and fattening enterprise. As this enterprise is conducted on good country, feed
conditions can usually be maintained at high levels and hence vealers can be sold off beef
cows. Under good feed conditions during summer and autumn on good country early born calves,
July-August born, are usually fat by the time they are 8 to 9 months old. Instead of being
weaned and put onto crop they are sold directly as vealers. Some of the later born calves
may be placed on oats for 4 to 8 weeks with their dams then sold as vealers.
Selling vealers especially the early born calves directly off the beef cow in
March-May is common following good summer seasons and some of these show a lot of "bloom".
When vealer prices are high and a premium is available, there may not be any economic
advantage by taking these animals through on winter crops for turnoff at a later age.
Vedders Off Ex-dairy Farms
Vealer production is also practised on many properties which over the years have
switched from dairying for several reasons. Some producers still dairying have vealers as
a sideline to take advantage of the good prices which have been offered for vealers. Other
dairy producers are using beef bulls over some of their cows to cater for the bobby calf
sales.
The production of vealers by ex-dairyfarmers often involves the running of two
calves with 50-70% of the dairy cows. Some producers with dairy cows may only rear one calf
per cow while other producers in very intensive situations may suckle more than two calves
per cow. It probably is inefficient to rear only one calf per dairy cow as under good feed
conditions more than ample milk will be available for one calf.
When a second calf is to be reared per cow, calving takes place throughout the
year. This enables the workload of getting cows to accept the second calf to be spread out
and the purchase cost of bobby calves is averaged over a year.
Breeds Used for Vealer Production
Bulls used for costing with dairy cows for vealers have included a variety of
breeds. The Hereford is very popular and recently some of the new European breeds are
being tried by using A.I. The first cross from A.I.S. and Friesian cows make excellent
vealers.
Management
Management and production levels for vealer production vary but branding percentages
are in the order of 90% or more. Successful vealer production requires a continuous level of
high quality feed. Feed programmes in this area for vealer production incorporate improved
pastures, standover sorghums and summer legumes for summer, autumn and spring and cereal
crops (oats) for winter and spring feed. Additionally a reserve of feed is maintained to
cover dry periods and market slumps. Several problems encountered with vealer production
include future replacement of dairy cows and supply and cost of bobby calves.
In most systems of vealer production, the turnoff is between 9 to 12 months of
age and 140 to 180 kg dressed weight.
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(iv) Buying and Fattening
The system of buying and fattening may incorporate a mixture of crop and pasture
for cattle or they may be confined to crop only. The most common feed is oats which is
grazed from June to the end of October. The season will start sometime in May and continue
to late November. In a normal year there will be three months grazing when 0.4 hectare is
required for a steer of 360 kg liveweight. After three months, it is then necessary to
decrease the stocking rate. In dry years useful grazing may be reduced to two months. The
average daily liveweight gain on oats is just under 1 kg. Therefore, liveweight gain
expected from a hectare of oats is 200 to 220 kg and 60-65% of this would be carcass gain.
Types of Cattle fattened
The types of animals bought for fattening vary. In the Shire in any one year, old
steers, medium steers, yearlings, weaners and cows and calves may be bought for fattening.
The decision on the type of animals purchased to fatten will be influenced by market demands,
store prices and feed conditions available. If the margin between store and fat prices is
great and feed conditions are good, the return on younger animals will be better. If the
reverse is applicable there may be little difference between older and younger types.
Older heavier steers are easier to fatten while young animals require a longer period on
high quality feed to fatten.
Purchase Time fov Fattening
Purchase time will also vary. Some fatteners buy when oats is ready, others buy
earlier and utilise summer crops, pastures and summer legumes before oats is ready. Purchase
time will depend on finance available, age of the animal and availability of feed. Weaners
may be purchased the previous year and allowed to "grow" before being fattened on oats the
next year. Cows calving may be bought for fattening on oats. After 8 to 10 months, the calf
is sold as a vealer and the dam as a fat cow.
Popular Turnoff Type
The common type of steer goes onto oats at 180 to 230 kg dressed weight and is
turned off in 3 to 5 months dressing 240 to 270 kg.
Relatively few producers rely on buying and fattening for their sole income.
The enterprise may be combined with either graingrowing or other beef enterprises. Many
beef producers may have some excess crop during or at the end of the season and additional
steers are purchased to utilise this crop.
(v) Feedlotting
Feedlotting has developed rapidly in the Shire since 1969. Although only three
permanent feedlots have been established in the Shire, numerous other smaller lower outlay
lots have been used for finishing stock.
Low Outlay Feedlots
The smaller lots have varied from 20 to 200 head and have been used as an
insurance or backstop feedlot. It has been possible and profitable to use these small low
outlay lots over the last 3 to 4 years because of below average oat crops, high beef prices
and low grain prices. However, in 1974 very few of the small feedlots have been used because
of the high grain low beef price relationship.
Large Permanent Feedlots
The Shire is well situated for feedlots being centrally located for store purchase
and grain supply. The permanent feedlots have yard capacities varying from 600 to 1 500
head. Initially, these feedlots were set up as permanent feedlots to cater for local and
restuarant trade. The turnoff for this market was a well finished steer dressing 200 to
230 kg. However, when the demand from the Japanese increased these feedlots were geared to
meet this market. High demand and premium prices were available for heavy well-finished
marbled carcasses. To produce this carcass, steers were brought in at heavier weights and
fed longer. They would be brought in at 200 to 220 kg dressed weight and turned off dressing
250 to 320 kg.
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Liveweight Gains and New Developments in Feeding
Daily liveweight gains in feedlots have varied from 0.9 kg to 1.36 kg. New
developments and feeding methods such as high moisture grain, all grain rations after two
weeks and superior premixes have enabled daily liveweight gains to be usually closer to
1.36 kg. All-grain rations have decreased in popularity due to spoilage and condemnation
of tripes and livers. These problems have been reduced by feeding roughage for the last
two weeks of the fattening period and incorporating 6% roughage into the ration for the
whole period.
With all-grain rations, where cattle must have feed in front of them all the time,
some feedlotters have been using self-feeders in yards. This has reduced labour as 2 to 3
days supply can be put into feeders. In such cases, the feeding space per animal may be
only around 8 to 10 cm but as feed is in front of them all the time, this does not present
any problems.
Breeds Used in Feedlote
Most breeds have passed through feedlots at some time with varying results.
Probably the breed which has been used the most in this Shire is the Hereford because of
its availability and temperament.
Market Demands
The development and economic stability of feedlots depends primarily on export
markets to Japan and the prices which are offered from this market. As there is no
significant domestic demand for specialised feedlot beef Japan has been Australia's largest
customer of feedlot beef. The exports of beef from Australia to Japan have doubled every
year from 1970 up to the end of 1973, however there was a marked decrease in 1974. Feedlots
were geared to meet the Japanese market because of the premium price paid for the beef. If
the future Japanese market demand increases and price incentive remains, feedlotting will
develop. Other provisions are grain supply and price and store supply and price.
(vi) Greenlotting
Greenlotting is practised on a limited and sporadic scale in the Shire. It offers
higher production per acre but the return must be measured against extra capital outlay
required. It is practised on some of the more intensive properties for high utilisation
particularly irrigated summer crops. Some producers have preferred electric fencing for
higher utilisation instead of going into the high outlay of greenlotting.
Greenlotting was popular in the Shire in the 1960s but since then a number of
these yards have been used for drylottlng. A factor which has caused the decline in
greenlotting has been the unreliability of good winter crops over the past years which were
popular for use in greenlotting.
(vii) Irrigation
Small irrigation areas from 12 hectares to 50 hectares have been incorporated on
some properties in the Shire for beef production. These irrigation areas have been used to
ensure fattening, ensure high quality feed and stable, production cover or to cover dry periods.
Spray irrigation is common although in the Tipton and Yaralla areas flood
irrigation is being used. Both underground and surface water is used. Feed irrigated for
beef production includes lucerne, winter cereal crops, fodder sorghums and improved
pastures, both temperate and sub-tropical legumes and grasses.
Future development of irrigation for beef production will depend on future prices.
7.4.5 General Information
(i) Mineral Deficiency
Undoubtedly the solodic or forest areas are very deficient in phosphorus. This
area also supports pasture which is low in protein and energy for a good part of the year.
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Management problems in the solodic areas are therefore immense. Controlled calving, strategic
weaning, protein and phosphorus supplementation is essential for breeder survival and
reproduction and growth of cattle on these soils. There are problems in other areas
periodically from protein and phosphorus but the problem is paramount in the solodic or
forest areas.
Supplements
A variety of supplements and methods of feeding have been used depending on the
individual property situation. Generally urea/molasses supplements are common for protein
supplementation while commercial supplements are also used fairly readily. The products
which have been used frequently to supplement for phosphorus include mono ammonium phosphate,
Superking, phosphoric acid, bonemeals, rock phosphates and also other proprietary lines.
For maximum growth and production it is necessary in the solodic areas to feed growing
stock phosphorus especially in the summer and breeding stock all year round.
A problem that does appear occasionally on crops with cattle particularly oats
and even on good country is "bonechewing" on oats. This problem is sporadic in occurrence
and is alleviated by feeding a phosphorus supplement.
(ii) Fodder Conservation
Fodder conservation is fairly widely practised in the Shire. However, considering
the economic effects of droughts and cheapness of feeding reserves when compared to other
drought strategies, there is a need and potential for more properties to conserve fodder
and others to conserve greater amounts.
Most types of fodders including silage, hay, grain and stubbles are conserved.
The choice of fodder to conserve will be influenced by the individual property set-up and
what fodder best suits the property both economically and practically.
(iii) Marketing
The Dalby-Wambo Saleyards is one of the biggest selling centres in Queensland.
About 75% of the cattle sold through these yards are sold as fats. The saleyards have a
wide draw and a great number of the cattle from the Shire are sold through these yards.
Saleyards also operate in Jandowae and a lot of the cattle in the Jandowae area and
surrounds are sold through these yards. These two avenues for selling account for the
majority of cattle sold in the Shire. However, cattle in the Shire are also sold in
Toowoomba, Kingaroy (particularly those in the northern tip of the Shire) and some are sold
direct to meatworks on a weight and grade basis.
Table 7.25
Breeds of Beef Cattle in Wambo Shire
at 31 March
Breed
Straight Breeds -
Hereford (including polled)
Braford
Santa Gertrudis
Shorthorn (including polled)
Brahman
Droughtmaster
Other
Total Straight Breeds
Dairy-Beef
British-British
British-Brahman
British-Other Tropical
European Crosses
Other
Total Crossbreeds
Total Beef Cattle
1973
Nimbers
45 119
4 203
4 190
3 552
1 869
1 426
2 809
63 168
7 963
7 317
3 042
3 780
114
10 464
32 680
95 848
Percentage
47.1
4.4
4.4
3.7
1.9
1.5
2.9
65.9
8.3
7.6
3.2
3.9
0.1
10.9
34.1
100.0
Source: Australian Bureau of Statistics
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(iv) Breeds
Although most breeds of beef cattle are represented In the Shire, the Hereford
and Poll Hereford are the most popular breed. Table 7.25 shows the representation of beef
cattle breeds In Wambo Shire at 31 March 1973.
(v) Performance Recording
Very few studs in the Shire are performance recording although an increasing
number are starting. As more studs commence, it will allow the commercial producer the
opportunity to select bulls not only on conformation and appearance but also on their
performance. Stud breeders who select bulls which have good performance and have proved
themselves in the district should find a good future demand for the progeny of such bulls
without relying on the introduction of southern blood.
(vi)
Hereford
Bull Selling Units
The following studs and bull selling units are located in the Shire or just outside.
R. Alexander, "Trefoil Park", Warra
K.H. & C. Andrews, M.S. 902, Dalby
Bell Bros., Kaimkillenbun
P.P. Cooper, "Zilzie", Warra
M.T.L. Dwyer, "Willoyd", Warra
C.T. Jeitz & Sons, Jandowae
V. Koehler, Yamsion
J.P. & G.E. Moran, "The Belahs", Kumbarilla
W.A. McClelland, "Oakland", Jandowae
M.R. Newton, Squaretop, Kaimkillenbun
J. Reid, "Cregmore", Bell
J.R. Sparkes, "Niagara", Bell
I.G. & R.L. Sparkes, "Lyndley", Dalby
H.R. & D.M. Thomas, Jandowae
York Bros., "Victory Downs", Dalby
Poll Hereford
Angus
Red Poll
R.M. & M.C. Alexander, "Trefoil Park", Warra
M.W. & D.M. Bell, "Glen Charis", Dalby
P.P. Cooper, "Zilzer", Warra
N.V. & N.J. Dalzell, "Daldu", Warra
W.J. Glasson, "Anchorage", Dalby
J.W. & M.J. Koehler, Yamsion
G.J. Murray, "Grantley", Yamsion
M.J. Newton, Kaimkillenbun
M.R. & D.E. Newton, "Royelle", Kaimkillenbun
D.P. Ramsay, Jandowae
G.L. Reimers, "Leedon", Yamsion
"C.W. Russell,"Logan Downs", Jimbour
Estate Sir James Sparkes, "Lyndley", Jandowae
V.M. Walsh, Dalby
G.N. & N.R. Woods, "Kelano", Dalby
V. & R. York, "Victory Downs", Dalby
M.A.S. Green, "Jesslands", Warra
P.H. Littleton & L.A. Davis, "Litfield", M.S. 687, Dalby
C. Hopper, "Callemondah", Cooranga North
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Santa Gertrudis
Braford
G.A. Greenup, "Rosevale", Jandowae
G. Caldwell, "Springrove", Bell
K.P. Donohue, "Springvale", Jandowae
I. Bassingthwaighte, Jandowae
Delgowrie Pastoral Co. (J. Price), Jimbour
Bruggerman Bros., "Currandale", Jandowae
L.R. &^3.M. Pain, "Cabandah", Jandowae
E. BasBingthwaighte, "Jinghi Jinghi", Jandowae
C.B. Bassingthwaighte, "Diamondy", Jandowae
I. Brimblecombe, "Wyalong", Jimbour
Droughtmaster
C.F. & V.M. Hodgson, "Wingfield", Dalby
J.T.G. Irwin, "Wynwood", Bell
A.N. Sorley, "Alma", Bell
Murray Grey
Pr. & Mrs. C.H. Wood, "Coolumbla", Porters Gap
M. Branson, "Alma Park", Jandowae
Brahman
A. Sorley, "Alma", Bell
B.R. McLennan, "Orana", Bell
R. Robertson, Bell
T.E. 5. M.J. Knox, C/- Knox & Company, Dalby
Brangus
P.H. Littleton & L.A. Davis, "Litfield", M.S. 687, Dalby
Charolais
D.A. Price, "Deloraine", Jimbour
7.5 DAIRY CATTLE
History
From a humble beginning during the 1890s, dairyfarming at one stage of its growth
rivalled all other pursuits as the mainstay of the Shire. By 1908 the butter factory at
Dalby received cream from some 400 suppliers.
During the first 6 months of 1915, butter amounting to 249 tonnes was manufactured.
For a similar period in 1933, production had advanced to 1 124 tonnes. During a 10 year
period from 1933, butter manufactured at Dalby totalled 18 162 tonnes. This brought a return
of $8 664 224 to the district.
The introduction of bigger and more sophisticated farm machinery saw the beginning
of the decline in dairying commencing in the decade from 1950. For instance in 1960, milk
and cream from 160 farms was received at Dalby, whereas 10 years earlier Dalby was supplied
from 326 farms. At the present time fewer than 70 commercial milk producers remain.
Table 7.26 shows the numbers of dairy cattle (including house cows) and the number
of holdings with commercial dairy herds (excludes house cows) in Wambo Shire for the 6 years
1970 to 1975 and selected years prior to 1970. The number of "holdings" with commercial
dairy cattle does not correspond with the number of licenced milk and cream producers.
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Table 7.26
Dairy Cattle Numbers - Wambo Shire
Year
(at 31 March)
1945
1950
1955
1960
1965
1970
1971
1972
1973
1974
1975
Number of
Dairy Cattle'1'
53 254
44 164
40 087
30 624
25 049
11 372
10 595
9 284
8 896
7 873
7 924
Holdings with
Dairy Cattle^2)
n.a.
n.a.
n.a.
n.a.
281
145
128
113
94
77
77
n.a. Comparable statistics are not available as holdings with
house cows only were not separated from those with
commercial herds
(^ Includes house cows (approx. 1 500 at 31 March 1975)
(9)
1
 Only those holdings producing milk or cream for sale
Source: Australian Bureau of Statistics
The butter and cheese factories at Jandowae and cheese factories in other parts
of the Shire followed a similar pattern to Dalby until their closure at various times during
the Shire's history. Cheese factories operated for varying periods at Irvingdale,
Kaimkillenbun, Yamsion, Koondaii, Sunnyvale, Moola, Mailing and Cooranga North.
Nevertheless, dairying remains a large and potent factor in the economy of the
northern parts of the Shire.
Breeds of Cattle
Illawarra and Jersey breeds enjoy almost equal popularity. However, with the
changeover to the production of whole milk,Friesian cattle are rapidly increasing in
numbers. The ability of the Friesian to perform as a beef animal in addition to its milk
producing capacity, has furthered the introduction of this breed.
A herd recording service is available throughout the Shire. During the 1972-73
year recorded herds averaged 2 445 litres of milk and 111 kg of butterfat per cow. In
that period, individual herd averages were as much as 3 000 litres of milk and 150 kg of
butterfat per cow.
Artificial insemination is readily available to stock owners. A co-operative
artificial insemination group is based at Quinalow in Rosalie Shire. A private technician
operates in the Bell area.
Marketing and Transport
There are three groups of suppliers. Considerable differences in prices paid
per kilogram of butterfat exist depending into which category a supplier falls. Suppliers
are categorised as follows:
1. Dalby market milk suppliers
2. Manufacture milk suppliers
3. Cream suppliers
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Dalby market milk suppliers are paid for 37.5% of total milk production at market
milk rates. The balance is paid for at $1.20 per kg of butterfat. The market milk portion
is paid for at 11.77 cents per litre with an additional 0.66 cents per litre incentive
payment during the months May, June, July and August.
Manufacture milk suppliers are paid for total milk production at $1.54 per kg
butterfat.
Crean suppliers are paid for cream at the rate of 92.4 cents per kg of butterfat.
In this instance the skim milk portion is utilized on the farm.
Approximately 75% of total dairy produce produced in the Shire is marketed as
whole milk. On farm storage is by means of refrigerated farm vats. All milk is transported
to Dalby or Toowoomba by bulk milk collection methods. The remaining 25% of dairy produce
is marketed as cream, which is transported to Dalby by road in cans.
Property Size
The majority of dairy farms range in size from 200 ha to 280 ha. A considerable
number of dairyfarmers would have increased property size in recent years by the purchase
of an adjoining property.
Table 7.27 shows the number of commercial dairy herds in Wambo Shire at 31 March
1974, classified by size of herd and area of the holding on which the herd was located.
Table 7.27
Commercial Dairy Herds Classified by Size of Herd
and Area of Holding - Wambo Shire
(at 31 March 1974)
Size of
Dairy Herd
1-9
10-19
20-29
30-39
40-49
50-59
60-69
70-79
80-89
90-99
100-124
125-149
150-174
175-199
200 and over
Size of Holdings (in hectares)
1 to
99
1
2
100 to
199
3
2
2
6
3
1
2
200 to
299
1
2
3
3
6
3
4
1
300 to
399
1
1
1
3
2
3
1
1
1
400 to
499
I
1
1
4
5
500 and
over
1
1
1
2
1
Total
Herds
2
3
4
6
7
11
12
6
14
7
3
2
Source: Australian Bureau of Statistics (unpublished data)
Pastures for Dairy Production
Native pastures have their limitations especially the lower quality species. They
grow rapidly when temperatures are high and moisture adequate then decline almost as rapidly
in quality and palatability.
Improved pastures have demonstrated their superiority to native pastures. This
fact together with the Dairy Pasture Subsidy Scheme has occasioned an upsurge in the
establishment of improved pastures on dairy farms in the past 8 years. In some dairying
situations in the Shire pastures provide 70% of a cow's intake of roughage.
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Dairy Pasture Subsidy Scheme
Since May 1966 the Government has offered a subsidy for the approved establishment
of improved perennial pastures for dairy production. Basically the subsidy is for 50% of
the approved establishment cost up to a maximum subsidy of $2 000 per registered dairy and
at a maximum rate of $400
 p e r year. The maximum amount of subsidy payable per hectare is
set at $34.60. The Scheme was instituted with a realisation that improved pasture represents
the quickest method of overcoming the major problem of low nutrition of dairy cows.
Total area planted under the Scheme in the Dalby district to 1974-75 was 2 487
hectares and total subsidy paid on this area was $48 824. The Dalby district coincides
approximately with the Wambo Shire boundary.
Further details of the Scheme are available from the District Dairy Adviser at
Department of Primary Industries, Dalby.
Crops for Fodder
Pasture growth and pasture protein are at their lowest during the winter. It is
thus normal to provide the bulk of crop during this season. Oats is the crop normally used.
Periods of stress are also experienced during early autumn and early spring. Effects on
the dairy cow of stress periods and protein deficiencies can be somewhat alleviated by:
1. Late planted Sugardrip and Sudan grass as standover crops
2. Strategic plantings of oats
3. Use of leguminous crops particularly lablab bean and cow peas
4. Lucerne as a permanent crop or pasture.
Pastures and Crops in Feed Programmes
It is unlikely that any perennial pasture in this area will give high dairy
production on a year round basis. Growing crops in the hope of providing a continuous
supply of fodder is often disappointing. The crux o£ the problem appears to be how best to
use or integrate both crops and pastures - native and improved, summer crops and winter
crops - to maintain a continuous supply of feed to the dairy herd.
Fodder Conservation
Extensive storing of fodder is practised on dairy farms. Grain, hay and crop
residues are stored. In addition to farm-grown fodder considerable purchases of fodder are
made. Conserved fodder is used for production maintenance as well as being a reserve to
enable cattle to survive during times of drought.
Supplementary Feeding
Supplementary feeding is practised widely. There is a realisation that a workable
economic balance exists between the amount of concentrate fed and the amount of extra milk
produced. This depends on the types and prices of feeds. To this end, the following points
are regarded as being important. The extent and intensity of supplementary feeding is
governed by the market to which the dairy produce is supplied.
1. Availability of extensive storage
2. Grain prices and availability of grain
3. Bulk handling direct from the harvester to farm storage
4. Efficient milling, mixing and handling systems are necessary to afford
uniformity of ration and reduction of labour
5. A high quality supplement must be fed to ensure best use of a cow's intake
time. A typical ration would have a protein content of 20%.
Ingredients commonly used in supplementary feeding are: grain, lucerne, soybeans,
meat meal, urea and cotton seed meal. These ingredients are available within the Shire.
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disease
Mastitis is a serious and vastly complex disease of dairy cattle. It causes a
major economic loss to the industry. For some years the Division of Dairying of the
Queensland Department of Primary Industries has investigated the application of mastitis
control techniques in the dairy industry. This work has led to the development of the
Mastitis Cell Count Programme. A regional programme is currently at an advanced stage
within the Shire. It is being implemented in close co-operation with the Dairy Extension
Advisory Committee, Queensland Dairymen's Organization branches, discussion groups and ouher
industry bodies.
Geneva!
In contrast with violent fluctautions in the price of many agricultural products
dairy produce has enjoyed more stable prices. The industry is rapidly converting to
marketing dairy produce as whole milk. This will further insulate the industry from the
vagaries of overseas markets. It will maintain the viability of the industry enabling a
major contribution to the economy of the Shire.
7.6 SHEEP AND WOOL
Wool growing figured prominently in the early development of the district,
providing the main source of income for the first half-century or so of settlement.
Although early statistics are sketchy, records indicate that Jimbour Holding ran
12 000 sheep in 1844. Statistics dated 1871 put the sheep population of the district at
620 000 with 16 000 cattle and a cultivated area of 275 acres.
As far as can be ascertained, sheep were generally confined to the centre sections
of the district to avoid losses from dingoes, with shepherding and yarding at night being
used to protect flocks in the largely unfenced runs. Some dingo paling fences were erected.
Wool from the Dalby district regularly topped sales around the turn of the century
with a quality consignment in 1907 fetching 15 pence perlb. In 1905 machine shearing was
introduced.
After the break up of the big runs for closer settlement, mainly for dairying and
grain growing, wool growing was relegated to sideline status with a consequent decline in
sheep numbers.
By 1930 there began a gradual change of emphasis from wool growing to prime lamb
production as the latter enterprise fitted in better with agriculture. This change was given
momentum in 1933 when the Government of the time provided intending cross-breeders with
rams of approved British breeds through non-repayable loans.
The new enterprise flourished for a time but later began to languish as suitable
breeding stock had to be imported from southern states or New Zealand as they were not
available locally. A British Breeds Society was formed in 1956 with headquarters at Dalby.
This society runs annual shows and sales in Dalby, ensuring an adequate supply of British
Breed rams.
Until recently between three and four thousand locally grown lambs were sold
weekly through Dalby's saleyards. Many Dalby farmers have gone out of lamb production
during the last 10 years. About 70% of these farmers ran cross-bred sheep. Border
Leicester, Suffolk, Poll Dorset and Dorset Horn are the most popular breed of rams at-present.
Tables 7.28 and 7.29 show sheep numbers in Wambo Shire for the years 1970 to
1975 and selected years prior to 1970, and the size distribution of sheep flocks at 31
March 1974.
There has been a general swing away from sheep and into cattle over the last 10
years. There are several reasons for this swing away from sheep. Firstly, returns from
wool and from lambs have declined while those from cattle had until recently, increased.
Labour costs have increased tremendously and good labour is increasingly difficult to obtain.
Sheep husbandry, being more labour intensive has not been as attractive as cattle. Most
lamb producers rely on oats crops to finish lambs.
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Table 7.28
Sheep Numbers - Wambo Shire
Year
(at 31 March)
1945
1950
1955
1960
1965
1970
1971
1972
1973
1974
1975
Lambs and
Hoggets
10 735
10 914
21 616
40 629
27 679
19 448
13 694
13 459
11 239
9 222
7 506
Breeding
Ewes
31 988
32 182
79 948
101 371
58 337
31 214
23 307
18 819
15 263
15 284
14 517
Other Ewes,
Wethers and Rams
124 836
52 412
87 782
127 581
78 322
34 296
28 577
17 867
16 041
11 239
9 597
Total
Sheep
169 559
95 508
189 346
269 581
164 338
84 958
65 578
50 145
42 543
35 745
31 620
Holdings
with Sheep
205
142
305
381
273
191
175
168
137
123
119
Source: Australian Bureau of Statistics
Table 7.29
Size of Sheep Flocks - Wambo Shire
(at 31 March 1974)
Size of Flock
1-99
100-499
500-999
1 000-1 499
1 500 and over
Total
Number of Flocks
59
39
18
5
2
123
Source: Australian Bureau of Statistics
(unpublished data)
In northern New South Wales prime lamb production is based on improved pastures
and winter rainfall in this area is more reliable. Farmers there are able to produce first
quality prime lambs at a lower cost and compete more than favourably in the south Queensland
markets.
October-November mating of crossbred flocks was general until a few years ago.
Now there is a fairly equal division between October-November and February-March mating.
Internal parasites are readily controlled with the new anthelmintics. External
parasites are controlled by measures such as the mules operation, tail docking, dipping and
jetting. Diseases are generally not very serious but entero-toxaemia can occur when sheep
graze lush crops. Photosensitization has been recorded in sheep grazing panicum and millet
crops.
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7.7 PIGS
7.7.1 Statistics
Table 7.30 shows pig numbers in Wambo Shire for the 6 years to 1975 and selected
years prior to 1970. While numbers of holdings with pigs have more than halved between
1945 and 1975, the numbers of pigs on rural holdings has increased by over 60% in that same
period. Numbers in the last 5 years have tended to stabilise, while holdings with pigs has
continued to decline. The average number of pigs per herd has increased over four times in
the last 30 years.
Table 7.30
Wambo Shire
Year
(at 31 March)
1945
1950
1955
1960
1965
1970
1971
1972
1973
1974
1975
Pigs
Total
Numbers
17 718
14 957
17 934
17 403
18 381
25 756
24 322
29 996
35 511
32 821
28 993
on Rural Holdings
Breeding
Sows
2 089
1 766
2 442
2 258
2 640
3 386
3 031
3 787
4 203
3 630
3 491
Holdinge
513
442
463
360
330
291
282
251
260
218
189
Pigs per
Holding
35
34
39
48
56
89
86
120
137
151
153
Source: Australian Bureau of Statistics
Table 7.31 shows the numbers of pig herd and sow herds classified by size of herd
in Wambo Shire at 31 March 1974. There are still a substantial number of smaller sized herds
in Wambo Shire but they do not contribute significantly to the Share's total pig production.
Six percent of the Shire's pig herds account for 40% of pigs while 18% of herds account for
64% of pigs.
7.7.2 Pig Production
In the Wambo Shire most forms of pig production are conducted. This includes
bacon, pork, store, weaner and backfatters. Type of production is governed by accommodation
facilities, feed supplies, and importance of the pig project in relation to the overall farm
enterprise. With the gradual recession of the dairy industry in the Shire, pig production
has continued to move, towards an almost complete reliance on the grain industry for its
supply of basic feedstuffs.
7.7.3 Enterprise Systems
Bacon production is by far the most impbrtant form of pig production and accounts
for the major turnoff of pigs. With the high costs involved in producing weaner pigs, it
is necessary in most intensive piggeries to turnoff bacon weight pigs to make a profit.
Intensive piggery operators are aiming at turning off top weight carcasses of up to 73 kg at
26 weeks of age.
Pork production is not generally aimed at by pig producers, but there is a steady
supply sold by auction to town and country buyers. This is a very flexible market which can
absorb carcasses of all weights from 23 kg dressed weight up to 55 kg dressed weight. Supply
of a carcass weighing 27 to 40 kg is not essential. Production of pork is usually governed
by price offered, piggery accommodation and feed supplies.
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Table 7.31
Wambo Shire
Pig Herd and Sow Herd Sizes
(at 31 March 1974)
Sizes
1-9
10-19
20-29
30-39
40-49
50-69
70-99
100-149
150-199
200-299
300-499
500-699
700-999
1 000 and
Pig Herd Sizes
over
Holdings
20
15
10
21
14
23
25
35
15
16
11
3
5
5
Numbers
90
204
234
704
632
1 297
2 090
4 184
2 536
3 900
4 017
1 723
4 484
6 726
Sow Herd
Sizes
1-4
5-9
10-14
15-19
20-29
30-39
40-49
50-69
70-99
100-199
200 and over
Total with sows
No sows
Sizes
Holdings
30
42
35
16
25
12
6
4
5
6
181
37
Source: Australian Bureau of Statistics (unpublished data)
Store pigs are in strong demand by a number of finisher operators in the area.
Supply is governed by feed supplies and price of pigmeats. Pig producers do not aim at
supplying store pigs. Store buyers depend on fluctuations in market prices to obtain
supplies, or they purchase classes of pigs not required by the processors.
Weaner production is normally very good, but in recent times with the drop in
breeding sow numbers and the improvement in pork and bacon prices supplies have been very
low. The majority of sales are through open markets but in recent years there has been a
trend towards farm to farm selling.
Backfatter sales have been steadily increasing over recent years to supply a strong
small-goods market. This has encouraged producers to replace breeding stock more regularly
and thus maintain more even production.
7.7.4 Management
The swing towards intensification of the pig industry has been accompanied by a
steady improvement in management. This is reflected in Table 7.32 which shows litter
recording results obtained from 9 herds in the Wambo Shire.
In the case of herds 2 and 7, it was not possible to complete analyses because the
average number of sows in these herds were not recorded.
7.7.5 Housing
There has been a swing towards complete intensification of larger herds, due to
advantages of savings in labour and better management with intensive housing.
Buildings are mainly being constructed of concrete block, poured concrete and
steel. The general trend has been towards housing the whole herd under one roof but in
more recent times more specialised buildings have been constructed to house the breeding
herd, farrowing sows, weaners, and growers. These could be either separate buildings or
sectionalized areas within the one building.
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Table 7.32
Wambo Shire
Litter Recording Results
Herd
No.
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
Averages
Average
Sows in
Herd
128
34.5
36.9
33.5
39.41
36.9
22.41
122
56.70
Average
Weaned/
Litter
8.8
8.3
9.05
9.05
9.02
8.27
8.3
8.55
10.7
7.9
8.79
Average
Weaned
Sow/Year
19.5
19.15
17.91
21.2
15.12
17.56
21.19
16.71
18.67
Litters/
Saw/Year
2.22
1.97
2.35
1.82
2.1
2.23
2.11
2.11
Average Farrowing
Interval
Days
165
185
155
200.5
173.8
163.67
172
173.5
Average
Weaning Age
Days
33.04
35.67
Source: Queensland Department of Primary Industries - Pig Section (Results for 1973-74)
There are practically no washout systems being installed. The general trend is
towards partly and fully slatted pens in all sections. This leads towards linking up of
drainage systems and in some cases the installation of paddle wheels.
Anaerobic ponds with a minimum capacity of 28 m^ per sow are proving satisfactory for
disposal of effluents. Ponds need to be constructed in a convenient situation to allow
easy access for desilting. This may be necessary every 5 to 7 years.
7.7.6 Feeding
The coarse grains wheat, barley and sorghum provide the major source of feedstuffs.
Maize, oats and millets are also sometimes used. The pig industry in Wambo Shire is an
important market outlet for lower quality or damaged grain produced in the Shire.
Wheat and barley are by far the most important grains used in the area and would
normally form the basis of most rations. However, the final choice of grains would, in
most instances, be governed by the price of individual grains.
On-farm mixing of feedstuffs is quite common in the area and where this is
practised grain storage facilities holding 6 months to 12 months supply of grain are
installed. This usually takes the form of indoor mesh silos on metal or concrete conical
bases for ease of handling. Outside metal silos are becoming more popular in recent years
to provide greater protection from weevil and rodent damage.
Protein supplies are obtained from combinations of fish meal, soyabean meal, meat
and bone meal, sunflower meal, cottonseed meal and peanut meal. These are the most commonly
used. However, the choice is usually determined by price and availability. Dairy by-
products play a very small role in pig feeding today because of the trend towards the
production of whole milk.
Although a lot of producers formulate their own rations there is also a heavy
usage of concentrates. Concentrates are very convenient as they contain a complete balance
of protein, minerals and vitamins and whereas their usage is presently confined mainly to
the smaller producer there is also a trend towards bulk handling of premixed concentrates
in larger piggeries.
Ready-mixed feedstuffs have been increasing in usage in recent years to the extent
where two local feedmills have found it profitable to introduce bulk delivery facilities.
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These companies will either rent or supply at cost, on-farm bulk feed handling bins which
are standardised to suit bulk handling delivery facilities.
Some piggeries are using ready-mixed feedstuffs such as creep, grower and breeder
rations on a regular basis. There are also some producers who use ready-mixed feeds
temporarily when grain supplies are difficult to obtain.
Fresh green feed supplies are not of great importance today because 01 .^regularity
of supplies and difficulty of handling in intensive piggeries. Lucerne meal and pellets are
rapidly taking the place of greenstuffs in mixed rations.
7.7.7 Marketing
Approximately half of the pigs marketed in the Shire are sold through the local
Dalby-Wambo Saleyards. Although the majority of stock sold by auction are made up mainly
of porker and baconer pigs, this is the main outlet in the Shire for weaners, stores and
backfatters.
Numbers sold through the Dalby Saleyards during the last 5 years are shown below:
Table 7.33
Sales of Pigs Through Dalby Saleyards
1970-71
1971-72
1972-73
1973-74
1974-75
43 335
49 747
51 098
59 152
45 000
Source: Dalby Livestock Agents Association
There are no pigs being purchased over the scales in the Shire. Factory pigs
comprising porkers, baconers and backfatters are purchased on consignment on a weight and
grade basis. Pigs marketed on consignment are delivered at factory expense either by rail
or farm-pickup road transport delivery service. Some producers deliver their own pigs to
the factory and in some instances are paid by the factory to do so.
7.7.8 Breeding Stock
The Large White and Landrace breeds form the basis of most herds in the district.
There is very little purebreeding practised in commercial herds. The majority of producers
retain crossbred gilts from their own herds and buy in boars.
With the advent of on-farm performance testing an increasing number of crossbred
boars are being introduced.
Brucellosis Tested Studs in the Wambo Shire are:
1. Crowle N. & D., Cooranga North, 4408 - Landrace
2. "Blaxland Stud Piggery", A.B. & B.D. Robin, M.S. 1889, Dalby, 4405 -
Landrace and Large White
3. "Dandaragga", R.S. Little, Jlmbour, 4406 - Large White and Landrace.
Large White and Landrace boars from the Rocklea Test Station are also being used
in the area.
7.7.9 On-Farm Performance Testing
There are two herds in the Shire which are testing boars on an individual basis
under a service being run by the Department of Primary Industries.
There is also another scheme organised by a group of local producers who are
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testing gilts under the Department of Primary Industries supervision.
Both groups are able to offer tested stock for replacement breeders and both are
measuring growth rate and backfat thickness in their selection programmes.
7.8 POULTRY
Poultry is only a minor sideline with farmers in Wambo Shire.
Wambo Shire is included in the South Queensland Egg Marketing Board's District
No. 5 which covers the whole of the Downs extending from Toowoomba to Chinchilla and south-
west to Goondiwindi.
There are three small egg producers in the district located at Jandowae, Warra and
Kaimkillenbun.
Poultry authorities can advance no obvious reason why the industry should not be
more strongly represented here as the district is quite suitable climate-wise and ready
availability of feed grains is an extra inducement. However, egg producers recently voted
in a quota scheme known as "Demand Supply Management" (D.S.M.) designed to control egg
production so there is little likelihood of expansion of the industry.
Capital needs of the industry are high as the cage system currently favoured
involves an outlay of about $4.00 per bird and the cost of rearing a pullet to laying stage
accounts for a further $1.60 or so.
Sources of Information
1. Department of Primary Industries, Dalby
2. State Wheat Board, Season Statistics 1965-66 to 1974-75
3. State Wheat Board, Toowoomba
4. Australian Bureau of Statistics. Part B - Rural Production (various years)
5. Bureau of Census and Statistics, Brisbane, Beef Cattle Breeds SI March 1973 Queensland
6. Australian Bureau of Statistics (unpublished statistics)
7. Department of Primary Industries, Botany Branch, Brisbane
8. Dalby Livestock Agents Association
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8. RESEARCH PROJECTS INTO PRIMARY INDUSTRY
8.1 DEPARTMENT OF PRIMARY INDUSTRIES
8.1.1 Agriculture Branch
The following is a list of trials conducted in Wambo Shire since the district was
staffed by Agriculture Branch. Many trials failed for various reasons so only those yielding
data capable of statistical analysis are shown.
Table 8.1
Wambo Shire
Agriculture Branch Trials Conducted
Date
1961
1961
1962
1962
1963
1963
1964
1964
1965
1965
1965
1965
1966
1966
1966
1966
1967
Code So.
Dby-C6-AB
Dby-C6-AB
Dby-Cl-AB
Dby-C4-AB
Dby-C4-AB
Dby-C7-AB
Dby-C6-AB
Dby-Cll-AB
Dby-C16-AB
Name of Project and Co-operator
Avadex Wheat Trial
J.W. Brimblecombe, Pirrinuan
Wheat Variety Trial
J.W. Brimblecombe, Pirrinuan
Wheat Variety Trial
J.W. Brimblecombe, Pirrinuan
Winter Grazing Trial
R.H. Armstrong, Bell
Maize Variety Trial
J. McGahan, Pirrinuan
Wheat Long and Short Fallow Trial
G.L. Sandercock, Jimbour
Wheat Co-ordinated Phosphate Trial
I. Young, Daandine
Wheat Long and Short Fallow Trial
G.L. Sandercock
Wheat Co-ordinated Phosphate Trial
(Residual)
I. Young, Daandine
Wheat Co-ordinated Phosphate Trial
I. Young, Daandine
Hybrid Maize Trial
J. McGahan, Pirrinuan
Wheat Variety Trial
G.L. Sandercock, Jimbour
Regional Grain Sorghum Trial
J.S. Fisher, Bell
Wheat Variety Trial
G.L. Sandercock, Jimbour
Wheat Co-ordinated Phosphate Trial
E.G. Elsden, Haystack
Wheat Nitrogen Fertilizer
A.E. Paech, Macalister
Regional Maize Variety Trial
J. Brimblecombe, Pirrinuan
Conducted By
L.E. Brands
L.E. Brands
L.E. Brands
L.E. Brands
L.E. Brands
L.E. Brands
L.E. Brands
W. Bott
W. Bott
L.E. Brands/
W. Bott
W. Bott
W. Bott
W. Bott
W. Bott
W. Bott
W. Bott
Reference
Agronomy
Report
1967-68
P. 80
Agronomy
Report
1967-68
P. 57
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Table 8.1
Date
1967
1967
1967
1967
1968
1968
1968
1968
1968
1969-
70
1971
1971
1971-
72
1972
1972
1972-
73
1973
(Cont.)
Code No.
Dby-C18-AB
Dby-C15-AB
Dby-C18-AB
Dby-C42-AB
Wrk-C104-AB
Dby-C22-AB
Dby-C22-AB
Tba-C132-AB
Dby-C20-AB
Dby-C25-AB
Dby-C35-AB
Dby-C20-AB
Dby-C25-AB
Dby-C35-AB
Dby-C25-AB
Same of Project and Co-operator
Wheat Nitrogen Fertilizer Trial
A.E. Paech, Macalister
Wheat Variety Trial
G.L. Sandercock, Jimbour
Wheat Co-ordinated Phosphate Trial
E.G. Elsden, Haystack
Soybean Observation Trial
C.E. Flegler, Yaralla
Regional Sorghum Variety Trial
J.S. Fisher, Bell
Sorghum Variety Trial
C.E. Flegler, Yaralla
Gypsum Soil Amendment Trial
M. Carlson, Tipton
Wheat Variety Trial
G.L. Sandercock
Irrigated Maize Variety Trial
M. Swaby, Nandi
Trials failed due to drought
Regional Barley Variety Trial
E.F. Benn, Pirrinuan
Regional Wheat Varietjy Trial
G.L. Sandercock, Jimbpur
Sorghum Population x Row Spacing
Trial
Croft & Co., Kupunn
Regional Barley Variety Trial
E.F. Benn, Pirrinuan
Regional Wheat Variety Trial
G.L. Sandercock, Jimbour
Sorghum Population x Row Spacing
Trial
Croft & Co., Kupunn
Regional Wheat Variety Trial
G.L. Sandercock
Conducted By
W. Bott
W. Bott
W. Bott
A. Williamson
W. Bott
A. Williamson
W. Bott
W. Bott
R. Brinsmead
W. Bott
W. Bott
W. Bott
W. Bott
W. Bott
W. Bott
W. Bott
Reference
Agronomy
Report
1967-68
P. 86
Agronomy
Report
1968-69
P. 59
Agronomy
Report
1970-71
P. 81
Agronomy
Report
1969-70
P. 88
Agronomy
Report
1969-70
P. 48
Agronomy
Report
1971-72
P. 157
Agronomy
Report
1971-72
P. 161
Agronomy
Report
1971-72
P. 163
Agronomy
Report
1972-73
P. 109
Agronomy
Report
1972-73
P. 58
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Table 8.1
Date
1974
1973-
74
1974-
75
(Cont.)
Code No.
Dby-C25-AB
Dby-C24-AB
Dby-C25-AB
Name of Project and Co-operator
Regional Wheat Variety Trial
G.L. Sandercock, Jlmbour
Regional Sorghum Variety Trial
A.E. Paech & Sons, Macalister
Regional Wheat Variety Trial
Jimbour
Conducted By
W. Bott '
W. Bott
W. Bott
Reference
8.1.2 Development Planning Branch
Stubble mulch trials conducted by N.M. Dawson in 1967, 1968 and 1969.
8.1.3 Dairy Field Services Branch
Commonwealth Dairy Industry Extension Grant dryland pasture demonstrations.
Established 1964.
Conducted by J.A. Hinds and A.G. Colborn.
Co-operators:
V.P. Koehler, Canaga - trial terminated 1968.
D.G. Hopper, Cooranga North - trial continuing.
8.1.4 Sheep and Wool Branch
"Synchromate" controlled breeding trials 1967 and 1968.
Co-operator: R. Miller, Bell - Autumn joined trials
- Spring joined trials.
8.2 DEPARTMENT OF FORESTRY
1940 - Cypress Pine -thinning to various spacings - Expt. 8 Dalby.
- Cypress Pine - thinning to increase yield - Expt. 2 Dalby.
^962 - Spotted Gum - use of herbicides in thinning to increase yield
-Expt. 49 Dalby.
- Species Trial - growth of windbreak species on Brigalow soil
-Expt. 88 Dalby.
Sources of Information
1. Department of Primary Industries - records
2. Department of Forestry - records
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9. OTHER PRIMARY INDUSTRIES
9.1 FORESTRY
Wambo Shire Is not a big producer of timber.
State Forests and Timber Reserves occupy about 64 250 ha within Shire boundaries
and these give an annual timber harvest of between 2 500 and 3 500 cubic metres of log
timber, mainly white cypress pine (Callitris colwnellaris).
Table 9.1
Wambo Shire
Forestry Department Reserves
Parish
Jingi-Jingi
Diamondy
Mahen
Miles
Braemar
Daandine
Stretchworth-Halliford
Halliford
St. Ruth
State Forest
Res. No.
93
197
166
98
183
4
201
187
184
207
Area
1 600
7 400
680
600
1 700
6 800
560
1 050
41 000
2 700
Timber Reserves
Res. flo. Area
(Nudley Forest)
81 160
Source: Forestry Department
The area of the forests in the table above are those areas inside the Shire
boundaries. Bracketed areas indicate that the figure is an estimate of size when the forests
overlap adjacent Shires.
Slightly more than half of the Bunya Mountains National Park of 9 700 ha is
within the confines of the Shire.
Cypress pine is the principal timber tree grown. No planting of cypress is
carried out, and none is necessary as natural processes provide an abundance of cypress
seedlings. The natural growth of cypress is increased by destruction of other trees of no
commercial value and also surplus small stems of cypress so as to provide a stocking of
selected cypress trees at spacings which permit maximum growth.
Cypress is very susceptible to damage by fire, thus it is important to prevent
fires in the cypress forests. These forests carry a considerable ground cover of under-
growth and dried wood, bark and leaf material, which is highly inflammable during dry
periods in summer.
Rural Fires
Under woodland conditions, fuel accumulates in sufficient quantity to support
quite severe wild fire. Fuel quantities are relatively small compared with those in
moister parts of Australia, and woodland commonly will not support a rapidly spreading fire
until fuel has been accumulating for five years or more since the previous fire. On lands
used for grazing purposes, some areas are burnt periodically, while others remain unburnt
for some decades, the different burning regimes being a reflection of factors such as
burning practices of individual graziers, and varying fuel and fodder conditions.
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The danger of severe wild fire is confined almost exclusively to dry periods in
summer. In most seasons, early summer is a little drier than late summer and wild fires
are more likely to occur before the end of January. Under drought conditions, heavy
woodland fuels will support a rapid spread of fire as early as late August. The most rapid
spread of wild fire occurs with winds coining from the westerly quarter. Under dry summer-
time conditions, any fire which can escape into moderate or heavy fuel should be regarded
as a potential cause of a destructive wild fire. Past fires have shown that under severe
conditions of wind from the westerly quarter, high temperature and low humidity, heavy
fuels in forest country will support a crown fire which may spread as much as 15 km in 10
hours.
Samilling
There are a number of sawmills within the Shire at which logs of cypress and of
hardwood cut from trees in Wambo and in Shires nearby are milled. The sawn timber produced
is used for general building purposes locally and elsewhere in south-east Queensland, and a
considerable amount of cypress pine timber is used as flooring in the Sydney area.
Multiple Forest Use
In addition to fencing and milling timber, these forests provide limiting grazing.
Occupancy is decided by tender and lessees are not permitted to undertake timber
treatment or light fires without prior permission.
The forests constitute an important source of honey and a substantial industry is
based on the seasonal flowering of the various ironbark species.
There is a growing trend towards increasing recreational usage of the forests by
groups, clubs, and organizations, as well as by individual members of the public. Permits
for bona fide recreational usage of the forests are readily available from the Dalby
Forestry Office, subject to reasonable fire danger ratings prevailing.
9.2 MINING
No mining enterprises are at present being operated in the Shire.
A coal mine at Warra was worked during 1914-15 by the Smokeless Coal Syndicate,
and then abandoned. The State Government bought the lease in September 1915 and worked the
mine until 1919, during which time 27 197 tons of coal were produced. The mine was abandoned
the second time when the floor of the mine became unsafe and water seepage constituted a
major problem.
The closure of the mine was not well received by the local population, who
regretted the removal of an industry from the area, and firmly believed good quality coal
was still there for the taking.
During the last five years, interest in coal exploration in south-east Queensland,
particularly for coals to be used for liquefaction and gasification, has increased markedly.
Parts of the Shire are included in areas held under Authorities to Prospect for coal.
Sowees of Information
1. Department of Forestry, Dalby
2. Department of Mines, Brisbane
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10. SHIRE STATISTICS AND GENERAL INFORMATION
10.1 RURAL INDUSTRY STATISTICS
Table 10.1
Wambo Shire
Rural Holdings
Activity (1)
Beef Cattle
Sheep
Sheep/Cereal Grain
Cereal Grain
Dairying
Pigs
Sugar
Tobacco
Fruit (including Grapes)
Vegetables
Poultry
Other <2)
Multi-purpose ^
Total Classified
Unclassified (4)
TOTAL HOLDINGS
Classified to Principal Activity
Year
1965-66
No.
95
16
84
631
201
8
1
1
6
9
61
1 113
52
1 165
1968-69
No.
118
7
30
713
127
37
1
3
8
61
1 105
60
1 165
1970-71
No.
160
9
37
575
99
62
1
3
15
54
1 015
107
1 122
1973-74
No.
186
5
15
548
56
47
2
2
23
93
977
66
1 043
Source: Australian Bureau of Statistics
(1) Holdings are typed to that activity which contributes 50% or more
of the farm's estimated gross proceeds.
(2) Other one main purpose, e.g. cotton, peanuts, oilseeds, etc.
•3' No single activity contributes 50% or more to estimated gross
proceeds.
(4) Holdings with estimated gross proceeds less than a certain figure
($1 600 in 1965-66; $2 000 in 1968-69, 1970-71 and 1973-74), and
unused holdings.
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Table 10.2
Wambo Shire
Rural Holdings Classified by Size of Holding
Area of Holding (ha)
Under 10
10-19
20-29
30-49
50-74
75-99
100-124
125-149
150-199
200-299
300-499
500-999
1 000-1 999
2 000-4 999
5 000-9 999
10 000-19 999
20 000 and over
TOTAL HOLDINGS
1972-73
9
6
1
16
16
13
16
71
83
287
292
193
50
17
4
1
1 075
1973-74
10
7
1
14
16
12
19
63
80
262
299
188
52
15
5
1 043
Source: Australian Bureau of Statistics
(unpublished data)
^able JLQ.3
Wambo Shire
Artificial Fertilizer Used in Rural Holdings
Particulars
Crops fertilized -
Wheat
Grain sorghum )
- Other Cereals J
Other Crops )
Lucerne and Other Pasture^
Total
Quantity of fertilizer used on -
Wheat
Grain Sorghum )
Other Cereals J
Other Crops )
Lucerne and Other Pasture?
Total fertilizer used
Type of fertilizer used -
Superphosphate .
Urea >
Sulphate of Ammonia r
Other Nitrogeneous {
Other and Mixed '
Holdings using fertilizer
1969-70
ha
16 845
13 117
3 390
33 353
tonne
1 040
1 036
331
•"•9
1 051
1 041
316
No.
304
1970-71
ha
4 293
10 068
2 140
16 501
tonne
286
976
177
1 440
768
472
198
NO.
171
1971-72
ha
11 024
(12 111
( 4 800
( 2 011
( 395
30 342
tonne
817
( 1 082
( 548
( 246
I 63
2 755
. 1 277
) 637
j 39
} 681
V
 123
No.
289
1972-73
ha
20 288
9 247
5 985
1 907
274
37 702
tonne
1 294
1 005
510
231
44
3 083
1 348
554
69
1 023
89
No.
320
1973-74
ha
7 912
13 694
6 848
1 257
318
30 030
tonne
820
1 195
780
96
43
2 934
1 106
400
136
1 225
67
No.
265
Source: Australian Bureau of Statistics
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Table 10.4
Wambo Shire
Miscellaneous Rural Statistics
Particulars
Number of Rural Holdings
Area of Rural Holdings
Total Area of Crops
Holdings Growing Crops
Number of Tractors
Unit
No.
ha
ha
ha
No.
1970-71
1 122
481 000
159 000
1 007
1 927
1971-72
1 103
496 000
196 000
1 042
1 914
1972-73
1 075
493 000
198 000
1 009
1 916
1973-74
1 043
477 000
178 000
956
1 899
1974-75
1 023
476 000
183 000
949
1 914
Source: Australian Bureau of Statistics
10.2 POPULATION AND WORKFORCE STATISTICS
Table 10.5
Population Growth of Dalby Town and Wambo Shire
(persons)
Year
1933
1947
1954
1961
1966
1971
Dalby
2 967
4 385
6 182
7 600
8 863
8 879
Wambo Shire
Bell Jandouae Balance
(Populations of Localities of
less than 1 000 persons were
not collected separately.)
n.a.
200 862
5-501
4 597
Total
5 208
6 046
6 976
6 452
5 659
Source: Australian Bureau of Statistics
Table 10.6
Industry Occupation of the Labour Force
Dalby Town and Wambo Shire
(at 30 June 1971)
Industry
Agriculture, etc.
Wholesale, Retail, etc.
Construction
Manufacturing
Transport, Storage, etc.
Other
Total Employed
Males
144
726
254
325
174
647
2 270
Dalby Town
Females
21
334
11
39
18
614
1 037
Persons
16i
1 060
265
364
192
1 261
3 307
Wambo Shire
Males
1 272
138
87
54
47
152
1 750
Females
350
77
3
14
13
157
614
Persons
1 622
215
90
68
60
309
2 364
Source: Australian Bureau of Statistics
10.3 COMMERCIAL SERVICES TO PRIMARY PRODUCERS
(All suppliers of services listed below are located at Dalby unless shown otherwise.)
Aerial Spray Operation
Ag Av Aerial Spraying and Seeding
Agricultural Chemicals Suppliers
Consolidated Fertilizer Sales (Dalby and Jandowae).
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Anhydrous Ammonia Depots — Dalby
Jimbour
Haystack (proposed)
Dalby Agricultural and Veterinary Supplies
Dalby Farm Service Centre
Dalby Farm Suppliers
General Fertilizers Ltd (Macalister)
Plant and Plant (Dalby) Pty Ltd
Agricultural Fixtures Suppliers (Sheds, silos, gates, etc.)
Prices Steel Constructions
Sokol Automatic Gates Pty Ltd
Agricultural Machinery Suppliers
Aion Trading Co.
Chesterfield Machinery Pty Ltd
M. Evans Leyland Pty Ltd
Farmers Centre (Dalby) Pty Ltd
Grays Tractor Service
Guilfoyle Ingiis Pty Ltd
Gyral Implements Pty Ltd
Harberger Spare Parts Pty Ltd
Hastings Deering (Qld) Pty Ltd
C.G. Harwood
Harwood Stimson and Co.
Napier Machinery Sales Pty Ltd
Plant and Plant (Dalby) Pty Ltd
J.S. Stimson
Winchcombe Carson Ltd (Massey Ferguson Div.)
Wolmar Industries
Agricultural Pest Control
Amalgamated Pest Control Pty Ltd
W.A. Flick and Co. Pty Ltd
Rural Pest Control Service
R.D. Weaver
Auctioneer's and Agents
N. Allom
A.M.L. and F. Co. Ltd (also woolbrokers)
Australian Estates Co. Ltd (also woolbrokers)
G. Bassingthwaite (Jandowae)
Dalgety Australia Ltd (also woolbrokers)
Elder Smith Goldsborough Mort Ltd (also woolbrokers)
J.F. Kennedy (Jandowae)
Keith Hall and Co.
Knox Henderson and Co.
T. Knox
J.L. McDonald (Stockmasters) Pty Ltd
McKee Bros. (Real Estate)
Plant and Plant Machinery Pty Ltd
Primaries Mactaggarts Co-Operative Assocn Ltd (also woolbrokers)
Winchcombe Carson Ltd (also woolbrokers)
Boring, Tank Sinking Contractors
Cramers Pty L$rt (also irrigation engineers)
L. Ehrlich (Jan'dowae)
S. Oliver
Queensland Road Builders Pty Ltd
E.A. Rayner
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F.T. Robinson
Sainsbury Bros.
Bulk Handling Equipment Suppliers
Miitze Engineering Works Pty Ltd
Plant and Plant (Dalby) Pty Ltd
Walsh and Ford Pty Ltd
Carriers - General
D. Bell
A.A.
S.J.
& M.R. Berting
Bowman (Jandowae)
Bowden and Stagg
Brown's Transport Consolidated
I.E.
P.J.
C.V.
R.J.
F.J.
Burnell
Cutmore
Deacon and Co.
& B.M. Wills (Jandowae)
Farrington
Hughes Transport
C. Krause
A.G.
R.H.
R.S.
F.T.
B.M.
L.J.
Lear
Nalder
Oakroot
Robinson
Schettler (Bell)
Stagg
Trelore Transport Service
W.P. Walker (Bell)
Carriers - Livestock
E.W. Baldwin (Jandowae)
A.C. Bowtell
S.C. Brandt
R.J. Hurford
V.N. & J.N. Jory
Mclver Bros. Transport (Bell and Dalby)
F.F. Owens
A.J. & I.E. Protheroe
Grain and Seed Merchants
Deacons Seed Co.
S. Gersekowski
Gosden Jorgensen Seeds Pty Ltd
Inland Satellite Terminals Pty Ltd
W.T. Murphy
Oba Nurseries
Price Emrys Pty Ltd
J.C. Turner (also at Nandi)
Waters Trading Co. Pty Ltd
Wilson and Wilson
Wright Stevenson and Co. Aust. Pty Ltd
Grain Drying Contractors
Dalby Grain Drying
Harvesting Contractors
D.C. Munro
W.J. & A.L. Newman
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Livestock Dealers
Australian Livestock Buyers Pty Ltd
J.C. Hutton Pty Ltd
Tom Knox and Co.
Livestock Saleyards
Dalby (Dalby Livestock Agents Association)
Jandowae
Poultry Dealers
L.C. Ehrich (Kaimkillenbun)
R.E. Harth
Jandowae Enterprises (Jandowae)
V.J. Wood (Kupunn)
Produce Merchants
Dalby Seeds Pty Ltd
J.C. & W.L. Turner
Westerns Downs Coop Trading Soc. Ltd
Wilson and Wilson
Pumps and Pumping Equipment Suppliers
Dalby Farm Service Centre
Dalby Farm Supplies
Hartland and Walker
D. Lyrain and Co. (Div. of I.B.C.)
Southern Cross Machinery (Toowoomba) Pty Ltd
Saddlers
N. Fleming
Hoffman and Co.
Seed Graders
Deacon Seeds Co.
Gosden Jorgensen Seeds Pty Ltd
Harding's Seed Grading Service
B.N. Hartmann
D.B. Smith
Waters Trading Co. Pty Ltd
V.J. & E.J. Wheeler
Wilson and Wilson
Wright Stevenson and Co. Aust. Pty Ltd
Shearing Contractors
N.H. Ashmore
A. Holden
A.B. Robin
R.J. Sankey
F.V. Sheppard
Stock Food Suppliers
Gateway Stock Feeds
Supastok Pty Ltd
Barnes Milling Ltd
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Tractor Repairers
W. Homann Tractors
Marcol Industries
Veterinary Suppliers
Dalby Agricultural and Veterinary Supplies
Dalby Farm Supplies
T. Knox and Co.
R.V. Warren
B.E. Wilson and J.J. Knox
Wright Stephenson and Co. Aust. Pty Ltd
A.B. Wuth
Veterinary Surgeons
K.F. & C.E. Gabriel (Yamsion)
D.K. Lovell
N.J.S. Manning
B.E. Wilson and J.J. Knox
Windmill Erectors
A.E. Archie
S. Oliver
Wool Classers
L.N. Jenner
10.4 STATE GOVERNMENT SERVICES TO PRIMARY PRODUCERS
Officers of various State Government Departments provide services to the primary
producers of the Shire. Those services, and headquarters of the officers concerned, are
listed below.
10.4.1 Department of Primary Industries
Agriculture Dalby
Agricultural Chemistry Toowoomba
Beef Cattle Husbandry Dalby
Dairy Cattle Husbandry Dalby
Economic Services Dalby
Entomology Toowoomba
Soil Conservation Dalby and Jandowae
Pig Husbandry Dalby
Plant Pathology Toowoomba
Poultry Husbandry Toowoomba
Horticulture Gatton
Slaughtering Inspection Dalby
Standards Toowoomba
Sheep and Wool Dalby
Veterinary Services (Stock Inspectors) Dalby and Jandowae
10.4.2 Forestry Department Dalby, Bunya Mountains
10.4.3 Irrigation and.Water Supply Toowoomba
10.4.4 Lands Department Dalby
10.4.5 Agricultural Bank Dalby
10.4.6 State Wheat Board Dalby (Natcha)
(Map 1 gives the location of State Wheat Board grain receival depots in Wambo Shire.)
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10.5 PRIMARY PRODUCER ASSOCIATIONS
10.5.1 Branches of the Queensland Graingrowers' Association located in Wambo Shire
Bell Blaxland-Koramamurra
Dalby Jandowae
Jimbour-Kuyura Kaimkillenbun
Kupunn Macallster
Nandi Pirrinuan
Tipton Warra
10.5.2 Branches of the Queensland Dairymen's Organization located in Wambo Shire
Cooranga North
Kaimkillenbun
10.5.3 Branches of the United Graziers' Association located in Wambo Shire
Dalby
Jandowae
10.5.4 Branches of the Queensland Pig Industry Producers' Association located in Wambo Shire
Dalby
Sources of Information
1. Australian Bureau of Statistics. Part B - Rural Production (various issues)
2. Australian Bureau of Statistics. Artificial Fertilizer Used on Rural Holdings
(Bulletins for 1969-70 - 1973-74)
3. Australian Bureau of Statistics (unpublished statistics)
4. Australian Bureau of Statistics Queensland Year Book (various issues)
5. Australian Bureau of Statistics. 1971 Census of Population and Bousing (No. 7.3
Characteristics of the Population by Local Authority Areas)
6. Universal Business Directories. Dalby-Tara District. 41st ed.
7. Queensland Phone Directory, Q8
8. Department of Primary Industries, Dalby
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II. ECONOMICS1
11.1 INTRODUCTION
11.1.1 Present Situation in Wambo Shire
Farming is by far the most important activity in the Wambo Shire. It is mainly
carried out on the blue grass plain, brigalow plain and box plain, but also in the uplands.
On the plains soils, very high returns can be attained when seasons are good and prices
favourable.
This has been the situation in the past four or five years because of good summer
seasons. The high prices for sorghum, millets and sunflower have also contributed to a trend
away from mainly winter crops into a large proportion of summer crops. This trend has been
favourable to the grain industry as it has relieved pressure on wheat handling facilities
available.
Beef cattle numbers have declined in the past two years because of low beef prices.
With profit margins on" buying and fattening low or non-existent, grain growers on the plains
who have in the past diversified into this activity are now concentrating on grain production.
In the uplands, the trend is also away from beef where it is possible to grow
grain to supplement farm income. However, it is much less marked than on the plains because
less land is available for cultivation.
Pig production is currently very profitable despite high grain prices. Most pigs
in the shire are grown in intensive piggeries on grain farms to utilize lower grades of grain
and save on freight and cartage costs. There is expansion occurring in existing piggeries
and some new ones are being constructed despite the very high cost of building. The future
of the industry is closely related to the grain situation because a fall in grain prices
would no doubt bring a flood of semi-intensive producers back into the industry, resulting
in increased supply.
The trend in dairying is out of cream and into milk production. There are in fact
few cream producers left in the shire. Milk is supplied to the Darling Downs Co-operative
and the Quinalow Cheese Factory and market milk quotas can be obtained by farmers. The
industry in the shire has "been shrinking in recent years, but now has stabilized. While it
is a relatively minor industry in the shire in terms of income, it is the dominant activity
in the north-eastern corner.
Sheep numbers have also declined to the extent that in most cases ^ sheep are run as
a sideline or because there are no alternatives other than beef.
The number of farms sold has increased in the past six to twelve months wjth
buyers no doubt prompted by the good seasons and prices of the past few years and sellers by
market projections indicating the possibility of a fall in grain prices in the near future.
An important factor affecting the profitability of farming is the farm size. With
higher machinery costs and overhead expenses, it can be expected that farm size will need to
increase or farmers will need to rely more heavily on services such as contract harvesting
if they are to remain viable.
11.1.2 Budgeting Techniques Used in this Section
There are a number of different budgeting techniques which can be used for making
comparisons between different farming enterprises. Perhaps the best known of these is
Gross Margins Analysis, which is a very useful and yet simple technique.
The Gross Margin is the difference between gross income and variable costs. It is
expressed per unit of some limiting resource such as land, labour, stock units or dollars
•••Prepared by R.K. Thew, Agricultural Economist, Dalby, in April 1976
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invested. Most commonly used is the gross margin per hectare (for crops) and gross margin
per animal or breeder (for livestock). Gross income is the total income from a particular
farm enterprise. Variable costs are those costs vhich vary with the level of output, i.e.,
the day-to-day running costs. Examples of variable costs include:
Fuel oil and grease Veterinary expenses
Machine repairs and maintenance Seed
Casual labour Fertilizer
Contract vork Sprays
Freight and cartage Commission
Annual livestock replacement Levies
Shearing Feed supplements
Gross margins are useful for making comparisons between farm enterprises and for
forward planning, provided there is no change in the level of fixed or capital costs. Hence
for any given level of fixed and capital costs, the higher the gross margin the higher the
net farm income.
Gross Margins has the disadvantage of using only one choice criterion. In other
words the gross margin is expressed per unit of only one resource. Therefore when comparing
enterprises, available resources may not be used most efficiently. For example, the gross
margin per hectare for enterprise A may be higher than for enterprise B but the latter
enterprise may have a higher gross margin per dollar outlayed. If finance is limiting, then
selection of enterprises by gross margin per hectare may result in the wrong decision.
In comparing individual enterprises within the whole farm situation when some
change in the capital investment or the fixed costs occurs, Partial Budgeting should be used.
In Gross Margins only gross income and variable costs are included, but in Partial
Budgeting all changes in income and costs, associated with the change being considered are
looked at.
While in partial budgeting only the changes in income and costs of the particular
enterprises are considered, the whole farm situation is taken into account. This is because
it is necessary to know the whole farm situation to account for all the changes in income and
costs.
Briefly then, in a partial budget, additional costs plus income lost are compared
with additional income plus costs saved. If the additional income plus costs saved exceed
the additional costs plus income lost, then other things being equal, the change in
enterprise would be considered worthwhile.
It is however, also necessary to consider the non-financial aspects of a change.
For example, a partial budget might show a slight financial gain but because of the effort
required to make the change it may not be considered worthwhile.
A third type of budgeting is Parametric Budgeting which is useful for gaining an
insight into the likely effects of a change in one or more key variables.
Key variables include prices received for products, yields, livestock carrying
capacities and reproduction rates. This principle is illustrated in the beef cattle gross
margins section where three prices for beef are considered.
In Whole Farm Budgeting, fixed and overhead costs, financial costs and personal
expenses must be considered as well as the variable costs considered in Gross Margins.
Examples of fixed costs are:
Permanent wages
Repairs and maintenance to buildings
Land rates and rents
Insurances
Registration
Accountancy fees
Depreciation
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Examples of financial costs are:
Interest
Hire Purchase repayments
Loan repayments
This information can be used to do: (a) Whole Farm Profit Budgets; or
(b) Cash Flow Budgets. The costs included depend on the type used.
The Profit Budget gives an indication of the earning capacity of money invested in
the farm. This is indicated by the return on assets.
In a Profit Budget fixed and overhead costs are included while financial costs,
living expenses and capital outlays are not.
On the income side, the tmdgets are also different. The profit budget includes
all returns from crop and produce sales in the year being considered even though these may
not be expected until next year or later. An example here is wheat where returns from a
crop grown in one year may not be received until two or three years later.
Consideration is given to produce and livestock on hand at the beginning and end
of the year so that actual production in that year can be assessed. This is done using
inventories.
The Cash Flow budget on the other hand, includes all cash receipts and payments.
Financial costs, living expenses and capital outlays are included while non-cash
costs such as depreciation are not. On the receipts side, only deferred payments to be
received in that year are included.
The Cash Flow budget shows how much cash is available for machinery purchase,
reinvestment, etc., at the end of the year. It shows whether or not the year's commitments
can be met. This is important as it is possible for a farm to show a profit for the year
and at the same time have a cash deficit.
These two budgets therefore provide different types of information about the farm.
Examples of each appear below:
Profit Budget
Livestock sales
Cattle
Less Purchases
Produce and Crop Sales
Wheat
Barley
Sorghum
Wool
Livestock inventory change
Produce inventory change
Farm Output
Less Variable Costs
Fixed Costs
Operating Profit
Less Allowance for Owner Operator wages
Return on Assets
% Return on Assets
Allowance of 8% interest on capital
Return to management
$ 5 800
600
20 000
8 000
9 000
500
-700
1 200
13 000
11 500
$ 5 200
3T 500
500
1*3 200
2h 500
18 700
6 000
12 700
6.5
15 6U8
-2 9^ 8
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The figures used in both the above examples do not represent any particular farm.
To assess the farm profit or cash position, it is important that the figures for the
particular property are used.
11.2 GROSS MARGINS
In this section the gross margins for various crops and livestock enterprises in
the shire have been calculated for the average situation. In other words, this is the
average gross margin which would be expected over a period of say 10 years.
Since averages are used, there will be fluctuations from season-to-season and from
one farm to another, depending on the resources used. They therefore only provide a guide
to the activities in the shire and gross margins for individuals should be calculated
separately.
The gross margins for grain crops have been calculated for the major soil types
within the shire, as this is one of the main factors affecting the returns and the type of
crop which can be grown.
For beef, the situation is similar with soil type and topography affecting the
enterprise, though it is less marked than grain.
11.2.1 Grain Crops
Tables 11.1 - 11.7 show the gross return, variable costs and gross margins for the
crops grown on different soil types in the shire. Where a number appears in brackets after
a cost, more detail on its calculation can be found by referring to Appendix 11.A. These
costs were calculated in January, 1976 and adjustments for changes may need to be made.
Cash Flow Budget
Cash Receipts
Wheat
Barley
Sorghum
Cattle Sales
Wool Sales
Deferred payments (previous year's crop)
Wheat
Sorghum
Sale of machinery
TOTAL CASH RECEIPTS
Cash Payments
Variable Costs
Fixed Costs
Livestock purchases
Machinery purchases
Financial Expenses
Loan repayment
Hire Purchase
Interest
Personal expenses
Taxation
CASH DEFICIT
$3 500
h 800
600
$10 000
6 ooo
h 500
5 800
500
2 200
6 000
13 000
5 000
600
3 000
8 900
6 000
2 000
$26 800
8 200
1 000
36 000
38 500
2 500
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Table 11.1
GROSS MARGINS ON WACO SOIL (OPEN PLAIN) - DRYLAND
($ per hectare)
GROSS RETURNS
Yield per ha (tonnes)
Price per tonne
Gross Return
VARIABLE COSTS l
Fuel, Oil & Repairs
Seed
Fertilizer
Spray - Weeds
Insects
Zinc
Casual Labour
Freight (rail)
Levies
Sundry
TOTAL VARIABLE COSTS
GROSS MARGIN PER HECTARE
WHEAT
2.10
100.00
210.00
12.00
5.20
9-90
1.1*0
5.00
22.30
It.90
l*.00
61*. TO
11*5.30
BARLEY
2.00
85.00
170.00
12.00
It. 60
2 . 0 0
l . l t O
2.50
5.00
U. 00
U.00
35.50
13lt.50
CANARY
0.80
150.00
120.00
12.00
-3-.-3O
l.ltO
5.00
It. 00
25.70
9U.3O
LINSEED
0.80
160.00
128.00
12.00
~T. 30
3.10
1.70
7.U0
1.60
5.00
I t . 0 0
1 * 2 . 1 0
85.90
GRAIN
SORGHUM
3.00
60.00
180.00
12.00
3.20
12.10
3.U0
5.30
I t . 0 0
I t . 0 0
1 * 1 * . 0 0
1 3 6 . 0 0
SUNFLOWER
0.75
1 6 0 . 0 0
1 2 0 . 0 0
1 2 . 0 0
1 . 3 0
I t . 9 0
l » . 0 0
l t . 0 0
26.20
93.80
MILLET
1.00
90.00
90.00
12.00
2.70
l t . 9 0
1(.OO
l t . 0 0
27.60
62.1*0
1 See Appendix A for more detail on these costs
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Table 11.2
GROSS MARGINS ON BRIGALOW PLAIN SOIL
($ per hectare)
GROSS RETURNS
Yield per ha (tonnes)
Price per tonne
Gross Return
VARIABLE COSTS 1
Fuel, Oil & Repairs
Seed
Fertilizer
Sprays - Weeds
Insects
Zinc
Casual Labour
Freight (rail)
Levies
Sundry
TOTAL VARIABLE COSTS
GROSS MARGIN PER HECTARE
WHEAT
1.90
100.00
190.00
12.00
5.20
9.90
1.70
5.00
21.50
It.20
It.00
63.50
126.50
BARLEY
1.80
85.00
153.00
12.00
It.60
2.00
1.70
2.50
5.00
3.60
3.60
It.00
39.00
lilt. 00
CANARY
0.70
150.00
105.00
12.00
3.30
1.70
5.00
It.00
26.00
79.00
LINSEED
0.70
160.00
112.00
12.00
7.30
3.10
1.70
l.ko
1.60
5.00
It.00
U2.10
69.90
GRAIN
SORGHUM
2.25
60.00
135.00
12.00
3.20
8.80
3.*tO
5-30
It.00
It.00
lt0.70
9^.30
SUNFLOWER
0.65
160.00
10U.00
12.00
1.30
It.90
U.00
it.00
26.20
77.80
MILLET
O.85
90.00
76.50
12.00
2.70
IK 90
It.00
It.00
27.60
U8.90
1
1 See Appendix A for more detail on these costs
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Table 11.3
GROSS MARGINS ON BOX PLAIN SOIL - DRYLAND
($ per hectare)
GROSS RETURNS
Yield per ha (tonnes)
Price per tonne
Gross Return
VARIABLE COSTS 1
Fuel, Oil & Repairs
Seed
Fertilizer - N
Super
Sprays - Weeds
Insects
Casual Labour
Freight (rail)
Levies
Sundry
TOTAL VARIABLE COSTS
GROSS MARGIN PER HECTARE
WHEAT
1.1(0
100.00
11(0.00
12.00
5.20
6.60
10.00
1.1*0
5.00
lU.90
3.30
l(.00
62.1*0
77.60
BARLEY
1.30
85.00
110.50
12.00
1+.60
l+.l*0
10.00
1.1+0
2.50
5.00
2.60
l(.00
1(6.50
6l(.oo
GRAIN
SORGHUM
1.80
60.00
108.00
12.00
3.20
8.80
3.1*0
5.30
l(.00
I+.00
1*0.70
67.30
SUNFLOWER
0.65
160.00
101+.00
12.00
1.30
i(.OO
!(.00
21.30
82.70
1
 See Appendix A for more detail on these costs
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Table ll.U
GROSS MARGINS ON BASALTIC UPLANDS - DRYLAND
($ per hectare)
GROSS RETURNS
Yield per ha (tonnes)
Price per tonne
Gross Return
VARIABLE COSTS 1
Fuel, Oil & Repairs
Seed
Fertilizer - N
Sprays - Weeds
Insects
Casual Labour
Contract Harvest
Freight (rail)
Levies
Sundry
TOTAL VARIABLE COSTS
GROSS MARGIN PER HECTARE
WHEAT
1.75
100.00
175.00
8.00
It.60
1.1*0
lt.OO
lit. 00
18.90
It.10
lt.OO
59.00
116.00
BARLEY
1.70
85.00
lltU.50
8.00
3.90
1.1*0
2.50
lt.OO
lit. 00
1.20
3.1*0
lt.OO
1+2.1*0
102.10
GRAIN
SORGHUM
2.10
60.00
126.00
8.oo
2.70
lit. 90
3.1*0
5.30
3.00
lit. 00
lt.OO
55.30
70.70
MILLET
0.80
90.00
72.00
8.00
2.70
3.00
lit. 00
lt.OO
31.70
1*0.30
1
 See Appendix A for more detail on these costs
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Table 11.5
GROSS MARGINS ON BRIGALOW UPLAND'
($ per hectare)
GROSS RETURNS
Yield per ha (tonnes)
Price per tonne
Gross Return
VARIABLE COSTS 1
Fuel, Oil & Repairs
Seed
Sprays - Weeds
Insects
Casual Labour
Fertilizer
Freight (rail)
Levies
Sundry
TOTAL VARIABLE COSTS
GROSS MARGIN PER HECTARE
WHEAT
1.60
100.00
160.00
12.00
U.60
1.U0
U.00
17.30
3.80
l».00
1*7.10
112.90
BARLEY
1.55
85.OO
131.75
12.00
3.90
l.ltO
2.50
l».00
1.10
3.10
U.00
32.00
99.75
GRAIN
SORGHUM
1.90
60.00
lilt. 00
12.00
2.70
3.U0
5-30
3.00
1U.90
I t .00
1(5.30
68.70
MILLET
0.75
90.00
67.50
12.00
2.70
3.00
3.00
20.70
1*6.80
1
 See Appendix A for more detail on these costs
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Table 11.6
GROSS MARGINS ON SOFTWOOD SCRUB
($ per hectare)
GROSS RETURNS
Yield per ha (tonnes)
Price per tonne
Gross Return
VARIABLE COSTS 1
Fuel, Oil & Repairs
Seed
Sprays - Weeds
Insects
Contract Harvest
Freight (rail)
Levies
Sundry
TOTAL VARIABLE COSTS
GROSS MARGIN PER HECTARE
WHEAT
1.50
100.00
150.00
8.00
l*.6o
1.1*0
lU.OO
16.90
2.50
u.oo
51.1*0
98.60
BARLEY
1.1*5
85.00
123.25
8.00
3.90
1.U0
2.50
1U.00
2.90
2.90
U.oo
39.60
83.65
MILLET
0.55
90.00
1*9.50
8.00
2.70
ll*.00
3.00
27.70
21.80
See Appendix A for more detail on these costs
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Table 11.7
GROSS MARGINS FOR IRRIGATED CROPS
($ per hectare)
GBOSS RETURNS
Yield per ha (tonnes)
Price per tonne
Gross Return
VARIABLE COSTS1
Fuel, Oil & Repairs
Seed
Fertilizer - N
Spray - Weeds
Insects
Casual Labour
Irrigation Costs
Freight
Levies
Sundry
TOTAL VARIABLE COSTS
GROSS MARGIN PER HECTARE
WHEAT
It.00
100.00
1*00.00
12.00
T.30
17.60
3.1+0
7.00
10.50
U2.50
9.1*0
l*.00
113.70
286.30
BARLEY
U.00
85.00
3!*0.00
12.00
7.30
9.90
3.1*0
3.70
7.00
10.50
8.00
U.00
65.80
27U.20
CANARY
1.90
150.00
285.00
12.00
l*.2O
12.30
3.'tO
7.00
10.50
l*.00
53.1*0
231.60
GRAIN
SORGHUM
5.00
60.00
300.00
12.00
7.20
2l*.2O
6.80
5.30
7.00
21.00
lt.OO
87.50
212.50
SOYBEANS
2.20
150.00
330.00
12.00
22.1*0
6.80
5.30
7.00
28.00
lt.OO
85.50
2M.50
^ See Appendix A for more detail on these costs.
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11.2.2 Beef Cattle x
(i) Breeding and Fattening Yearling Steers on Native Pasture and Oats
Assumptions
(a) 85% branding
(b)
(c)
(d)
(e)
Fat yearling steers are sold weighing 3^6 kg (l80 kg dressed weight)
Heifers are also sold as yearling and are 160 kg dressed weight
k.5k ha per breeder + oats
Three price levels - High - 0.75 c/kg, $130/cow
Medium - 0.60 c/kg, $ 90/cow
Low - 0.25 c/kg, $ 50/cow
Gross Margin per 100 Breeders
Gross Income
1+2 Yearling Steers
21 Yearling Heifers
17 Cull Cows
Income
Variable Costs
Veterinary Costs
Bull Charge
Transport
Supplementary Feed
Gats 35 ha § $13.75 per ha
Stock Assessment
Casual Labour
High
$ 5 670
520
210
Medium
$1* 536
2 016
1 530
$10 1*00
200
300
120
1+00
1*81
20
100
$8 082
1 621
520
1 621
i+oi+
$ 2
$ 8
$
$
11*1
259
82.
16.
59
85
$2
$6
$
$
025
057
60
12
.57
.36
$1
$2
$
$
855
817
28
5
.17
.75
Selling Charges
Total Variable Costs
Gross Margin per 100 Breeders
Gross Margin per Breeder
Gross Margin per Hectare (1*.9 ha per breeder)
(ii) Breeding and Fattening Yearling Steers on Improved Pastures and Oats
Assumptions
(a) 85? branding
(b) Fat yearling steers sold at 180 kg dressed weight
(c) Heifers sold at 160 kg dressed weight
(d) 2.2 ha per breeder + oats
Gross Margin per 100 Breeders
Gross Income High Medium
As for native pasture $10 1+00 $8 082
Low
$2 6U6
1 176
850
$1* 672
1 621
231*
Low
$1+ 672
1
 Contributed by R.H. Gannon, Beef Cattle Husbandry Adviser, Dalby
1 926
520
2 UU6
1
2
926
UoU
330 2
926
160
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Variable Costs High Medium Lov
Veterinary Costs $ 200
Bull Charge 300
Transport 120
Supplementary Feed 1*00
Oats 35 ha l*8l
Stock Assessment 20
Casual Labour 100
Improved Pasture 275
Selling Charges
Total Variable Costs
Gross Margin per 100 Breeders $ 7 951* $5 752 $2 512
Gross Margin per Breeder $ 79.5^ $ 57.52 $ 25.12
Gross Margin per Hectare (2.6 ha per breeder) $ 30.59 $ 22.12 $ 9.66
(iii) Breeding and Fattening Two Year Old Steers
Assumptions
(a) &5% branding
(b) Fat two year old steers are sold weighing l»60 kg (2U0 kg dressed weight)
(c) Heifers are sold as yearling when 160 kg dressed weight
(d) 5-5 ha per breeder + oats
Gross Margin per 100 Breeders
Gross Income High Medium Low
111 Fat Steers $ 7 380 $5 90U $3 hkh
21 Yearling Heifers 2 520 2 016 1 176
17 Cull Cows 2 210 l'53O 850
Income $12 110 $9 1*50 $5 l»70
Variable Costs
Veterinary Costs
Bull Charge
Transport
Supplementary Feed
Oats 1*0 ha @ $13.75 per ha
Stock Assessment
Casual Labour
Selling Charges
Total Variable Costs
Gross Margin per 100 Breeders
Gross Margin per Breeder
Gross Margin per Hectare (5.9 ha per breeder)
(iv) Vealer Production
Assumption
(a) 92? branding
(b) Calves are doubled on 52 cows - two losses before sale of calves
200
300
3^0
1+00
550
20
100
1 910
605
2 515
9 595
95.95
16.26
1 910
1*72
$2 382
$7 068
$ 70.68
$ 11.98
1 910
273
$2 183
$3 287
$ 32.87
$ 5.57
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High
$ 5
2
5
2
062
625
250
210
Medium
$ k
2
h
1
050
100
200
530
Low
$2 362
1 225
2 1*50
850
$15 ll+7 $11 880 $6 887
(c) Second calves are sold at dressed weights of lUO kg
(d) Costs of t>o"bby calves - High - $30
Medium - $20
Low - $10
Gross Inocme per 100 Breeders
Gross Income
1*5 Male Vealers
25 Female Vealers
50 Second Calves
IT Cull Cows
Income
Variable Costs
Veterinary Costs ($3.00 per breeder)
Bull Charge
Transport
Supplementary Feed Extra Feed per Year
120 Vealers - 30 tonnes grain @ $60
7.2 tonnes hay % $1*0
Oats 60 ha @ $13.75 per Hectare
Casual Labour
Improved Pasture 100 ha @ $1.25 per ha per year
Coat of 52 Bobby Calves
Selling Charges
Total Variable Costs
Gross Margin per 100 Breeders
Gross Margin per Breeder
(v) Storage Production on Grain Properties
Assumptions
(a) Overmating and pregnancy diagnosis is carried out and as such 45 heifers are required
per year
(b) 96% branding
(c) Weaner steers are sold at 10 months weighing 205 kg (100 kg dressed weight)
Gross Income per 100 Breeders
Gross Income
1*7 Weaner Steers
3 Weaner Heifers
22 Empty Cows and Heifers
17 Cull Cows
Income
Variable Costs
Veterinary Charges
Supplementary Feed
Stubbles 55 tonnes @ $15
Lucerne 0.8 ha per Breeder
Cartage
Casual Wages
Stock Assessment
$
1
$ 3
1
$ 6
$ 8
$
300
300
210
800
288
825
100
125
948
560
760
268
879
88.79
$ 3
1
$ 5
$ 6
$
91+8
0U0
59U
582
298
62.98
$3
$1*
$2
$
9U8
520
3UU
812
075
20.75
High
$ 3
2
2
760
270
860
210
Medium
$ 2 820
210
1 980
1 530
Low
$1
1
880
105
100
850
9 100
200
600
825
Uoo
133
100
20
6 51*0 3 935
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High Medium Low
Bull Charge (extra charge for overmating)
Selling Charges
Total Variable Costs
Gross Margin per 100 Breeders
Gross Margin per Breeder
Gross Margin per ha (0.8 ha lucerne per
"breeder unit)
330
$
$
$
$
$
2
3
6
608
1*55
063
037
60.
75.
37
U6
$2
$2
$3
$
$
608
327
935
605
36
1*5
.05
.06
$2
$2
$1
$
$
608
197
805
130
11
Ik
.30
.Ik
(vi) Store Production on Solodic Soils
Assumptions
(a) 75? branding
(t>) 15 month old store steers sold 22li kg (110 kg dressed weight)
(c) All heifers are sold at 15 months old and replacements bought in.
Gross Margins per 100 Breeders
Gross Income High
37 Store Steers $ 2 960
36 Store Heifers 2 520
17 Cull Cows 1 955
Income $ 7 ^35
Variable Costs
Veterinary Charges
Supplementary Feed
Cartage
Casual Wages
Stock Assessment
Sucker Control
Bull Charge
Medium
$2 220
1 800
1 275
$5 295
Low
$1 U80
5l»0
595
$2 615
$
1
* 0
2
$ 5
$ 2
$
200
750
90
100
20
200
300
660
371
000
031
1+0U
2k. Ok
$2
1
$1*
$
$
660
265
700
625
670
6.70
$2
1
$lt
-$1
_$
660
130
300
090
1*75
14.75
Selling Charges
Replacement Heifers 20 head
Total Variable Costs
Gross Margin per 100 Breeders
Gross Margin per Breeder
(vii) Buying and Selling (Purchasing Steers)
Assumptions
(a) Store steers are purchased at 18-20 months with a dressed weight of 180 kg
(b) These steers are sold as fats at a dressed weight of 255 kg
(c) Carcass gain is 75 kg put on in 160 days.
Gross Margin per Steer
Gross Income High Medium Low
Steer 255 kg dressed weight $ 191 $ 153 $ 89
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Variable Costs High
Veterinary $1.00 per head
Transport
Oats (0.6 ha x $13.75)
Casual Labour
Selling Charges
Store Steer 180 kg dressed weight
Allowance 1% Death
Total Variable Costs
Gross Margin per Steer
Gross Margins at Different Buying and Selling Prices
Medium Low
1.00
1.50
8.25
1.00
11.75
9.55
1U5.OO
l."*5
167.75
23.25
$ 11.75
7.65
117.00
1.00
$ 137. *to
$ 15.60
$
$
$
11.75
it.1(5
63.00
0.63
79.83
9.17
Sale Price
(cents/kg)
70
65
60
Purchase Price (cents/kg)
70
$
30.10
18.70
6.35
75
$
21.00
9.60
-2.75
80
$
11.90
0.50
-11.50
There is considerable variation in the Gross Margin per steer at different
purchase and selling prices. The range indicates that care must be taken in purchasing
stores to fatten as a negative gross margin is quite possible.
(viii) Buying and Selling (Purchasing Weaners)
Assumptions
(a)
(b)
(c)
Store weaners are purchased at 10-12 months weighing 205 kg (100 kg dressed weight)
These animals are sold after 12-lU months when fattened
They start on grass but are finished on oats
(d) At sale they are U60 kg (2l(0 kg dressed weight).
Gross Margin per Steer
Gross Income
Steer 2l*0 kg dressed weight
Variable Costs
Veterinary ($1.50 per head)
Transport
Oats (0.6 ha x $13.75 per ha)
Casual Labour
Selling Charges
Store Weaner 100 kg dressed weight
Allowance 2% Deaths
Total Variable Costs
Gross Margin per Steer
High
$ 180
Medium
$ 1UU
Low
8k
1.50
1.50
8.25
1.00
12.25
9.00
80.00
1.60
102.85
77.15
$
$
$
12.25
7.20
65.00
1.30
85.75
58.25
$ 12.25
l(.2O
50.00
1.00
$ 67.1(5
$ 16.55
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(ix) Feedlotting
Assumptions
(a) 200 kg dressed weight store in feedlot for 115 days and gains 133 kg liveweight or 80
kg carcass
(b) Grain is assumed
Store Steer
Buying Price
(200 kg D.W.)
cents/kg $
80
80 160
80
70
TO 11*0
70
55
55 110
55
at $70 per
Fat Steer
tonne;
Selling Price
(280 kg D
cents/kg
75
60
1*5
75
60
1*5
75
60
1*5
w.)
$
210
168
126
210
168
126
210
168
126
$60 per tonne;
Return for
80 kg
Carcass
added
$
50
8
- 31*
10
28
- Ik
100
58
16
$50 per tonne.
Gross Margin = Carcass
return
feeding
- feed and
out costs
grain is:
$ 70
- 1*8
- 9
-132
- 28
- 70
-112
+ 2
- 1*0
- 82
$ 60
- 35
- 77
-119
- 15
- 57
- 99
+ 15
- 27
- 69
, when
$ 50
- 12
- 61+
-106
- 2
- 1+U
- 86
+ 2 8
- lit
- 56
Variable Costs per Head per 100 Days
Veterinary Costs
Labour l*s hours per day per 100 head 6
$2.00 per hour
Stock Losses 1!? over 100 days g value $lU0
Fuel and Power 80 cents per day
Repair s
Variable Costs per Head per 115 days
Feed and Additives 1.3 tonnes grain
Total Variable Costs
High Medium Low
1.00
2.50
1.1*0
0.80
0.70
6.1*0
7.1*0
91.00
7.1*0
78.00
7.1*0
65.00
98.40 $ 85.40 $ 72.40
(x) Calculating the Property Gross Margin Using Herd Composition
Assumptions
(a) Breeding and fattening yearlings
(b) Property 1 000 hectares
(c) Stocking rate one adult beast to 3.2 hectares; 1 breeder = 1.1*2 adult equivalents
(see Appendix 11.D. (i)).
Property Gross Margin (Medium Prices)
(1) Using Gross Margin per Breeder
Carrying Capacity:
1 000 ha + 3 . 2 = 3 1 2 Adult equivalents
312 A.E. + 1.1*2 = 220 Breeders
220 Breeders g $60.57 = $13 325
(2) Using Gross Margin per Hectare
Gross Margin per Breeder = $60.57
Carrying Capacity: 1 Adult beast to 3.2 hectares
1 Breeder to U.5!* hectares
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Gross Margin per hectare = $ 60.57 + U.5**
= $ 13.33
Property Gross Margin = $ 13.33 x 1 000
= $13 330
11.2.3 Dairying
(i) Milk
(a) Manufacture Milk
Assumptions
(a) Production is 2 500 litres per cow
tt>) XU Replacement heifers required each year
(c) Progeny other than heifers sold as hobby calves
(d) Future milk price assumed to be T.01* cents/litre
(e) Crop per cow l.k ha (including crop for grain).
Gross Returns (70 cows)
Milk - 175 000 litres 8 1.Ok cents/litre
Bobby Calves -1+6 8 $ 15
Culled Cows - 12 @ $100
$12
1
320
690
200
$lU 210
Variable Costs
Fuel, Oil and Repairs (l.lt ha crop per cow) $ 980
Electricity 500
Animal Health 210
Fertilizer 200
Supplementary Feed 1+00
Seed 5^0
Cartage 900
Bull Replacement (300 - 200) x 3 75
1+
Cost of Rearing Replacement Heifers 560
Requisites 190
Sundry 300 h 855
Gross Margin $ 9 355
Gross Margin per Cow 133.6k
(b) Market Milk (70 cows)
Assumptions
(a) Production is 2 700 litres per cow
(t>) lU replacement heifers per year
(c) Progeny other than heifers sold as bobby calves
(d) Future milk price assumed to be 9 cents per litre
(e) Crop per cow 1.6 ha (including crop for grain).
Gross Returns
Milk - 189 000 litres 8 9 cents/litre
Bobby Calves - U6 8 $ 20
Culled Cows - 12 8 $100
$19 130
$17
1
010
920
200
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Variable Cos-ts
Fuel, Oil and Repairs (1.6 ha crop per cow)
Electricity
Animal Health
Fertilizer
Supplementary Feed
Seed
Cartage
Bull Replace (1*00 - 200) x 3
Cost of Rearing Replacement Heifers
Requisites
Sundry
Gross Margin
Gross Margin per Cow
(ii) Cream
Assumptions
fa) 90 kg butter fat per cow
(b) 10 replacement heifers required each year
(c) All progeny other than heifers sold as bobby calves
(d) 1 hectare crop required per cow.
Gross Returns (per SO Cows)
Cream - h 500 kg butter fat g 92 cents $ h ll*0
Bobby Calves - 3 5 6 $15 525
Culled Cows - 8 g $70 560
$1
1
1
120
625
210
250
500
650
150
1(20
210
i*oo $ 6 580
$12 550
179.30
Gross Income $ 5 225
Variable Costs
Fuel, Oil and Repairs $ 500
Electricity 300
Animal Health 150
Feed Supplements 200
Fertilizer 150
Seeds 250
Cartage 150
Requisites 80
Bull Replacement 25
Cow Replacements (cost of rearing) 200
Sundry 200 2 205
Gross Margin $ 3 020
Gross Margin per cow 60.1*0
11.2.U Sheep
Sheep are not raised in large numbers in the Wambo Shire. The main enterprises
are fattening lambs on crop and wool growing on the solodie soils.
(i) Fat Lambs
(a) Breeding and Fattening
Gross Returns (per 100 Ewes)
Wool - 365 kg g $1.30 per kg $ 1*75
Lambs - 85 g $9 765
$ 1 21*0
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Variable Costs
Veterinary $ 60
Shearing ($1.10 per head including rams) 11T
Crutching (l6 cents per head) 16
Shearing Requisites 25
Commission and Selling Charges 76
Freight - Wool $5 per bale lit
Lambs kO cents per head 31*
Crop It hectare 6 $12 1*8
Casual Wages 10
Replacement Ram Expense Ul
Replacement Ewe Expense 106
Sundry 25 572
Gross Margin per 100 Ewes $ 668
Gross Margin per Ewe 6.68
Assumptions
(a) British breed rams mated to merino ewes
(b) 3 rams per 100 ewes
(c) &5% lambs at sale
(d) Wool price averages $1.30 per kg
(e) Lamb price $9 per head
(f) Crop (oats) h hectares required per 100 ewes
(g) Replacement rams - purchased for $60 and sold for $5 after four years.
Average Cost per 100 Ewes (60 - 5) x 3 $ hi
Replacement Ewes - Life four years - Death rate 3% per annum - Purchase price $6, Sale
Price $2
Average Cost per 100 Ewes: 25 § $6 - 22 @ $2 $ 106
(b) Buying and Fattening
Groes Returns (per 100 Lambs)
99 Lambs § $9 $ 891
Variable Costs
Veterinary $ 10
Commission and Selling Charges 1»5
Freight 70
Crop - h ha g $12 U8
Store Lambs 100 % $1* 1(00
Sundry 5 578
Gross Margin per 100 Lambs $ 313
Gross Margin per Lamb 3.13
Assumptions
(a) 1% death in lambs, purchased
(b) Purchase price $1* per head
(e) Sale Price $9 per head
(d) Lambs run on oats (U ha).
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(ii) Wool Production
Gross Returns (per 100 Wether's)
Wool - 500 kg % $1.1+0 per kg
Variable Costs
Veterinary
Shearing $1.10 per head
Crutching (16 cents per head)
Shearing Requisites
Commission and Selling Charges
Freight on Wool ($5 per bale)
Casual Wages
Replacement Wether Expenses
Sundry-
Gross Margin per 100 Wethers
Gross Margin per Wether
Assumptions
(a)
(b)
(c)
$ 700
50
110
16
30
56
18
5
XOk
25 klk
286
2.86
Wool cut 5 kg per head
Death rate 2%
Life of vethers five years
(d) Replacement wether expenses
Replacement wethers cost $7
Culled wethers return $2
Annual cost = (20 x 7) - (18 x 2)
= $10l»
11.2.5 Pigs
Most pigs produced in the Wanibo Shire are managed in intensive piggeries and
taken through to "bacon weight (about 60 kg dressed weight). Most are fed with feed milled
and mixed on the farm, but some factory mixed feed is used.
The gross margins for these alternatives are compared below for three different
pig meat prices.
(i) 50 Sow Hera - Factory mixed feed used
Assumptions
(a) 16 pigs sold per sow per year
(b) Sale weight 60 kg dressed
(c) Prices used (cents per kg) 80, 100, 110
(d) Feed cost $126 per tonne on farm.
Gross Returns
Price per kg (cents)
Return from 800 pigs
Variable Costs
Feed - 2U0 tonnes
Veterinary
Electricity
Repairs to Structure and Equipment
Boar Replacement
Sundry
80
$38 itoo
100
$U8 000
110
$52 8oo
33 090
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$15
10
1
366
750
750
900
000
100
500
$38
29
$
 9
80
1+00
366
181
$1*8
29
$18
100
000
366
63U
373
$52
29
$23
110
800
366
l+3lt
U69
Gross Margin $ 5 310 $ll* 910 $19 710
Gross Margin per Sow 106 298 391*
(ii) 50 Sow Herd - Feed milled and mixed on farm
Assumptions
(a) 16 pigs per sow per year
(t>) Sale weight 60 kg dressed
(c) Prices used (cents per kg) 80, 100, 110
(d) Feed Cost: Grain $78 per tonne; Concentrate $250 per tonne.
Gross Returns
Price per kg (cents)
Return from 800 pigs
Variable Costs
Feed - Grain 197 tonnes
Concentrate 1*3 tonnes
Veterinary-
Electricity
Repairs
Boar Replacement
Sundry
Gross Margin
Gross Margin per Sow
11.3 FARM PROFITABILITY
The purpose of this section is to give an indication of the profitability of
farming systems, which are generally defined by the different soil types, and show how the
use of gross margins can "be extended.
It is not possible to say exactly what profit will be because of variations from
one farm to another, even on similar soil types. The budgets therefore, represent the
"average" .type of situation and there will always be farms with higher returns and farms
with lower returns.
Various assumptions have been made regarding farm size, land values, the farm
plan and machinery used. This should not be taken as the situation with all farms on the
soil type considered, but as a general indication of the situation.
To make it clear what has been done in this section, a number of points need to
be clarified.
(i) Value of Farm Assets and Depreciation. Assets for each example farm have been
valued according to their current market value. The total value of farm assets is therefore,
the amount a purchaser would need to pay to invest in the business.
Depreciation on machinery has been calculated using the straight line method
assuming a nil salvage value at the end of it,s life. While this simplifying assumption is
unrealistic it is not likely to significantly affect the conclusions drawn.
(ii) Farm Plan. The farm plan is the basis of any budget. In the plans for the
following budgets the proportion of winter crop, summer crop and fallowed land is shown
and this is followed by the area of each specific crop and details of livestock enterprises
if applicable.
(iii) Farm Profit. The gross margins calculated in section 11.2 are used to calculate
the farm profit. This is then extended to cover the cash flow position (these are defined
in section 1).
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Fixed costs in the profit budget include depreciation, a non cash cost. Some fuel
and oil expenses, repairs to vehicles and sundry parts and tools have also been included
because they do not relate to the production of a particular crop or livestock enterprise
on the farm. They are therefore, excluded from the gross margins and treated as a fixed
cost.
11.3.1 Waco Soil (Blue Grass Plain)
(a) Farm Size:
(b) Machinery:
(c) Farm Assets:
Land and fixed improvements: 320 ha @ $490 per hectare
Machinery (see Appendix 11B (i)).
TOTAL
320 hectares (790 acres)
The land value assumed is $490 per hectare ($198 per acre) bare.
For a list of machinery, the capital cost and depreciation expenses
see Appendix 1 IB (i).
$156 800
80 325
$23? 125
(d) Farm Plan:
Winter Crop
Summer Crop
Fallow
TOTAL
Area of Crop:
Winter Crop
Wheat
Barley
Summer Crop
Sorghum
Sunflower
Millet
Fallow
TOTAL
(e) Farm Profit:
Gross Margin
Wheat
Barley
Sorghum
Sunflower
Millet
5055
U2%
100?
110 hectares
50 hectares
70 hectares
U0 hectares
25 hectares
25 hectares
320 hectares
110 hectares g $l!+5
50 hectares g 131*
70 hectares g 136
U0 hectares g 9U
25 hectares g 62
TOTAL GROSS MARGIN
Fixed Costs
Fuel and Oil
Repairs to Vehicles
Sundry Parts and Tools
Repairs to Structures
Accounting
Electricity and Telephone
Rates
Registration and Insurance - Vehicles
Fire and General
Travelling Expenses
Administration - (bank fees, magazines, subscriptions, etc.)
$ 15 950
6 700
9 520
3 760
1 550
$ 37 W0
$ 350
1(50
200
Uoo
550
650
900
350
200
300
350
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Depreciation
Sundry
Operating Profit
Less - Allowance for Owner Operator Wages
Return on Assets (before tax)
% Return on Assets (before tax)
220
800 Ik 720
$22 760
6 000
$16 760
7.1
11.3.2 Brigalow Plain
(a) Farm Size:
(b) Farm Machinery:
260 hectares (6U2 acres) - all grain
The land value assumed is $370 per hectare ($150 per acre).
A list of machinery, the capital cost and depreciation expense is
in Appendix 11B (i).
(c) Farm Assets:
The total value of the farm assets is:
Land and fixed improvements (260 ha 8 $370 per ha)
Machinery (see Appendix 11B (i)).
TOTAL
(d) Farm Plan:
Winter Crop
Summer Crop
Fallow
TOTAL
Area of Crop:
Winter Crops
Wheat
Barley
Summer Crops
Sorghum
Sunflowers
Millet
Fallow
(e) Farm Profit:
Gross Margin
Wheat
Barley
Sorghum
Sunflowers
Millet
65?
2755
8*
lOOiS
120 hectares
50 hectares
30 hectares
20 hectares
20 hectares
20 hectares
260 hectares
120 hectares
50 hectares
30 hectares
20 hectares
20 hectares
TOTAL GROSS MARGIN
Fixed Costs
Fuel and Oil
Repairs to Vehicles
Sundry Tools and Parts
Repairs to Structures
Accounting
Electricity and Telephone
e in*
78
U9
$ 350
1*50
200
Uoo
5<?6
650
$ 96 200
5U 1+50
$150 650
$ 15 120
5 700
2 820
1 560
980
$ 26 180
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Rates
Registration and Insurance - Vehicles
Fire and General
Travelling Expenses
Administration
Depreciation
Sundry-
Operating Profit
Less Allowance for Owner Operator Wages
Return on Assets
* Return on Assets
3>.3.3 Box Plain (Recent Alluvial Plain)
$ 550
350
200
300
350
6 2U0
800 11
$1U
6
$ 8
8U0
000
81*0
5.9
(a) Farm Size:
(b) Farm Machinery:
(c) Farm Assets:
Land and fixed improvements (370 ha @ $270)
Machinery and Equipment (see Appendix 11B (i));
370 hectares (9ll* acres)
The land value assumed is $270 per hectare bare ($109 per acre).
The machinery used on box plain farms is listed in Appendix 11B
(i) together with the capital cost and depreciation.
$ 99 900
50 060
$ll*9 960
(d) Farm Plan: In most situations all land on the box plain is arable. The
following plan has been assumed:
Winter
Summer
Fallow
The areas
Winter
Summer
Fallow
of crop are:
Wheat
Barley
Sorghum
Sunflower
55%
35*
10*
100*
150 hectares
50 hectares
70 hectares
60 hectares
1*0 hectares
370 hectares
(e) Farm Profit
Gross Margins
Wheat
Barley
Sorghum
Sunflower
150 hectares 6 $78
50 hectares 6 6k
70 hectares g 67
60 hectares % 83
TOTAL GROSS MARGIN
Fixed Costs
Fuel and Oil
Repairs to Vehicles
Sundry Parts and Tools
$ 350
1*50
200
$
$
11
3
k
k
21*
700
200
690
980
570
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Repairs to Structures $ UOO
Accounting 1(00
Electricity and Telephone 600
Rates 650
Registration and Insurance - Vehicle 300
Fire and General 200
Travelling Expenses 200
Administration 350
Depreciation 5 860
Sundry 700 10 660
Operating Profit $ 13 910
Less Allowance for Owner Operator Wages 6 000
Return on Assets $ 7 910
% Return on Assets 5.3
11.3.h Brigalow Upland (Undulating Brigalow)
(a) Farm Size: 210 hectares (520 acres)
The land value is assumed to be $300 per hectare bare ($121 per
acre).
(b) Farm Machinery: See Appendix 11.B (1) for a list of .machinery, capital cost and
annual depreciation expense.
(c) Farm Assets:
Land and Fixed Improvements
Machinery
Livestock - 12 Breeders @ $100
1 Bull
$105 1*10
(d) Farm Plan:
Cropping on 80? of the area and beef cattle on native pasture on the remainder,
(i) Crops.
Winter crops are the main activity on this soil. In this example 168 hectares
are used for crops.
$1 200
600
$ 63
1*0
1
000
610
800
Winter Crops
Summer Crops
Fallow
Some double
Crop Area:
Winter Crops
Wheat
Barley
Oats
Summer Crops
Millet
Sorghum
Fallow
Total Area
7055
30*
10J8
cropping takes place on this soil.
70 hectares
1+8 hectares
5 hectares
30 hectares
16 hectares
16 hectares
185 (17 hectares double cropped)
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(If) Cattle
The cattle enterprise is a breeding enterprise with yearlings sold off oats.
The carrying capacity is one beast to 2.1* to 3.2 hectares which means about 17
beast equivalents could be run on U2 hectares of native pasture.
The herd size would therefore be 12 breeders (see herd composition in Appendix
11.D).
(e) Farm Profit:
Gross Margin
Grain
Wheat 70 hectares g $113 $7 910
Barley U8 hectares g 100 h 800
Millet 30 hectares g S»7 1 UlO
Sorghum 16 hectares g 67 1 072 15 192
Beef
12 Breeders 6 $63 756
TOTAL GROSS MARGIN $ 15 9^8
Fixed Costs
Fuel and Oil $ 350
Repairs to Vehicles 1*50
Sundry Tools and Supplies 200
Repairs to Structures U00
Accounting 350
Electricity and Telephone 500
Rates 360
Registration and Insurance - Vehicles 350
Fire and General 100
Travelling 100
Administration 250
Depreciation k 820
Sundry 500 8 730
Operating Profit $ 7 218
Less Allowance for Owner Operator Wages 6 000
Return on Assets $ 1 218
% Return on Assets 1.2
11.3.5 Basaltic Uplands
(a) Farm Size: 310 hectares (765 acres)
The land value" is assumed to be $220 per hectare bare ($89 per acre)
(b) Farm Machinery: The type and cost of machinery and annual depreciation expenses
are shown in Appendix 11.B (i) .
(c) Farm Assets:
Land and Fixed Improvements
Machinery and Equipment
Livestock - U1* Breeders g $100
2 Bulls g $600
$100 5U0
lit
1
1*00
200
$ 68
26
5
200
71+0
600
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(d) Farm Plan:
Farms in this area are used for beef and grain with 30 to U0 percent suitable
for cultivation.
Farming is limited by the slope and depth of top soil. Where top soil is
adequate (about 30 cm) good winter crops can be grown. Sorghum however, is limited because
of high moisture requirements.
(i) Crops
Crops are grown on 12U hectares. The plan is:
Wheat 50 hectares
Barley 28 hectares
Sorghum 20 hectares
Oats - grazing 16 hectares
Fallow 10 hectares
121* hectares
(ii) Beef Cattle
The carrying capacity of basaltic upland native pasture is about one beast to 3
hectares. It would therefore be possible to run 62 adult beast equivalents on the 186
hectares in the example.
To determine the number of breeders run it is necessary to know the herd
composition. This is one breeder to 1.1*2 beast equivalents and is shown in Appendix 11.D.
This herd will therefore be hk breeders.
(e) Farm Profit:
Gross Margin
Grain
Wheat 50 hectares % $116 "$5 800
Barley 28 hectares 6 102 2 856
Sorghum 20 hectares @ 70 1 UOO 10 056
Beef
1*1* Breeders @ $60 $ 2 61*0
TOTAL GROSS MARGIN $ 12 696
Fixed Costs
Fuel and Oil $ 350
Repairs to vehicles U50
Sundry Tools and Parts 200
Repairs to Fences and Structures 500
Accounting 350
Electricity and Telephone 500
Rates 1*50
Registration and Insurance - Vehicles 350
Fire and General 100
Travelling 200
Administration 250
Depreciation 2 960
Sundry 500
Operating Profit
Less Allowance for Owner Operator Wages
7
5
6
160
536
000
$2 600
6oo
$ 7026
3
Uoo
T^ O
200
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Return on Assets $ -h6h
% Return on Assets - 0.5
11.3.6 Softwood Scrub Soil
(a) Farm Size: 320 hectares (790 acres)
The land value assumed is $220 per hectare ($89 per acre) tare.
(b) Farm Machinery: See Appendix 11.B (i)
(c) Farm Assets:
Land and Fixed Improvements
Machinery and Equipment
Livestock - 26 Cows @ $100
1 Bull g $600
$100 3U0
(d) Farm Plan:
Farms in this area are used for grain and beef. Because of the lighter nature of
the soil farming is limited mainly to winter crops and millets on the better class of soil.
(i) Crop Plan
It is assumed that crops are grovn on 60)8 of the area (190 hectares).
Wheat 70 hectares
Barley 60 hectares
Oats - grazing 10 hectares
Millet 1*0 hectares
Fallow 10 hectares
190 hectares
(ii) Beef Cattle
The remaining area is used for a breeding enterprise on native pasture vith the
progeny sold as yearlings off oats.
Carrying capacity: 1 beast to 3.5 hectares
Adult beast equivalents run: 37
Herd composition: 1 breeder = 1.1(2 adult equivalents
Herd Size: 26 breeders
(e) Farm Profit:
Gross Margin
Grain
Wheat 70 hectares % $99 $6 930
Barley 60 hectares @ 8U 5 Ol+O
Millet 1)0 hectares g 22 880 $ 12 85O
Beef
26 Breeders g $60 1 560
TOTAL GROSS MARGIN $ lU UlO
Fixed Costa
Fuel and Oil $ 350
Repairs to Vehicles 1*50
Sundry Tools and Parts 200
Repairs to Fences and Structures 500
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Accounting $ 350
Electricity and Telephone 500
Rates 1+50
Registration and Insurance - Vehicles 350
Fire and General 100
Travelling 200
Administration 250
Depreciation 2 96O
Sundry 500 $
$
7
7
6
160
250
000
$12
2
000
1*00
$
$
75
15
14
000
500
400
Operating Profit
Less Allowance for Owner Operator Wages
Return on Assets $ 1 250
% Return on Assets 1.2
11.3.7 Beef on the Uplands
(a) Farm Size: 500 hectares (l 2l*0 acres) with 50 hectares of cultivation
The land value is assumed to be $150 per hectare ($60 per acre).
(b) Farm Machinery: The type of machinery on these farms is very basic as grain crops
are not grown.
(c) Farm Assets:
Land and Fixed Improvements
Machinery and Equipment
Livestock - 120 Breeders g $100
It Bulls g $600
$10U 900
(d) Farm Plan:
Run beef breeders, turning off yearlings in fat condition. Carrying capacity:
1 beast to 3 hectares. Therefore, 166 adult beast or 120 breeders can be run (see herd
composition in Appendix 11.D).
50 hectares of oats is grown.
(e) Farm Profit:
Gross Margin
120 Breeders g $60 $ 7 200
Fixed Costs
Fuel and Oil $ 350
Repairs to Vehicles 1+00
Sundry Tools and Parts 150
Repairs to Fences and Structures 500
Accounting 200
Electricity and Telephone 300
Rates 1(00
Registration and Insurance 300
Travelling 200
Administration 150
Depreciation 2 200
Sundry 300 5 1*50
Operating Profit $ 1 750
Less Allowance for Unpaid Labour ( fa man) h 000
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Return on Assets $ -2 250
% Return on Assets -2.1
11.3.8 Solodic Soils
(a) Farm Size: 1 500 hectares (3 700 acres) valued at $25 per hectare.
(b) Farm Machinery: Limited to essential farm vehicles and equipment as there is no
cultivation.
(c) Farm Assets:
Land and Fixed Improvements
Machinery and Equipment
Livestock: Cattle - 100 Breeders § $100
3 Bulls % $600
Sheep - 500 Wethers € $ 7
$ 6k 200
(d) Farm Plan: Run 100 breeders turning off store steers and 500 wethers for wool.
(e) Farm Profit:
Grose Margin
100 Breeders S $6.70 $ 670
500 Wethers g $2.80 1 U00
$10
1
3
000
800
500
$ 37
11
15
500
Uoo
300
$ 2 070
Fixed Costs
Fuel and Oil $300
Repairs to Vehicles 1*00
Sundry Tools and Parts 100
Accounting 150
Electricity and Telephone 200
Rates 200
Registration and Insurance 250
Travelling 100
Administration 100
Depreciation 1 600
Sundry 200 3 600
Operating Profit $ -1 530
Less Allowance for Unpaid Labour (\ man) h 500
Return on Assets -6 030
% Return on Assets -9.h
11.3.9 Dairying
(A) Manufacture Milk
(a) Farm Size: 220 hectares with 95 hectares of cultivation.
Land and fixed improvements are valued at $295 per hectare.
(b) Farm Machinery: See Appendix 11.B iii
(c) Farm Assets:
Land and Improvements (including dairy equipment) $ 6h 900
Machinery and Equipment 22 800
Livestock - 70 Cows @ $110 $ 7 700
2 Bulls 6 $300 600
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Livestock - 10 Sows 6 $100 $ 1 000
1 Boar g $100 100 9 ^00
$ 97 100
(d) Farm Plan: Run 70 milking cows selling manufacture milk.
Run 10 sows in semi-intensive yards using mainly purchased feed.
Light bacon (50 kg dressed) sold.
(e) Farm Profit:
Gross Margin
70 Cows 6 $133 $ 9 310
10 Sows g $ 90 900
$ 10 210
Fixed Costs
Fuel and Oil $ 150
Vehicle Repairs 200
Sundry Tools 100
Structural Repairs 300
Accounting 150
Registration and Insurance 300
Rates 300
Travelling 100
Depreciation 2 5^ 5
Sundry 200 $ k 3^ +5
Operating Profit $ 5 865
Less Allowance for Unpaid Labour 6 000
Return on Assets -135
% Return on Assets -0.1
(B) Market Milk
(a) Farm Size: 220 hectares with 110 hectares of cultivation for fodder and grain.
Land and fixed improvements are valued at $320 per hectare.
(b) Farm Machinery: See Appendix 11.B iii
(c) E^arm Assets:
Land and Improvements $ 70 U00
Machinery and Equipment 22 800
Livestock - 70 Cows g $110 $ 7 700
2 Bulls g $U00 800 8 500$101 700
(d) Farm Plan: Run 70 milking cows selling market and manufacture milk.
(e) Farm Profit:
Gross Margin
70 Cows e $179 $ 12 530
Fixed Costs
As for Manufacture Milk situation h 3^5
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Operating Profit
Less Allowance for Unpaid Labour
Return on Assets
% Return on Assets
$ 8 185
6 000
2 185
1.9
(C) Cream Production
(a) Farm Size:
(b) Farm Machinery:
(c) Farm Assets:
2U5 hectares with 110 cultivation and 135 grazing, including some
improved pastures (about 30 hectares).
The land and fixed improvements are valued at $220 per hectare.
See Appendix 11.B iii
Land and Improvements
Machinery and Equipment
Livestock - 60 Cows 8 $100
2 Bulls § $200
10 Sows 8 $100
1 Boar 8 $100
$ 6 000
1(00
1 000
100
53 900
17 900
7 500
-T-iTAL
(d) Farm Plan:
(e) Farm Profit:
Gross Margin
60 Cows 8 $ 60
10 Sows 8 $310
Fixed Costs
Fuel and Oil
Vehicle Repairs
Sundry Tools
Structural Repairs
Accounting
Telephone and Electricity
Rates
Registration and Insurance
Travelling
Depreciation
Sundry
Operating Profit
Less Allowance for Unpaid Labour
Return on Assets
% Return on Assets
11.3.10 Pigs
(A) Using Factory Mixed Feed
$ 79 300
Run a herd of 60 milking cows for cream.
Grow grain (mainly barley) on 50 hectares to feed to pigs.
10 sows are run.
$ 3 600
3 100
6 700
150
200
100
200
150
250
300
300
100
1 760
150 3 660
$ 3 0)40
6 000
-2 960
-3.7
(a) Farm Size: It is assumed that 2 hectares of land are required to build a
piggery and sheds to run 50 sows. The cost is assumed to be $250
per hectare.
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(b) Building & Machinery: A list of the capital costs for machinery are shovn in
Appendix 11.B il together with the calculation of depreciation
expense.
(c) Farm Assets:
Land $ 500
Buildings and Plant 1*2 675
Livestock 59 head g $100 5 900
$1*9 075
(d) Farm Plan: Turn off baconers when six to seven months old using factory mixed
feed.
(e) Farm Profit (for three different pig prices):
Gross Margin
50 Sows g
Total Gross Margin
fixed Cost
Administration *
Depreciation
Labour (5/? of man)
Operating Profit
Return on Assets
% Return on Assets
* Bank Fees, Accounting, Magazines, Registrations, etc.
(B) Using Farm Mixed Feed
(a) Farm Size: As for (A)
(b) Buildings & Machinery: See Appendix 11.B ii
(c) Farm Assets:
Land $ 500
Buildings and Plant 50 625
Livestock 5 900
$2
3
4
000
6U0
300
$
5
9
-3
-3
106
300
940
640
640
-7.4
$
lit
9
5
5
298
900
940
960
960
12.2
$
19
9
10
10
391*
700
940
760
760
21.9
$57 025
(d) Farm Plan: To turn off baconer pigs when six to seven months old using feed
milled and mixed on the farm.
(e) Farm Profit (for three different pig prices):
Gross Margin
50 Sows g
Total Gross Margin
Fixed Costs
Administration
Depreciation
Labour
Operating Profit
Return on Assgts
% Return on Assets
$ 2
h
h
000
270
300
$
9
10
-1
-1
181
050
570
520
520
-2.7
$
18
10
8
8
373
650
570
080
080
l i t . 1
$
23
10
12
12
1*69
1*50
570
880
880
22.6
1*4
11.U CASH FLOW POSITION
This section provides an example of the cash flow situation for a farm. This will
vary significantly from one farm to another because of factors such as the financial position,
crops grown in previous years and assets being disposed of.
As explained in section 11.1.2, expected receipts from a previous year's grain
crop are not included in a profit budget for that year, but they are included in a cash flow
budget. Therefore, when looking at a particular year, cash receipts will only be the same
as output from a crop if the expected deferred payments from previous crops (cash flow
situation) equal the portion of returns from the current crop, expected to be received in
future years (profit situation).
To simplify the following examples, this assumption has been made so that the cash
receipts shown in the cash flow section of each example are equal to the gross margin in the
profit section.
The cash flow situation gives an indication of the cash available for development
and purchase of new machinery, etc. In the examples, 3 situations are considered to show
the effects of a change in the amount borrowed. It has not been possible to examine all
situations (and types of finance) as a large number of examples would be needed.
A figure expressing the amount of money borrowed (excluding the overdraft) as a
percentage of total assets has been calculated. If this figure is related to the cash
surplus, it is possible to get an indication of how much can be borrowed and still be sure
the debt can be serviced. For example, if there is a significant cash surplus with a
particular level of borrowing, then other things being equal, more could be borrowed and
vice versa.
Example - Box Plain
Baaia Example
Long term loan: $30 000 over 20 years @ 10)f
Overdraft: $10 000 limit, average $5 000 overdrawn @ 12?
Borrowed finance as a percentage of total assets: 20
Total Cash Receipts $26 070
Less Fixed Costs (excluding depreciation) U 800
21 270
Less Living Expenses $6 000
Loan repayments (including interest) 3 525
Interest - overdraft 600
Taxation 2 000 12 125
CASH SUBPLUS $ 9 1^ 5
Alteration 1
Long term loan: As above
Overdraft: As above
Hire purchase: $20 000 % 15% flat over 3 years
Borrowed finance as a percentage of total assets: 33.3
Total Cash Receipts
Less Fixed Costs
Less Living Expenses
Loan repayments
Interest - overdraft
Hire purchase
Taxation
CASH SURPLUS $ -120
$6
3
9
1
000
525
6oo
665
600
$26
h
21
21
070
800
270
390
135
Alteration 2
Long term loan: $50 000 over 20 years @ 10)f
Overdraft: As above
Hire purchase: $10 000 g 15? flat over 3 years
Borrowed finance as a percentage of total assets: k0%
Total Cash Receipts $26 070
Less Fixed Costs h 800
$21 270
Less Living Expenses $6 000
Loan repayments 5 875
Interest - overdraft 600
Hire purchase 1* 835
Taxation 1 750 19 060
CASH SURPLUS $ 2 210
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APPENDIX 11,B (ii)
DEPRECIATION SCHEDULE PIGS
Capital Item
Piggery-
Feed Shed
Silos (3 mesh with bases)
Mixed feed storage
Mixer, Motor & Feed Bins
Roller Mill & Motor
Auger
Auger
Feed Trolleys
Vehicle
Pond
Total
Deprec.
Rate {%)
6
3
5
7
7
7
7
7
6
15
Factory Mixed Feed
Capital
Cost
$
1*5 000
2 000
1 500
Uoo
7 000
1 000
$56 900
Deprec.
$
2 UOO
60
105
30
1 050
$3 6U5
Farm Mixed Feed
Capital
Cost
$
1*5 ooo
U 000
2 100
3 700
2 100
l 8oo
1*00
1*00
T ooo
1 000
$67 500
Deprec.
$
2 1*00
120
105
260
150
125
30
30
1 050
$1* 270
NOTE: The building and equipment are assumed to be 25$ worn out as very few piggeries in
the area would be new. As these values are current market values for new items the
capital investment is assumed to be 75$ of the total.
APPENDIX 11.B (ill)
DEPRECIATION SCHEDULE - DAIRYING
Capital Item
Dairy
Equipment
Tractor 70 H.P.
Tractor small
Plough
Scarifier
Combine
Small Cultivator
Farm Vehicle
Sundry Tools & Equipment
Total
Milk Farm
Deprec.
Rate (%)
3
5
10
10
10
8
5
10
10
5
Capital
Cost
$
6 ooo1
7 0001
8 000
500
2 000
2 000
2 500
800
5 000
2 000
$22 800
Deprec.
$
180
350
800
50
200
160
125
80
500
100
$2 51*5
Deprec.
Rate {%)
10
10
10
8
5
10
20
5
Cream Farm
Capital
Cost
$
7 500
500
2 000
1 500
2 000
1*00
2 000
2 000
$17 900
Deprec.
$
750
50
200
120
100
1*0
1*00
100
$1 760
NOTE: The equipment is assumed to be secondhand and is valued according to the current
market value method.
Excluded from total as values are included with land and improvements.
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APPENDIX 11.C
1. Herd Assumptions
(a) All gross margins are worked per 100 breeders.
(b) Bulls are used at 3%.
(c) Replacement rate of 20!? in the herd includes 3% death in breeders and 11% culling in
breeders.
(d) 2% mortality from branding to yearling.
(e) 3% mortality from branding to two year old.
(f) Calving takes place from July to November except in vealer production where it takes
place all year round.
2. Cattle Prices
Stores
Fats
(male & female vealers & yearlings; steers
Pat cows, culled cows, heavy heifers
(heavy country - $15 less for animals off
Store yearling heifers
(heavy country - $20 less for animals off
Empty cows 8c heifers
; bullocks)
solodics)
solodics)
High
80
75
130
90
100
Medium
Cents per kilog
60
60
ram
Dollars per head
90
70
75
Low
UO
35
50
35
ho
3. Bull Replacement Cost
3 bulls are required per 100 cows.
Purchases price $600; Sale price $200
Average Annual Bull replacement cost = (600 - 200) x 3
h. Supplements and Feed
5. Crop and Pasture Costs
$300/100 breeders.
Urea/Molasses
Phosphorus
Weaning Fodder
Limited Drought Feed
Cost per breeder
Light Country
3.00
2.00
1.00
1.50
$7.50
Heavy Country
1.00
0.50
1.00
1.50
$l+.00
Fuel, oil & repairs
Seed
Casual Labour
Sundry (sprays, etc.)
Life (years)
Cost per annum
Oats
7.00
5.50
1.25
13.75
1
$13.75
Pasture
6.00
6.50
12.50
10
$ 1.25
Lucerne
9.00
5.00
6.00
20.00
1*
$ 5.00
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Oats requirements (used only for sale cattle)
O.k ha
0.U8
1.0
Culled cows
Yearling Steers
Cows and Calves
Yearling heifers O.k ha
Steers 0.6
Vealers and Dams 0.6
6. Veterinary Costs
Lice Control
Drenching
Vaccinations
Others
Veterinarian and Mileage
7. Other Costs
Transport
Stock Assessment
Casual Labour
Sucker Control (Solodics)
20 cents
20 cents
80 cents
20 cents
60 cents
$2.00 per breeder
$ 1.50 per head
0.20 per breeder
1.00 per breeder
12.00 per breeder
Sucker control is needed on the solodics and this is done by slashing. Cost is $1.00/ha
year. Stocking rate is one breeder unit per 12 hectares, therefore, the cost is $12.00
per breeder per year.
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APPENDIX 11.D
In most situations it is desirable to know the gross margin for a whole property.
This can be estimated in two ways once the gross margin per breeder is known. Firstly the
gross margin per acre can be calculated and multiplied by the number of acres to obtain the
total gross margin. Secondly, the number of breeders that can be carried on a property can
be estimated and multiplied by the gross margin per breeder.
Either way, it is necessary to know the herd composition which is based on herd
size in June, the critical time for feed supply. In the tables below heifers are not
included separately because by June they would be included in the herd as cows. Culled cows
are sold by May and heifers are mated when 15 months old.
Herd Composition (per 100 breeders)
I Breeding and Fattening (Yearlings)
100 Cows
85 Weaners
3 Bulls
Total AE
AE/Breeder
AE/Animal
1.00
0.1+5
1.2
II Breeding and Fattening (Two Year Olds)
100 Cows
85 Weaners
1(1 Steers (18 months - 20 months)
3 Bulls
Total AE
AE/Breeder
III Vealer Production
100 Cows
92 Calves av. age 5 months
60 Second calves av. age 5 months
3 Bulls
Total AE
AE/Breeder
AE/Animal
1.00
0.U5
0.75
1.2
AE/Animal
1,00
0.32
0.28
1.2
IV Store Production (Yearling Turn-off) on solodic soils
100 Cows
75 Weaners (lighter off solodic soils)
3 Bulls
Total AE
AE/Breeder
AE/Animal
1.0
0.1*
1.2
Total AE
100
38.25
3.6
11*1.85
1.1*2
Total AE
100
38.25
30.75
3.6
172.6
1.73
Total AE
100
29.1*1*
16.8
3.6
IU9.8I*
1.5
Total AE
100
30
3.6
133.6
1.31*
NOTE: AE means Adult Beast Equivalent
Sources of Information
1. Department of Primary Industries, Dalby
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